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PART ONE
It was neither science, then, nor new geographical discoveries, not even
philosophy, as such, but rather the formidable difficulty of reconciling
old and new in theological terms, and finally, by the the 1740s the
apparent collapse of all efforts to forge a new general synthesis of theology, philosophy, politics, and science, which destabilized religious belief
and values, causing the wholly unprecedented crisis of faith driving the
secularization of the modern West. (Israel, 2006, 65)
. . . all the great Early Enlightenment intellectual controversies, . . . , in one
way or another hinged on the now thoroughly destabilized and problematic relationship between reason and faith, . . (Israel, 2006, 65)
But these pages of mine are written with a view to those only, who never
believe anything but what they can receive with their intellect [reason];
consequently, who boldly invalidate, and are fain to deny the existence of
all supereminent things, sublimer than themselves, as the soul itself, and
what follows therefrom—its life, immortality, heaven, etc. These
things . . . they reject; and consequently they honor and worship nature,
the world and themselves; in other respects, they compare themselves to
brutes, and think that they shall die in the same manner as brutes, . . . ,
thus, they rush fearlessly into wickedness. For these persons only am I
anxious . . . and to them I dedicate my work. For when I shall have
demonstrated truths themselves by the analytical method, I hope that
those debasing shadows will be dispersed; and thus at last, under the
*
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favor of God, who is the sun of wisdom, that an access will be opened and
a way laid down to faith. My ardent desire and zeal for this end is what
urges and animates me. (Swedenborg, 1743 (1843), 1:14-15)

Introduction
It is not surprising that Emanuel Swedenborg, the brilliant scientifically inclined son of a pietistic Lutheran Bishop, in his philosophical
project chose to tackle the dominant and most vexing problem of his day—
the relationship between faith and reason and their connection to obtaining the good. Raised in a home that emphasized faith living in works, he
was nonetheless passionately attracted by the elegance and power of
reason.
That he wished to philosophically sustain a viable partnership between faith and reason is clear in the quotation above, taken from the
introduction to Regnum Animalii (The Soul’s Kingdom 1743–1745) his last
attempt to resolve the issue. He wrote: “For when I shall have demonstrated truths themselves by the analytical method, I hope that . . . a way
[will be] laid down to faith.”
The fragile nature of this partnership was challenged on all sides
during the seventeenth century. The burgeoning scientific spirit questioned the need for faith; the devastation and destruction wrought by the
thirty years war demonstrated the irrationality of faith; and the new
Cartesian philosophy questioned the intellectual roots of faith.
Emanuel Swedenborg was born while this crisis still reigned in Sweden. After years of conflict between the Aristotelians (the old) and the
Cartesians (the new) at Swedenborg’s alma mater, Uppsala University, an
edict by King Karl XI in 1689, attempted to silence the dispute. “The King
permitted ‘the free use and practice of philosophy,’ provided that the
authority of the Bible and the Christian faith remained undisturbed”
(Lindroth, 1976, 73). The Cartesian perspective was permitted to have a
circumscribed role within the intellectual life of the university. It could be
entertained and discussed within the faculties of Law, Medicine, and
Philosophy, but it was not permitted near the sacred precinct of theology,
nor to challenge in any way the fundamental tenants of the Lutheran faith.
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The theologians were disappointed and the philosophers were delighted. They felt they were given leave to preach the new philosophy
whenever and wherever they wished, and they did. By 1700 Cartesian
physics dominated the curriculum, along with modern mathematics, and
experimental science. During Swedenborg’s last year at the University, he
took a course with Fabianus Törner, Professor of theoretical philosophy in
which the doctrine of Aristotle and his followers was contrasted to
Cartesianism (Acton, 1957, 14).
The challenge was not merely academic, it was personal as well. Olof
Rudbeck, the Swedberg’s neighbor and a towering figure at the university
was a champion of reason and the new Cartesian perspective, while
Swedenborg’s father was a defender of faith and the old more traditional
Aristotelian approach. On an even more personal level, his father’s views
clashed with those of Emanuel’s brother-in-law, the astute university
librarian, Eric Benzelius, a student of oriental languages and a fierce
advocate of mathesis and the modern.
It may be remembered also that Swedenborg, on his trips abroad,
sought out libraries with books that were new and could provide him with
up-to-date information. As he wrote in his diary while in Prague at the
“Jesuitencloster”: “I entered, too, their superb library, which consisted,
however, of only old books, and old manuscripts, dating from the fathers
and Euclid and others. The place is richly decorated, but the books are old,
and mostly of the schoolmen. . . “ (Tafel, 1890, 41).
It would appear that Swedenborg, like his contemporaries, was convinced that the resolution of the issue could be found within the framework of natural philosophy. He was in active pursuit of the perfect
reconciliation for twenty years from 1724 to 1744. His attempt suffered the
same fate as those who went before. However, while they abandoned the
possibility of finding a natural partnership between faith and reason,
choosing either cling to “faith alone” or abandoning it altogether,
Swedenborg was led to redefine the parameters of the problem and provided a novel resolution. He wrote in 1770, “Now it is permitted to enter
with understanding into the truths of faith” (Swedenborg, 1770, § 508:3
emphasis added by JW-H).
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In order to understand Swedenborg’s novel resolution, it is first necessary to understand the context which encouraged him to pursue his
philosophical solution and the passion that drove his attempt.
The European context
In the 1720s, when Swedenborg began his first major philosophical
work, the Principia, European philosophy was in a deepening crisis. The
philosophical debate that began with René Descartes (1596–1650) concerning the relationship between faith and reason had been raging for almost a
century. Many philosophers had joined in the fray: Spinoza (1632–1677),
Leibniz (1646–1716), Bayle (1647–1706), and Christian Wolff (1679–1754)
to name some of the major players. Not only did they discuss and debate
among themselves, but joining in the debate were orthodox Christian
theologians and philosophers.1Jonathan I. Israel suggests an image of a
pulsating vortex to identify the swirl of opinion and controversy masquerading as conversation or debate. Each voice loudly asserting the obvious
correctness of its own position. Pulsing in the vortex were found: the new
biblical criticism, the experimental sciences, the many shades of
Cartesianism, Newtonian physics, Locke’s psychology, Pietistic fundamentalism, and Leibniz-Wolffian metaphysics. The more philosophical
liberty was pursued, the greater the strife and discord. Leibniz had suggested that what was needed was a new general synthesis. Others heartily
endorsed the idea that unhindered philosophical enquiry ought to be able
to support an inclusive scientific rationality while still upholding faith,
authority, and tradition, but the question was “how to achieve it?” (Israel,
2002, 541). Another important question is, how had it come to this?
For clearly this was not always the case. In fact, according to Jonathan
I. Israel, “During the later Middle Ages and the early modern age down to
the middle of the seventeenth century, western civilization was based on a

1
In fact, according to Alan C. Kors (1987) ”it was the orthodox culture of the seventeenth
century that generated, in its debates and inquiries, the component arguments of the atheistic
philosophies.” In his article “A First Being of Whom We Have No Proof,” he sets out to
demonstrate the role of Christian theology and philosophy in the development of atheism as
each theologian or philosopher attempted to demolish the arguments of their opponents in
favor of their own.
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largely shared core of faith, tradition, and authority” (Israel, 2001. 3); and a
shared understanding of the mutuality of faith and reason. While there
were many factors that contributed to the fracturing and fragmenting of
this unity, including the Reformation, the wars of religion, and the discovery of distant lands and pagan peoples, this discussion will focus primarily on the role of the new philosophy, and the new science. This discussion
must begin with a consideration of the life and work or René Descartes.
This is asserted by Ernst Cassirer (1932), R. R. Palmer (1953), and Benjamin
I Israel (2001) among others. Cassirer writes that “Cartesian philosophy
triumphantly alters the entire world picture” (3); Palmer calls Descartes “a
prophet of a world reconstructed by science” (134); and Israel writes of the
New Philosophy, especially Cartesianism, that it “[initiated] one of the
most decisive intellectual and cultural shifts in western history” (24).
While the conversation begins with Descartes, it will be necessary to
follow the thread as it is picked up by Spinoza, Leibniz, and Wolff.
Swedenborg is aware of these philosophers and cites all them in his
notebook written circa 1741. The notebook was just that, it contained
citations from many sources including the Bible gathered in preparation
for his culminating philosophical enterprise, what in the end was titled
The Soul’s Kingdom. From some of the philosophers he took copious notes,
while other merit only a brief mention.
Swedenborg does not directly engage the on-going conversation in his
last work, although he wrote it with an eye toward resolving the issue
between faith and reason once and for all. However, in his little work The
Infinite and Final Cause of Creation (1734), it would appear that he assesses
the schools of philosophy that emerged in the previous century. He does
not confront them by name, but picks up their legacy and attempts to
develop a philosophical framework to move beyond them. He assures the
reader that in doing so, his philosophy will use “familiar words and a
humble style” divested of metaphysical terminology so that the reader
may grasp the essence of the matter concerning the most important of
subjects—the Infinite.
This chapter will focus on the philosophical context of Swedenborg’s
own effort to deal with the question of the relationship between faith and
reason. The next chapter will take up Swedenborg’s response.
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René Descartes’ (1596–1650) life and work
Descartes was born in La Haye, France on March 31, 1596. His father
was a lawyer and civil servant who was focused on his work. Descartes’
mother died when he was an infant, and he and some of his siblings were
sent to live with his grandmother. At the age of ten, he was enrolled in the
Jesuit college at La Fliche, where he studied for eight years. In 1615, he
took his Baccalaureate and License in Law at the University of Poitiers.
In 1618 he enlisted in the army of Prince Maurice of Nassua (Holland)
where he most probably worked as an engineer. In this corps, he was
engaged in applied mathematics in the design of defensive structures and
machinery. The army took him to Breda, and while there he developed a
relationship with the mathematician Isaac Beeckman (1588–1637).
Beeckman taught Descartes, and his questions encouraged his latent interest in science. Descartes began to work on conceptions of proportions and
ratios. Later in life, he minimized the importance of Beeckman in his
mature ideas of mathematics and philosophy (Smith,
plato.stanford.edu/entries/descartes-works).
During this same period the army traveled to Germany, and Ulm. On
November 10th, 1619 Descartes records three dreams that he had. The
third dream was the most significant.2 He interpreted them, and believed
that they were God-given and signified that he would develop a universal
science. They altered the course of his life. Descartes left the army at the
end of the year, and appeared to have traveled widely during this time. It
is thought that he returned to La Haye briefly, regarding the sale of
property, and that he possibly spent some time in Italy. In 1625, he settled
in Paris.
His sojourn in Paris was important in Descartes’ biography. First,
through contact with Father Marin Mersenne (1588–1648), his ideas and
work became known to some of the key thinkers resident in Paris at that
time. For example, Antoine Arnauld (1612–1694), Pierre Gassendi (1592–
1655), and Thomas Hobbs (1588–1679). Second, at the house of the Papal
2
In this dream, he saw two books one Dictionary and the other a book of poetry. The
Dictionary appeared uninteresting and of little use; the book of poetry, however, was inviting
and seemed to signify the union of wisdom and philosophy. The dictionary was dry and
disconnected like a listing or enumeration of the sciences, while the book of poetry was alive
with wisdom.
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Nucio, he confronted an M. Chandoux, a proponent of skepticism, who
claimed that probabilities were the basis of science.3 Skepticism had dominated French intellectual circles from the time of the Renaissance. However, the recent publication (1621) of works by the late Classical writer
Sextus Empiricus (c. 160–210 CE), had intensified and deepened the skeptical perspective, particularly of the followers of Montaigne (1533–1592).
Descartes assailed the views of Chandoux and Montaigne’s followers, by
asserting that only certainty could serve as the foundation of knowledge.
He also claimed that he had a method for achieving it.
In 1629, Descartes moved to Holland, where he was to live almost
exclusively for the next twenty years, and where he publish all his writings. In 1635 he fathered a daughter, Francine. While she only lived for five
years, dying of scarlet fever in 1640, there appears to have been some
attachment to her. He seems to have provided for her and her mother,
Helene, and several sources indicate that he also corresponded with her.
During this same year, he also learned that his father and sister had died.
In 1636, Descartes moved to Leiden to oversee the publication of
Discourse on Method in 1637, which included: “Optics,” “Meteorology,”
and the “Geometry.” In this work Descartes develops the metaphysical
framework for his system. He may have been developing the section on
Geometry from as early as 1619 when he mentioned such a book in
correspondence with Beeckman (Smith, 2010, Stanford.edu/entries/
descartes-works/). In any case, it is the place where he elaborates on how
geometry problems can be solved using algebraic equations. These connections provided the means of mathematizing physics, as well as for
generating the calculus.
In 1641 he published Meditations on First Philosophy. The work included “Objections and Replies” from six philosophers. Descartes had
sent Meditations to Mersenne, an important correspondent of his, and his
contact in Paris. The philosophers who replied included: Mersenne himself, Caterus, Hobbes, Arnauld, and Gassendi—men Descartes had met in
Paris many years before. The book was written in French and intended for
the educated public and not just academics. When it was republished the
next year, it included a seventh reply by Bordin.
3
After consulting a variety of sources, nothing more seems to be known about him except
of suggesting the Chandoux was either alchemist or a chemist.
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The focus of the Meditations was to establish the ground work for
knowledge (scientia). In order to do this, Descartes develops a series of
skeptical questions that are worked out in the seven meditations that
follow. Skepticism is the method used to move the reader to the discovery
of certainty. At the heart of the Meditations, according to Descartes, was the
establishment of the foundations for his physics. With his physics, he
wanted nothing less than to overturn the principles of Aristotle. He wanted
to do away with the old science and establish the new. Extension was the
starting point of Descartes’ physics. The property of bodies are shape,
motion, position, all of which entail extension of length, depth, and breadth.
The primary characteristic of these bodies is that they can be measured on
ratio scales, and thus they can be encompassed or understood mathematically (Smith, 2010, Stanford.edu/entries/descartes-works/).
Pleased with the substance of his work, Descartes suggested to his
friend, Mersenne, that perhaps Meditations could serve as a text for the
Sorbonne. This was a somewhat odd request, since textbooks at that day
were for teachers, and were developed by actual faculty members for
themselves, or were created when one teacher took over a course from
another. Descartes’ request may have seemed to be overreaching his status, since he was not a teacher himself. While the book was designated a
textbook, there is no evidence that it was ever used. This matter, however,
was relatively insignificant in comparison to the issues that emerged with
regard to Descartes’ physics at the University of Utrecht (Smith,2010,
plato.stanford.edu/entries/descartes-works/).
Descartes’ philosophy began to attract sympathetic readers, one of
whom was Henricus Regius (1598–1679), a Dutch physician who taught at
the University of Utrecht. He incorporated elements of Cartesian philosophy into his lectures. In 1643, an important theologian at the University,
Gisbert Voetius (1588–1676), discovered this, and began to attack Regius
for teachings ideas contrary to traditional theology. Voetius attempted to
have the errant professor removed from his position. In addition, he
widened his attack to Descartes himself and assaulted his philosophy and
his character. Descartes entered into the debate. Regius wrote a defense of
his position, which was officially condemned by Voetius, who later became the rector of the University. Regius remained at the University, but
was only permitted to teach medicine. This incident greatly troubled
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Descartes, and he feared that his works might be burnt and that he would
be forced to leave the country (Smith, plato.stanford.edu/entries/descartesworks/). This controversy appeared to simmer down; however, it reemerged in 1648.
The years between the two great controversies were active ones for
Descartes. He began a correspondence with Princess Elizabeth of Bohemia
and Queen Christina of Sweden. Both correspondents had an impact on
Descartes. Princess Elizabeth, interested in the radical separation of res
cogitans (mind) and res extensa (objects) asked Descartes: how was it then
possible for the soul to interact with body, and vice versa? Their correspondence stimulated Descartes to produce two new works: Principles of
Philosophy in 1644, which he dedicated to Princess Elizabeth; and in 1646, a
draft of The Passions of the Soul. In Principles, Descartes outlines the metaphysics underlying his physics. It was a departure from his more mathematically rooted physics; but nonetheless, it did have an impact on
several important scientists Robert Boyle (1627–1691), Edmund Halley
(1656–1742), and Isaac Newton (1643–1727).4 Principles, as envisioned by
Descartes, was to include two additional sections, one on plants and
animals, and another, on man.5 (Smith, 2010, plato.stanford.edu/entries/
descartes-works/).
Two positions that Descartes takes in Principles were disputed by
Newton and Gassendi. Newton objects to Descartes’ denial of the concept
of a vacuum and what follows from that, namely, the physical universe is
a plenum. Descartes denied the existence of a vacuum because the primary characteristic of the physical world is extension, and that, obviously
a vacuum (nothingness) cannot possess extension. This, of course, leads to
the idea of a full universe and, according to Newton, this makes motion
problematic. Gassendi, however, objected to the idea that matter is infinitely divisible; there must be some initial or first substance, upon which
the physical universe depends.6 (Smith, 2010, plato.stanford.edu/entries/
descartes-works/).
4
As it will be shown, Both Halley and Newton play important roles in Swedenborg’s own
biography and scientific/philosophical thinking.
5
Conceptually, this appears to have some similarity to Swedenborg’s two major philosophical projects, the Principia and Economy . . . and the Soul’s Kingdom.
6

This idea resonates with Swedenborg’s concept of a first finite found in his Principia.
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In 1648, Professor Regius published Foundations of Physics, his own
version of Cartesianism. He did this, despite the fact Voetius, who was
now in a more powerful position as rector, would certainly be compelled
to respond. Not only did Voetius publish his book, but he also published a
tract in which he listed twenty-one of Descartes’ principles with which he
disagreed. He obviously wanted to separate his version of science from
Descartes’. Descartes was outraged, and again was drawn to defend his
views. He believed that Regius had used some of his unpublished papers
and had either misunderstood them or had purposely distorted his views.
Descartes published Notes on a Program to explain his position. The renewal of the controversy at Utrecht rekindled Descartes unease, and thus,
he welcomed the offer of his other royal correspondent, Queen Christina
of Sweden, to come to her court in Stockholm.
He settled in Sweden in 1649, the same year that he published Passions
of the Soul. The Passions was written in large part in response to the
questions and commentary of Princess Elizabeth. It is Descartes’ attempt
to overcome the inherent dualism of his philosophy. Passions combines
psychology, physiology, and ethics (oregonstate.edu/instruct/phil302/
philosophers/descartes.html). The result is a moral philosophy. According to Descartes, our passions are mental states that move us to action, as a
result of activity in the brain. The interaction between the soul and the
body is located in the pineal gland. The gland is suspended in the brain in
such a way that the two distinct realms can communicate while remaining
wholly separate.
This position is assailed by Descartes’ critics because the discussion in
Passions implies that the mind has extension; but because the mind lacks a
surface it has no extension, making communication with the body impossible. Clearly, Descartes’ metaphysical dualism severely challenges the
arguments he presents in Passions of the Soul.
Passions was to be Descartes’ last published work. Not long after
arriving in Stockholm (a move the wisdom of which Descartes himself
began to doubt ) Descartes succumb to pneumonia and died on February
11, 1650.
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René Descartes—legacy
An important focus of Descartes’ entire project was to discredit the
scholastics and move “modern” scientists and philosophers beyond their
non-reflective reliance on Aristotelian physics, and metaphysics. In addition he wanted to liberate science and philosophy from their subordination to theology. He also wanted his work to silence the skeptics, and one
can see that his intellectual efforts were meant to challenge Chandoux. In
doing this, he did not want to discredit either faith in God or a belief in
certainty; however, it is clear that his project put them on a different
epistemological footing.
To achieve the goal to which his 1619 dreams pointed—a new universal science—Descartes developed a new method, a new physics, and a
new metaphysics to support his science and his method. He also made
significant contribution in mathematics with which his name is still associated today. According to Gary Hatfield, Descartes “was a mathematician
first, a natural scientist or ‘natural philosopher’ second, and a metaphysician third” (Hatfield, 2008.plato.stanford.edu/descartes/). Despite his brilliance as a mathematician, in assessing his contribution to the world that
shaped Swedenborg’s philosophical cultural milieux, it is Descartes’ natural philosophy and his metaphysics that require our particular attention.
In his natural philosophy, according to Hatfield, “he offered a new
vision of the natural world that continues to shape our thought today: a
world of matter possessing a few fundamental properties and interacting
according to a few universal laws. This natural world included an immaterial mind that, in human beings, was directly related to the brain; in this
way, Descartes formulated the modern version of the mind–body problem.” (Hatfield,2008,plato.stanford.edu/descartes/).
In his metaphysics, “he provided arguments for the existence of God,
to show that the essence of matter is extension, and that the essence of
mind is thought. Descartes claimed early on to possess a special method,
which was variously exhibited in mathematics, natural philosophy, and
metaphysics, and which, in the latter part of his life, included, or was
supplemented by, a method of doubt” (Hatfield.2008,plato.stanford.edu/
descartes/).
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To discover certain knowledge, Descartes begins with doubt. At the
time this was a novel approach. It attracted a great deal of attention, and
the success of the method can be seen in the fact that it drew many
adherents. Not long after Descartes published his Discourse on a Method
(1637), and his Meditations (1641), there were Cartesians. Perhaps they
were the people of good sense, including women, to whom Descartes had
recommended his works. These Cartesians were men and women who
subscribed to his scientific and philosophic view of operating principles of
the world. The fact that there was such a positive response, suggests that
the intellectual world of the continent was eager to break with the past and
was hungry for a new, rational paradigm.
The extent to which they accepted Descartes’ entire system varied.
This is made clear not just by the questions of Princess Elizabeth of
Bohemian, but also by the contentious dispute with Regius in Utrecht.
Descartes’ writings shook the world. His new philosophy quickly attracted not only adherents of differing commitments, but also critics and
opponents.
Descartes most certainly wanted his method, his physics, and his
metaphysics to aid in humanities’ search for truth, and the improvement
of the human condition. While doubt was his starting point, clarity and
certainty were the end or purpose. Descartes took on his pseudo followers,
he took on his critics, and he took on his opponents. He took part in an ongoing conversation in his search for the truth. His dialog with Elizabeth
and with his critics in Meditations, as well as his Notes on a Program are key
examples of this.
Nonetheless, after his death, he no longer could defend the integrity of
his program. While reading Descartes was the necessary starting point for
seventeenth-century scientists and philosophers that followed him, hed
could not guarantee their response. Some chose to repudiate him—the
man who first broke with the past. One of them was Baruch Spinoza.
In 1663, Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677) published his critique of Descartes’
Principles of Philosophy (1644). This is the only work that Spinoza published
under his name during his life-time. In it he takes issue with Descartes’
dualism, and posits nature as a unified, uncaused whole which he identifies with God. In fact, Spinoza, develops a rational philosophical system
that is essentially in opposition to Descartes’. In contrast to Descartes’
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dualism, Spinoza gives reality a materialistic and atheistic (some say
pantheistic) interpretation. A more detailed exposition will follow later in
this chapter. One could say that Descartes’ use of the inner psychological
“I” as the starting point of his philosophy, opened the way for other “Is,”
such as Spinoza, to develop alternative grounds for reality, with logic or
reason as the only measure of the “truth” of either system.
While it cannot be said that Spinoza’s critique of Descartes was the
catalyst, as there were others (even supporters who could have brought
his work to the attention of the Curia), the Roman Catholic Church, in
1663, put his works on the Index of Forbidden Books. Descartes’ defense of
human freedom as an ingredient of salvation, may have sparked the
censorship rather than his inadvertent support of atheism. In any case, this
was done, even though Descartes saw himself as a sincere Catholic, and in
his own way, a defender of the faith.
As more and more scientists and philosopher began their own development and understanding of the world by reading Descartes, by the end
of the century Cartesianism was implicated either by assent or dissent in
almost any and every philosophical and scientific position. The “Father of
Rationalism” opened the floodgates of rationalism that eliminated more
and more elements from what, in fact, can be known; until David Hume
(1711–1776) not only challenged our ability to know the world of extension, and, of course, God; but he denied the existence of the subject, as
well. This is the unintended legacy of Descartes.
Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677) life and work
Baruch Spinoza was born in the relatively open intellectual atmosphere of Amsterdam in 1632 (Nadler, 2008), where the Cartesian influence on philosophy was strong. His parents were respected members of
the city’s Jewish community, and belonged to the Jewish Portuguese
Synagogue. Spinoza’s education took place in this environment. In 1656, at
the age of twenty-four, he was expelled from the congregation and the
community for teaching and practicing heresies. He had questioned the
authority of the Torah and the existence of the Jewish God, the very
essence of Judaism. The cherem took place on July 27th, and the words of
the charge were exceptionally harsh: “Cursed be he by day and cursed be
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he by night; cursed be he when he lies down, and cursed be he when he
rises up; cursed be he when he goes out, and cursed be he when he comes
in. The Lord will not spare him . . .” (Nadler, 120).
No one in the community was to have any contact with him from that
time onward; in addition, they could not live near him or read anything he
had written. Not long after this, in 1661, Spinoza left Amsterdam and, for a
time took, he up residence outside of Leiden in Rijnsburg. In this setting,
he devoted himself to philosophy and he earned his living grinding lenses,
although there is some question about the nature of the lenses he crafted,
whether they were for telescopes or for eye glasses. In 1663, he moved
once again, this time to Voorburg, outside of The Hague. He lived there for
six years, moving once again in 1669 to The Hague, where he lived on
Paviljoensgracht in the home of Hendrik van der Spyck until his death in
1677.
Spinoza lived a quiet, almost ascetic life focused on his philosophy
and lens grinding. He did, however, have a circle of friends: students,
intellectuals, and fellow philosophers with whom he conversed and exchanged correspondence. His known correspondence dates from the time
of his move from Amsterdam in 1661.
In 1663, as already noted, he published his work on Descartes: Principles of Cartesian Philosophy with Metaphysical Thoughts. This work contained an Introduction by Lodewijk Meyer (1629–1681) and the printing
and publication of the work was overseen by him. In fact, it may have even
been through Meyer’s suggestion that the book was published at all. In
this short work, Spinoza wanted to present Descartes’ philosophy “for the
benefit of all men” (Shirley, 1998, xiv). He was interested in spreading the
truth, and “making this little work welcome to all” (Shirley, 1998, xiv).
However, he did not simply re-present Descartes concepts and ideas. He
wanted to arrange them in what he believed was a more appropriate
order. Thus, while he offers Descartes philosophy, he also gives the reader
some of his own, as well.
Meyer, in his Introduction, indicates the essential differences between
Spinoza and Descartes. There are three main differences: First, “ he [Spinoza]
does not consider the Will to be distinct from the Intellect, and [second] it
is far less endowed with the freedom that Descartes ascribes to it” (Shirley,
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1998, 5, 6). And finally, he does not believe in the substantiality of the
human soul. What Spinoza appreciates about Descartes was his use of
doubt, and his desire to adhere closely to the structure of mathematics as
he lays down the “solid foundations of the sciences” (Shirley, 1998, 7).
Descartes was the necessary starting point for the modern philosophical enterprise, but Spinoza was certain his approach was an improvement
on it, providing a means for seeing things clearly and distinctly. To this
end Spinoza not only published Principles of Cartesian Philosophy with
Metaphysical Thought, but he also wrote Treatise on the Emendation of the
Intellect (published posthumously) , Theological-Political Treatise (published
anonymously in 1670), and Ethics (published posthumously).7
Spinoza scholar Steven Nadler has called him “one of the most important philosophers—and certainly the most radical—of the early modern
period;” and of all the seventeenth century philosophers, perhaps the one
who is most relevant today (Nadler, 2001, http://plato.standford.edu/
entries/spinoza/). In the preface to a later work—A Book Forged in Hell:
Spinoza’s Scandalous Treatise and the Birth of the Secular Age (2011)—Nadler
goes even further and writes that “his philosophical, political, and religious ideas laid the foundation for much of what we now regard as
‘modern.’” Matthew Stewart, in The Courtier and The Heretic: Leibniz, Spinoza,
and the Fate of God in the Modern World (2006), views Spinoza as “the first
great thinker of the modern era” (312). Don Garrett in his “Introduction”
to The Cambridge Companion to Spinoza (1996) suggest that he is, to say the
least, controversial. He was, as Novalis wrote, “the God-Intoxicated man,”
who was also from the days of his youth called an “atheist.” His philosophy is based on an uncreated infinite substance “Deus sive Natura” (Godor-Nature) rather than a personal deity. He was a calm, rational
necessitarian and causal determinist who nonetheless passionately called
for an ethical idea of individual freedom (Garret, 1).
Spinoza was reared in the Sephardic Marrano Jewish community of
Amsterdam, a community created by those who fled both the Spanish and
7
In addition to these, included in Spinoza’s corpus are also the Short Treatise on God, Man
and His Well-Being, his Political Treatise, a Compendium to Hebrew Grammar, and his correspondence.
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Portuguese Inquisitions. The son of Michael and Hanna (Senior) Spinoza,
he attended the Talmud Torah School until the time he was about fourteen
years old. The focus of his education was the study of Holy Scripture
written by the finger of the transcendent God of Abraham and Moses. He
studied the Pentateuch, the other twenty-four books of the Bible, and the
Mischna. He was schooled in the laws of “God’s chosen people.” His
education was rigorous, methodical, and demanding.
He was educated within a close-knit and prosperous immigrant community that nonetheless was thankful to breathe the free air of the Dutch
Republic during its “Golden Age.” While travelers found many astounding things in Amsterdam—elegant public buildings and mansions, neat
and tidy citizens, new fangled street lamps, wonderful technology and
inventions (clocks, microscopes, and telescopes), advanced medical practices and clean hospitals—nothing impressed visitors and perhaps her
immigrants more than the Dutch love of freedom (Stewart, 2006, 21).
This was certainly true of Benedictus (Baruch) Spinoza in his mature
political philosophy, and thus one can imagine that it was also true of him
in his youth. Unlike other cities in Europe where Jews took refuge, in
Amsterdam, they were not confined to a Ghetto. They lived and worked
freely among the Dutch. Walking to and from the Torah Talmud School,
day after day, year after year, Bento breathed in the heady air of freedom.
As many commentators have noted this lead him at first to ponder and
then question the very foundations of his education—the nature of God,
the source of the Scriptures, and the origin of the law, and the way of
salvation.
In the end, it would appear that Spinoza absorbed the importance of
the meticulous method of his education, and he even acknowledge the
centrality of its concepts, but he radically rejected its substance. Much of
Spinoza’s philosophy is geometrical in form. His Ethics is demonstrated
with “geometrical order,” instead of rabbinical rigor; he invokes God but
identifies his substance with “Natura”; scientific philosophy replaces the
Scriptures; reason replaces the law; and seeking to fulfill one’s conatus
replaces the ritual piety of his forefathers. No longer a Jew (more because
he freely chose not to be one than because of the cherem), and not a
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Christian, Spinoza in his philosophy opens the way for every secular
natural individual to find the “blessedness” of “a true good.”8
How does he do it? What is his philosophy? And how does it work?
And finally what is his legacy?
Spinoza’s philosophical project
Ethics
In choosing geometric demonstration as the method of his philosophy, Spinoza transforms human ethics. As Seymour Feldman states:
“Spinoza’s method is his philosophy” ( Spinoza, 1992, 8). Philosophically,
ethics was long thought to be associated with freedom of choice or an
exercise of the will. Spinoza, however, demonstrates that, in fact, ethics are
merely a matter of knowledge of understanding. Ethics are geometrical—
they are like the perfect proof of the perfect form. They are the right
thinking, the clear and distinct knowledge, that is consistent with or
corresponds to our nature (our eternal nature). When we are ethical from
Spinoza’s perspective, we are free. That is, in such a state we are as
consciously aware as it is possible for a finite being to be of “the essence of
its body under a form of eternity . . . we know all the things that can follow
[be determined] from this given knowledge of God” (Spinoza, 1992, 217).
In a certain sense we know the divine theorem of our being. In such a state,
the notions of good and evil around which ethics previously was thought
to revolve do not exist. For as he states in Ethics Part IV, Proposition 68: “If
men were born free [in the order of their life] they would form no conception of good and evil so long as they were free” ( Spinoza, 1992, 192).
In the Ethics, Spinoza unveils his path to the “right way of life.” It has
five parts. He begins with God or “Deus sive Natura;” then he turns to the
8
Spinoza’s opening statement in his Treatise on The Emendation of the Intellect, written early
but published posthumously, is often quoted by Spinoza scholars to show the inner motivation
of his philosophical enterprise. Given Spinoza’s geometric method, and his reticence about
self-revelation, even in correspondence, this statement stands for the goal or “purpose” of his
“purposeless” natural universe. Baruch Spinoza, Ethics, Treatise on The Emendations of The
Intellect, and Selected Letters, Edited and Introduced by Seymour Feldman, trans. Samuel
Shirley, Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Co., 1992, 233.
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“Nature and Origin of the Mind” which he identifies as only intellectual
knowing by way of reason. And because each mind or mode must realize
its conatus or its endeavor to persist in its own being he then expounds on
the “Origin and Nature of the Emotions” before he confronts the reader
with the role Emotion play in our “Human Bondage.” The goal of the
Ethics is to escape bondage, which occurs when the power of the intellect
achieves the intellectual love of God—through the third or highest kind of
knowledge—which is eternal. Awareness of the eternal, to understand the
necessary order and connection of all things, that is salvation.
God
“Deus sive Natura,” translated “God or Nature,” is at the center of
Spinoza’s philosophy. He begins his Ethics by defining God. He writes:
“By God I mean an absolutely infinite being; that is, substance consisting
of infinite attributes, each of which expresses eternal and infinite essence”
(Spinoza, 1996, 33). Paraphrased, one can say that at the most basic level,
“the universe is a single, unique, infinite, eternal, necessarily existing
substance” (Nadler, 2011, 13). What that means is that God is not transcendent—he is neither the Creator nor the Redeemer. “Natura” has no will
and understanding, no love and wisdom, no goodness, use or justice.
There is no beginning or end, no providence and no purpose. There is only
absolute necessity and the stark causal order determined by Nature. As
Steven Nadler, in his Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy article on Spinoza,
writes, in the creation of the world: “God could not have done otherwise.
There are no possible alternatives to the actual world, and absolutely no
contingency or spontaneity within that world. Everything is absolutely
and necessarily determined” (Nadler, 2001, http://plato.standford.edu/
entries/spinoza/).
“Deus sive Natura” was not created but it is the only substance that
exists. It exists “in itself,” and is “conceived through itself.” God is one,
infinite and absolute.
God is the only substance, and so everything is either a substance or in
a substance. Since God is the only substance, “Whatever is, is in God, and
nothing can be or be conceived without God” (Spinoza, 1996, 40).
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Oneness or unity is the over-riding principle of Spinoza’s system. By
positing an infinite substance with an infinite number of attributes each of
which express that infinity, Spinoza not only claims thought as an attribute of God, but extension as well. In this way, Spinoza overcomes the
inherent dualism he believed to be so problematic in the philosophies of
predecessors such as Aristotle and Descartes.
The concepts of clarity, certainty, and coherence exist as a function of
no gaps within the totality of his system. That is, they are associated with a
system where nothing essential is unaccounted for and everything is
absolutely and necessarily determined.
As Feldman states, “For Spinoza there is a fundamental continuity
[and connection] between the ultimate cause of everything, God or substance, and that which is caused, or the modes” (Spinoza, 1992, 10).
Spinoza’s “Deus sive Natura” is infinitely productive, infinitely causative,
and infinitely expansive, and infinitely rich. Thus, it contains everything
that is and could possibly be. God is the immanent cause dwelling in the
extended world, just as all the vast and endless expressions of that world
are in God. This unity dissolves the distinction between God and nature.
As Spinoza writes in Part IV of the Ethics, “God or Nature”—which really
means “God, or what amounts to the same thing, Nature” (Nadler, 2011,
158).
There are, however, two different types of modes, infinite and finite.
Infinite modes are those that are universal and eternal—they are permanent and enduring features of the God. Nadler refers to them as “the
general laws of the universe” such as the truths of geometry, the laws of
physics, and the laws of psychology (Nadler, 2001, http://
plato.standford.edu/entries/spinoza/). Edwin Curley, while coming to
essentially the same conclusion—”infinite modes are causal features of the
world, and a statement attributing such a mode to the world would be a
basic causal law”—suggests that Spinoza himself does not make it explicit
(Garrett, 1996, 73). Finite modes on the other hand, such as particular and
individual things are casually more remote from God. They are: “nothing
but affections of the attributes of God” (Spinoza, 1992, 49).
The fact that in Spinoza’s system there are two types of modes, suggest that there are also two casual orders, one that governs the general
order of the universe, and one related to the world of particulars. The
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implication of this is that the actual behavior of a particular body is
governed by both the general laws of motion and by all the other bodies in
motion with which it comes in contact. This truth has important implications for the realization of the conatus of a human being.
One other characteristic of “Deus sive Natura” that is worth noting is
“power.”According to Spinoza, the last three propositions concerning
God that he presents revolve around power. In Proposition 34, he writes:
“God’s power is his very essence.”
He continues: Proposition 35 “Whatever we conceive to be in God’s
power necessarily exists.” And he concludes in Proposition 36 that “Nothings exists from whose nature an effect does not follow” (Spinoza, 1992,
56, 57). This is the end of his propositions concerning God.
However, in order to engage the reader and any doubts they may have
concerning his proofs, he writes an appendix. The appendix begins with a
restatement of his view of God making it explicit that God:
necessarily exists, that he is one alone, that he is and acts solely from the
necessity of his own nature, that he is the free cause of all things and how
so, that all things are in God and are so dependent on him that they can
neither be nor be conceived without him, and lastly, that all things have
been predetermined by God, not from his free will or absolute pleasure,
but from the absolute nature of God, his infinite power” (Spinoza, 1992,
57).

Spinoza wishes to reassert his perspective because of the prejudices of
others—prejudices that he will unmask before the “bar of reason” (Spinoza,
1992, 57). These prejudices needed to be addressed not just because they
were wrong, but because “if men understood things, all that I have put
forward would be found, if not attractive, at any rate convincing, as
Mathematics attests” (Spinoza, 1992, 62). This sentiment is reinforced by
Spinoza’s response to a hostile critic, when asked, why he knew his
philosophy was true? He wrote: “‘I know it is the same way that you know
that the three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles’” (Stewart,
2006, 37). While Spinoza also thought that other reasonable men would see
the same truth, his awareness of the critical prejudices of others suggests
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that the source of these differences must be found in Spinoza’s view of the
complex mode that is human.
Human nature—the human mind and the emotions9
Human beings are individual or particular modes of God. They are
conceived in God, live and have their being in God, and persist in indefinite time in God. Spinoza is quick to point out that human beings are
modes of God in the same manner and in the same fashion as stones, trees,
chairs, and dogs are modes of God.
Human beings are not, as many think, “a kingdom within a kingdom”
just because they exhibits emotions; quite the contrary. In the Preface of
Part III of the Ethics, Spinoza lays out his argument. He assures the reader,
that if one understands human emotions as he does, then it is obvious that:
in Nature nothing happens which can be attributed to its defectiveness,
for Nature is always the same. . . So our approach to understanding the
nature of things of every kind should likewise be one and the same;
namely, through the universal laws and rules of Nature. Therefore, the
emotions . . . , considered in themselves, follow from the same necessity
and force of Nature as all other particular things (Spinoza, 1992, 102–03).

Thus, the mind, Spinoza asserts, operates in complete accord with the laws
of nature.
As Jonathan Bennett summarizes: “‘[T]he whole truth about human
beings can be told in terms which are needed anyway to describe the rest
of the universe, and . . . men differ only in degree and not in kind from all
other parts of reality”’ (Garrett, 1996, 257).
Spinoza make this clear in the Preface of Part III, when he claims that
he will “treat of the nature and strength of the emotions, and the mind’s
9
It would appear that Spinoza when he speaks of the human mind, he is referring to an
adult mind that in the process of seeking to persist and to realize his own nature and who has
developed in time based on many confused ideas and some adequate idea. He presents a
psychology of that adult mind rather than a developmental psychology from birth to old age.
He himself says, “I do not know how one should reckon a man who hangs himself, or how one
should reckon babies, fools, and madmen” (Spinoza, 1992, 100).
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power over them, by the same method as I have used in treating of God
and the mind, and I shall consider human actions and appetites just as if it
were an investigation into lines, planes, or bodies” (Spinoza, 1992, 103).
Human beings are particular finite modes of “Deus sive Natura.” Like
other finite modes they are composed of Thought and Extension. Nonetheless, because Thought and Extension are two distinct attributes, they
have no casual connect between them. Matter and mind are both casually
closed systems. Despite their radical difference, there is a parallelism or
correlation between them. This is so, because according to Spinoza, for
every persisting extended mode or body there is a corresponding mode of
thought. As he writes in the Ethics Part II Proposition 7: “The order and
connection of ideas is the same as the order and connection of things”
(Spinoza, 1992, 66). In this way Spinoza attempts to overcome the problem
of dualism he found so disturbing in Descartes.10
Human beings are clearly complex creatures. This complexity is evident in the body of a human being both with regard to its composition and
its ability to act and be acted upon. This can also be seen in the mind or its
corresponding idea. To a certain extent, Spinoza resolves this complexity,
according to Nadler, by asserting that “the human mind and the human
body are two different expressions—under Thought and Extension—of
one and the same person” (Nadler, 2001, http://plato.standford.edu/
entries/spinoza/). Thus, “whatever happens in the body is reflected in the
mind. In this way the mind perceives, more or less obscurely, what is
taking place in the body. And through the body’s interaction with other
bodies, the mind is aware of what is happening in the physical world
around it” (Nadler, 2001,http://plato.standford.edu/entries/spinoza/).
The mind and the body, despite being radically other, nonetheless are
interdependent. As Spinoza state in the Ethics Part II Proposition 22: “The
human mind perceives not only the affections [what affects the body] but
the ideas of these affections [affects]” (Spinoza, 1992, 81). Spinoza follows
10
Whether his solution really addresses the problem of dualism or not is a question, as
Stewart says, “One could argue, . . ., for example that the division of Substance into two
attributes of Thought and Extension amounts only to an assertion that mind and body are the
same thing, not an explanation of how the identity of these two very different kind of
phenomena comes about. In other words, Spinoza’s theory, when considered as a positive
doctrine, may simply be kicking the mind-body problem upstairs, from humankind to God”
(Stewart, 2006, 170).
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this thought by saying that “The mind does not know itself except in so far
as it perceives ideas of affections [affects] of the body” (Spinoza, 1992, 81).
The problem with this is that these ideas which are related only to the
human mind are not clear and distinct but confused or as he later says are
inadequate (Spinoza, 1992, 83).
Spinoza is quite clear; adequate or true ideas come only from God.
Sense perception of a particular individual reveals only the common order
of nature, and thus, provides men with only fragmentary, confused and
ultimately false knowledge. True knowledge, according to Spinoza, is
equally in the part as well as the whole (Spinoza, 1992, 88).
At this point in his demonstration about the nature of the mind,
Spinoza presents the reader with three types of knowledge: 1. knowledge
from casual experience or from opinion and imagination; 2. knowledge
from reason; 3. intuitive knowledge (Spinoza, 1992, 90). Knowledge of the
first kind is the source of falsity; and knowledges of the second and third
kind permit one to distinguish truth from falsity. The first kind of knowledge lead to the false idea that there is such a thing as contingency,
whereas reason acknowledges only necessity or what is necessary. Reason
furthermore “perceives things in the light of eternity” (91). Intuition confirms true ideas, because true ideas are not only adequate, but they are
self-evident ( 91).
Spinoza ends Part II of the Ethics by reinforcing the two ideas: first,
that there is no absolute, or free will in the mind; and second there is no
volition. He equates the will and the intellect and provides a proof that
they are one and the same, and that only misconceptions have encouraged
men to think otherwise.
With this Spinoza turn his attention to Emotions or affects, and what
they are, so that in the end he may inform us concerning the role they play
in in our “Bondage.”
Spinoza’s aim in Part III and IV of the Ethics is to paint for the reader a
true and unvarnished picture of our human status. While the reader may
think that his will and his emotions allow him to stand apart from or above
nature, Spinoza makes it clear that he like everything else is properly a
part of nature. Nothing, not even the human mind, stands apart from
nature (Nadler, 2001,http://plato.standford.edu/entries/spinoza/).
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Part III
Spinoza’s picture of the naturalized human mind, show it to be both
active and passive. It is active when it holds adequate ideas, and it is
passive when those ideas are inadequate. Nonetheless whether a person is
active or passive or whether he acts or is merely acted upon, he is changing, because he is either increasing or decreasing his power to persevere.
Spinoza postulates that everything in nature has a conatus, that is it “endeavors to persist in its own being.” Conatus is associated with “will”
when it refers to the mind; “appetites” when it refers to the mind and body
together, and “desire” when “an appetite is accompanied by the consciousness thereof” (Spinoza, 1992, 109).
Spinoza elaborates, “this conatus . . . is nothing but the actual essence
of the thing itself” (108). Not only does it endeavor to persist, but it does so
indefinitely. The mind is, in fact, conscious of its conatus, whether it has
adequate or inadequate ideas. Nevertheless, the mind, in so far as it is able,
seeks to think of those things that will increase the active powers of its
body and furthermore, in so far as it is possible it also turns away from
thinking of things that diminish it power or conatus.
Affects can be both active and passive. Affects that are actions have
their source in our nature alone, while affects that are passions have their
source outside of us. Since conatus inscribes on us an autonomous sense of
being, we should attempt to be as “free” as possible from passions which
reduce our autonomy. The way to do this is to pursue adequate rational
knowledge, and to gain clarity about the source of our inadequate ideas—
ideas that came from bodies outside of ourselves. These inadequate ideas
are based on sense impressions and imagination, not on the power of
reason.
Because we seek to persevere, we pursue things that will increase our
power, and we shun those things that will decrease our power. Knowing
this, Spinoza developed a means of identifying or cataloging our passions.
Those passions that increase our powers he call, pleasures, and those that
decrease our powers he calls pain. However, passions because they originate outside of us can never be controlled and therefore need to be
examined and shunned. A good deal of Part III explores various emotions
and assesses them in terms of whether they enhance one’s own “self and
its power of activity” (Spinoza, 1992. 135). Passions categorically cannot
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increase our power, because they do not allow any of us to know our own
self. Nonetheless, they cannot be entirely eliminated, because we are, like
them, part of the causal chain of nature.
However, as Spinoza explains in Proposition 53, “the mind can regard
its own self” (emphasis added by JW-H). This is important because a man
only “knows himself through the affections of his body and their ideas.”
When this happens, he writes, “by that very fact it is assumed to pass to a
state of greater perfection.” This gives a person a sense of pleasure, and
this pleasure increases the more distinctly it images itself and its activity
(Spinoza, 1992, 135). Spinoza is interested in discovering the circumstances when this can occur, not just incidentally, but in an on-going
rational way.
Part IV bondage
The aim of the Ethics is to demonstrate the way to live the actual or real
expression of one’s own essence. This can only be done by escaping from
the “bondage” of the passions, and discovering a life of “freedom.” Spinoza
defines “bondage” as ”man’s lack of power to control and check the
emotions. For a man at the mercy of his emotions is not his own master but
is subject to fortune, in whose power he so lies that he is often compelled,
although he sees the better course, to pursue the worse” (Spinoza, 1992,
152). Spinoza makes it clear that to be compelled against one’s nature is the
gravest assault a person could endure. Such thralldom is pathetic, although Spinoza sees it to be the lot of most of humankind. While being
tossed about on the seas of the passions can result is seasickness, our
imagination and our inadequate ideas whisper to us that there is no way
off the boat. What Spinoza does, to a certain extent, is to agree that there is
no way off the boat but that there is a way to remain on the boat in tranquil
self-contentment.
What the affects or the passions do is prevent self-actualization. They
encourage passivity not action. They can do this because all human beings
are finite and possess only limited amounts of power, and are always
subject to external forces. They can do this by encouraging in us the idea
that self-actualization is not virtuous, when Spinoza clearly states that
“virtue or power is man’s very essence” (155). Virtue is self-actualization.
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The passions also create the affects that divert us from virtue, as defined
by Spinoza; and also by encouraging us to pursue false ideas such as
honor, reputation, and gain.
While adequate ideas are important in combating the passions, the
force or power of the passions is not directly related to their truth or
falsity, but to their strength. Thus, one can remove the constraints of an
affect only through summoning a stronger opposite affect (Garrett, 1995,
275) Affects are more powerful if they are: present and not past or future,
near rather than far, the object is free rather than necessary, and the cause
is necessary rather than possible; and the object possible rather than
contingent11The bottom line is that the imagination can lead us to think
that an affect is stronger than it really is. We are in bondage and reason can
lead us out.
Part IV reason
The path is through the process of self-actualization or as Spinoza
writes:
Since reason demands nothing that is contrary to nature, it therefore
demands that every man love himself, should seek his own advantage (I
mean his real advantage), should aim at whatever leads a man toward
greater perfection, and, to sum it all up, that each man, as far as in him
lies, should endeavor to preserve his own being (Spinoza, 1992, 164).12
11
According to Garrett, this last distinction in Spinoza entails “Conceiving of something
as contingent and conceiving something as possible both involved ignorance of the things
actual existence; however, the latter requires a knowledge of and attention to the thing’s
manner of production that are lacking in the former” (Garrett, 1996, 311).
12
After wrestling with Spinoza over the past year, and having recently been immersed in
his work and in books about his work, this passage spoke to me about Spinoza’s biography and
the intimate relationship between his biography and his philosophy. I imagine Spinoza sitting
uncomfortably in the Talmud Torah School without the least feeling of self-contentment or
well-being. At each and every moment he felt “his own being,” his sense of his own conatus,
his own mind and body being assaulted. He became increasingly unhappy because he was not
able to preserve his own being due to the flood of forces out side of his control. It occurs to me
that Spinoza developed his method and his philosophy in order to justify his seeking his own
being, his own virtue, and his own happiness. He felt radically other in this environment and
he left to find an environment that supported his definition of himself. His method and his
philosophy turned his Jewish education on its head. His political program became the
overthrow of theocracy. According to Stewart, “his political commitments would seem prior
to his philosophy. That is, his metaphysics would be intelligible principally as an expression
of his political project” (Stewart, 2006, 163).
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Spinoza presents three ways in which reason is of use in the project of
self-actualization. First, because it helps us to order our emotions. Reason
requires us to examine all of them in relation to our true self-interest.
Reason permits us to examine such emotions as pride, honesty, piety, and
humility. It helps us to see both pride and humility in an equally negative
light. Both of these emotions are rooted in a weakness of spirit.
Pleasure, so often derided by Christians, in fact is useful.
It is part of a wise man to make use of things and to take pleasure in them
as far as he can (but not to the point of satiety, for that is not taking
pleasure). It is, I repeat, the part of a wise man to refresh and invigorate
himself in moderation with good food and drink, as also with perfumes,
with the beauty of blooming plants, with dress, music, sporting activities,
theaters and the like, in which every man can indulge without harm to
another (Spinoza, 1992, 180).

When we appropriately order our emotions to support self-love, we are, in
fact, virtuous; and it follows that the more we actualize this self-love the
more virtuous we become. Spinoza assures us that the use of reason in this
way, actually promotes community and charity. Those who are guided by
reason treat others (each other) with respect. However, Spinoza warns
against taking favors from the ignorant. This is because the ignorant do
not understand the virtue of reason, or the nature of “free men.” Spinoza
counsels us in this way, lest we appear “to despise them” (Spinoza, 1992,
193). Spinoza makes it clear that “only free men are truly grateful to one
another” (Spinoza, 1992, 194). Reason encourages like minded rational
men to associate with one another, because they are of one mind.
The second way in which reason serves the person who seeks selfrealization is by helping him to see the inner necessity of things and in this
way to maintain contentment even though their exists a vast array of
things out side of and beyond our control. He writes:
If we are conscious that we have done our duty . . .if we clearly and
distinctly understand this , that part of us that is defined by the understanding, that is, the better part of us, will be fully resigned and will
endeavor to persevere in that resignation. For insofar as we understand,
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we can desire nothing but that which must be, not, in an absolute sense,
can we find contentment in anything but the truth. And so insofar as we
rightly understand these matters, the endeavor or better part of us is in
harmony with the order of the whole of Nature. (Spinoza, 1992, 200)

According to Stewart, despite the resonance of this sentiment with the
Stoics, Spinoza is not a fatalist, but rather a “lover of fate” (Stewart, 2006,
176).
Part V
If we persist in life under the guidance of reason, Spinoza assures us
that we can find the third and final gift of reason. That gift is an emotion
supported by reason itself; it is “the intellectual love of God.” In giving us
this gift we have achieved freedom through the power of the intellect. This
power is associated with the third way of knowledge or intuition. This
confirms contentment of mind and leads to a state of blessedness. With
Blessedness the mind comes to “a knowledge of itself and the body under
a form of eternity, a necessary knowledge of God, and knows that it is in
God and is conceived through God” (216). In addition, with blessedness
comes an acceptance of death, knowing that the greater part of the mind is
eternal. “Blessedness is not the reward of virtue but it is virtue itself” (223).
With blessedness comes perfect freedom because one is causally connect
to the necessity of “Deus sive Natura.” When blessedness is achieved, one is
in one’s perfect order. This is salvation. The immortality offered here is not
personal. It offers one particular intellect or any other that will take the
journey the opportunity to be united with the timeless eternal order of
“Deus sive Natura.” So ends the Ethics.
In Spinoza’s philosophy it is possible to glimpse somewhat more than
a rational explanation of the human condition. For not very deeply disguised within it is a longing for transcendence and some sort of immortality. In this way it seems to echo countless other religious narratives.
According to Stewart, some interpreters of Spinoza have even found in his
work recognizable Jewish themes. They see his monism reflecting the
central tenant of the Jewish faith that “The Lord our God is One;” and to
them, the traces of mysticism appear Kabbalistic.
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If Spinoza’s Ethics offers a religious path, it is clearly only for a select
few—an elite. As he cautions in the last paragraph of the Ethics:
If the road I have pointed out leading to this goal seems very difficult, yet it can be found. Indeed, what is so rarely discovered is bound to
be hard. For if salvation were ready at hand and could be discovered
without great toil, how could it be that it is almost universally neglected.
all things excellent are as difficult as they are rare (Spinoza, 1992, 223).

In addition, whether philosophy or religion it is not easy to walk along
side Spinoza as he tediously demonstrates the very marrow of human life
geometrically. One must have either great urgency, great patience, or
both. Walking a cold and almost barren path is one thing, arriving a
similar frigid destination is another. In the end, he asks us to intellectually
love God, a God who cannot love in return. As Stewart writes, “Spinoza’s
God is so indifferent, in fact, that one may even ask whether it is reasonable to love it” (Stewart, 2006, 179). The simple truth is, love is not found
geometrically, it cannot be weighed or measured, it has no extension and
yet, it is. Not only is it, but its power can move mountains. Spinoza’s
method may founder on this truth.
The Tractatus or The Theological and Political Treatise13
Spinoza’s Tractatus speaks with a different voice that the Ethics. It
contains a passion and an urgency not as clearly displayed in the Ethics.
This observation may indicate, as Stewart suggests, that Spinoza’s political program was the inspiration of his philosophy.
Spinoza’s political program was aimed at both the established churches
and the states who supported them. He wanted to clear away impediments to freedom and also suggest social structures that could guarantee
the rational freedom of naturalism. As he writes to his correspondent
Oldenburg: “I am writing a treatise on my views regarding Scripture.” The
reason are: 1. the prejudices of theologians; 2. the accusation that I am an
atheist; 3. the freedom to philosophize. “This [freedom] I want to vindicate
13
Throughout this chapter the Tractatus Theologico-Politicus will be referred to as the
Treatise.
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completely, for here it is in every way suppressed by the excessive authority and egoism of the preachers” (Nadler, 2011, 18).
To accomplish his goals, Spinoza writes a book with twenty chapters;
fifteen of which are focused on the correct approach to the understanding
of Scripture, and five that discuss the political ideal of democratic republics. The fact that seventy-five percent of the Treatise dwells on re-examining the privileged position of the Scriptures in the hearts and minds of his
contemporaries and the guardians of the Dutch Republic, or the impediments to freedom, from his perspective, clearly make this his highest
priority. This can also been seen in their wealth of specificity and details
that the later chapters lack.
Nonetheless, Spinoza wants to make it very clear that the ends of
philosophy and religion are fundamentally different. The end of philosophy is truth, while the end or purpose of religion is pious behavior and
obedience. Spinoza seeks to strengthen the republic by suggesting that the
freedom to philosophize, in fact, would preserve both piety and peace. It
can do so because reason is not the handmaiden of theology, but of the
truth. Nor, he adds, is theology the handmaiden of philosophy. Philosophy and theology inhabit two different and unequal spheres.
Although the Ethics was put on hold, while he wrote the Treatise, these
works were intended for two different audiences.14The Ethics was being
written for an elite group of individuals, open-minded liberals who read
philosophy—neo-Aristotelians and Cartesians—and those who could be
led to appreciate his metaphysical and ethical advances, while the Treatise
was written for learned in general—thoughtful, tolerant and unprejudiced
people, some reformed theologians, regents, the prudentorium, and his
unorthodox free thinking friends. However, there was one rather large
group that was not part of Spinoza’s intended audience—the masses.
Spinoza writes concerning them:
They cannot be freed from their superstitions or their fears; they are
unchanged in their obstinacy and they are not guided by reason. Indeed,
I would prefer that they disregard this book completely, rather than make
14
While intended for two different audiences, nonetheless these two major works of
Spinoza form a whole. The Ethics contains the metaphysical underpinning of the Tractatus or
Treatise.
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themselves a nuisance by misinterpreting it after their wont (Nadler,
2011, 25).

Despite his concern regarding the masses, he seemed to have thought
the Treatise would be welcomed by a sufficient number of the right sort of
men that a climate would be prepared for the reception of the Ethics.
However, it was not long after the publication of the Treatise, that Spinoza
became acutely aware how he had completely miscalculated. He was
genuinely surprised that his work was reviled by foe and friend alike. It
should be said, however, that the topic of the role religion within the state
was of interest to intellectuals, particularly in England and the Netherlands which at the time were both reasonably free states. Their very
freedom led citizens in these nations to be suspicious of both church and
state. It also encouraged them to read works discussing the proper relations between these two powerful institutions. Spinoza would have been
aware of this interest, and it may have led to his overly optimistic assessment of the reception of the Treatise at the tail end of the Golden Age of the
Dutch Republic.
To remove the impediments to freedom, Spinoza had to “debunk the
dogmatic pillars of the religious establishment” (Nadler, 2011, 20). First,
he had to successfully challenge common beliefs concerning prophecy and
miracles; second, he had to reveal the superstitious basis of sectarian
religion; third, he had to demonstrate that rites and ceremonies had nothing to do with true piety; and finally, he had to prove that the Bible was
only a work of human literature, composed by many authors who frequently disagreed; thus, it was not written by God or by His command.
Spinoza wrote the Treatise over several years and published it anonymously in 1669. His printer, a man by the name of Jan Rieuwertsz, was
sufficiently aware of the potential problems it could personally cause him
that he chose Hamburg as the place of publication. When asked he denied
printing the work.
Seventeenth century bible scholarship
Spinoza was certainly not alone in challenging the taken-for-granted
views of the Bible. In fact, he was aided and abetted in his task by
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developments over the two prior centuries and by several current works
of biblical scholarship. When he begins to unfold his natural history of
religion, he was in the company of well-known scholars. Richard H.
Popkin has identified some of these developments, who made them, and
their connection with Spinoza.15
One of the main criticisms that Spinoza has about the Bible is that
Moses was not the author of the Pentateuch. If that is true, then from his
perspective it is necessary to re-evaluate how the Bible is read and interpreted. Spinoza points out that Aben Ezra (1092–1167) was the first person
to call attention to that fact. Ezra pondered how Moses could have written
about his own death in Deuteronomy 33. He concluded that he could not
have done so, nor could he have written about events after his death.
However, this does not lead him to question the authority of the Bible. He
only suggested that those passages must have some special meaning.
It should be pointed out that Ezra was a recognized and important
biblical commentator for both Jews and Christians. Christian exegetes
found him particularly useful. Popkin discusses other scholars who found
Ezra of interest, and who also accepted the fact that Moses did not author
the whole of the Pentateuch. For example, the Bishop of Burgos, Pablo de
Santa Maria (1351–1435). A former rabbi, the Bishop, wrote a widely read,
though controversial, book Scrutiny of the Scriptures. The book introduces a
number of Jewish commentators to Christian readers.
Among the literature of the Reformation, Andraes von Karlstadt (1486–
1541) accepted the rather obvious fact that Moses did not write about his
own death. Martin Luther (1483–1546) is in agreement, but he accepts the
fact that Moses wrote everything prior to that. He did not believe that
skepticism about this particular point would create either doubt or harm.
Some argued that Joshua wrote those passages, but others realized that
similar questions could be raised about the discussion of Joshua’s death in
the book bearing his name. Nonetheless, for many commentators, these
seemed to be minor quibbles and did not call into question the authority of
the Bible.
15
Richard H. Popkin, “Spinoza and Bible Scholarship,” in The Cambridge Companion to
Spinoza, ed. Don Garrett, Camridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, 382–407. The discussion below follows Popkin’s commentary in his article.
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While authorship was important because it was viewed as a guarantee
of the truth of the text, up until about 1650 most commentators believed
that the faithful accepted the text to be divine revelations given to Moses
by God. Furthermore, it was held that God Himself guaranteed the preservation and transmission of His message to Moses (Popkin, 1996, 388).
Thoughts concerning these matters changed dramatically mid-century. Challenges were brought by intellectuals: Thomas Hobbes (15881679), Isaac La Peyrère (1596–1677), Samuel Fisher (1605–1665), and, of
course by Baruch Spinoza. In addition, many of the small sects founded by
the lower classes, took delight in rejecting the Bible for some of the same
reasons that the scholars had discovered.
Hobbes paved the way with statements in the Leviathan, where he
claims that there is insufficient evidence in the Scriptures or elsewhere to
give the reader certainty regarding the authorship of many of the books of
the Bible. With regard to Moses and the Pentateuch, he felt that it was clear
that the books were written after Moses, but when exactly, he was not
sure. Nonetheless, he took a moderate stance regarding authorship by
Moses, and said, that he wrote, what it has been claimed that he did.
Hobbes, regarding the source of authority and guarantee of the whole
text, in keeping with his overall political philosophy, he gave that role to
the sovereign Church of England. Spinoza, however, would not entrust
the state church with that role.
Isaac La Peyrère is an intriguing figure. He was secretary to the Prince
of Condé, a Calvinist from Bordeaux who possibly had Marrano roots, and
a man who had both political and scholarly interests in the Bible. He
believed that the coming Messiah would rule with the KIng of France.
What brings him into Spinoza’s story is a book he wrote around 1641,
titled PraeAdamitae or PreAdamites (Men before Adam). The book was
published in Amsterdam in 1655 (Popkin, 1996, 389). An interesting aside
is the fact that Queen Christina of Sweden encouraged the publication of
this book, and possibly paid for its printing, not long before her abdication
and conversion to Catholicism.16 The book was a minor sensation, appear16
This is interesting given the focus of this book on Emanuel Swedenborg. It is also
interesting to note that Swedenborg himself addresses the question of PreAdamites in his
theological writings.
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ing in five Latin editions, as well as in Dutch and English. It was banned
and burned, and La Peyrère was imprisoned in Belgium. Eventually he
apologized to the Pope and converted to Catholicism.
What aroused such passion in his readers was the fact that he speculated about the existence of people on earth prior to Adam, his PreAdamites.
He states that there is evidence that people inhabited the earth prior to
Adam and his family. He wrote that such evidence exists in the Bible also.
Genesis reports that Cain married. Le Peyrère wonders, who could he
have married, if not a PreAdamite; thus, confirming his theory.
While this was a serious issue, even more important to La Pyrère (and
inflammatory to his critics) was the question of the accuracy of the current
biblical texts. After all, he says that the text(s) currently available are
copies of copies of copies. He felt that the Bible was a collection of narratives that were confusing and not clearly connected. He wondered whether
the existing texts are accurate, and how one might be able to get at the
original. While he did not question that the Bible was the Word of God, he
did wonder whether we have access to God’s original message. It also
occurred to La Pyrère that the Bible is not humanity’s universal history
but, in actual fact, was only the history of the Jews.
Despite his strange messianic views, La Pyrère was not just a fringe
figure, but was widely read by important biblical scholars. He apparently
lived in Amsterdam during the process of publishing his book, and was
acquainted with Menasseh, the Rabbi who oversaw Spinoza’s cherem.
Spinoza owned a copy of his book and, according to Popkin, used it
extensively in the Treatise (Popkin, 1996, 391).
While both Hobbes and La Pyrère raise questions about the authorship of Moses and the accuracy of biblical text, Samuel Fisher—a university educated English Quaker with knowledge of Hebrew—pushed the
critique even farther. While he also questioned the accuracy of available
Hebrew and Greek texts, he raised an even more significant question:
Could a written historical document actually be the Word of God?
Fisher in his book written in 1660, The Rustic’s Alarm to the Rabbies,
worries a lot about the transmission problem (Popkin, 1996, 392). For
example: Why do so many different variants of the texts exist? How can
we account for the changes in the Hebrew language which in the beginning did not have vowel markings? Failing to resolve these issues, Fisher
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asserts that the Bible has been transmitted by fallible people of dubious
character, who may also have been corrupt and greedy. This assessment
does not just concern the Hebrew texts of the Old Testament, but the texts
of the New Testament as well.
He also raises the very important question concerning the creation of
canon. How can the books that constituted the revealed Word of God be
determined, choosing some and rejecting others, unless the decision makers already independently knew the Word of God (Popkin, 1996, 393).
From Fisher’s perspective as a Quaker, they could know it because of the
universal availability of the “inner light.” This explanation would not
satisfy Spinoza, who relied only on the power of reason.
According to Popkin, Spinoza may have known Fisher personally.
Fisher lived in Amsterdam during 1657–1658, when he was on a journey
throughout Europe to bring Quakerism to the Jews. Spinoza seems to have
spent some time with the Quakers, and he may have even helped Fisher
translate pamphlets (Popkin, 1996, 393). Thus, he may have learned Fisher’s
views prior to his publishing the book in England in 1660.
The Socinians and the rationalists provide the final intellectual threads
to Spinoza’s position that he spells out in the Treatise. Spinoza was familiar
with these views due to his friendship with Lodewijk Meyer (1629–1681)
and his participation in Collegiant circles and gatherings. Jonathan Israel,
in his book, The Dutch Republic, Its Rise, Greatness, and Fall 1477–1806,
makes an interesting observation about these gatherings:
At Amsterdam, it proved impossible to halt the flow of Socinian
publications for long . . . Collegiant meetings in large groups, or “colleges”, revived in the early 1660s. In 1661, the Amsterdam Reformed
consistory complained to the vroedschap of the “exorbitance of the
Socinian gatherings, in which Quakers and Boreelists mingled, such that
one hundred, one hundred fifty, and sometimes even greater numbers
attended them”. What was at issue here was not the existence of the
Collegiant groups, as such, but that there was no longer sufficient pressure to compel them to meet only in small groups, in private homes
(Israel, 1996, 911–912).
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The Socinians followed the teachings of Faustus Socinus (1539–1604)
who found no support for the doctrine of the Trinity in the Bible, and who
also insisted on a literal and rational reading of it. In 1666, Spinoza’s
friend, Meijer, who was also associated with the Collegiants, had published a book anonymously in which he espoused the view that reason
was the appropriate guide to the interpretation of Scripture. It was called
Philosophia S. Scripturae Interpres. His work caused outrage and was initially attributed to Spinoza. In fact in 1673, Jan Rieuwertsz, published it
together with the Treatise, perhaps as a ruse to elude the censors (Nadler,
2011, 228). In any case it was not until after Meijer’s death in 1681, that
friends revealed that he was the author of Philosophy, Interpreter of Scripture.
Spinoza’s own view of scripture
Spinoza takes advantage of the work of all the scholars that preceded
him, he critiques them and develop his own radical view. He believed that
the Scriptures that are judged sacred and holy by the established religions
due to their Divine origin and message are, in fact, only historic literature,
crafted by fallible men in order to secure order and ensure the obedience
of common, ordinary men. They were written at a particular time and
place, by particular men and can only be assessed by examining them
within their own historical framework.
As Spinoza asserts, “I hold that the method of interpreting Scripture is
not different from the method of interpreting Nature, and is in fact in
accord with it.” He continues, we need “no other principles or data for the
interpretation of Scripture and study of its contents except those that can
be gathered only from Scripture itself and the historical study of Scripture” (TTP vii. 141) (Popkin, 1996, 396). This marks a significant shift from
his predecessors. Spinoza’s literalism and contextualization led to a completely secular reading of the Bible and places Scripture completely within
the bounds of human history (Popkin, 1996, 396). While certainly radical,
even this view in Spinoza has some precedent in the fledging anthropol-
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ogy of religion developing in the seventeenth century.17 Spinoza does,
however, go further. He argues that:
1. The prophets had no special knowledge, because there is no knowledge different from reason and experience. Thus, they only possessed
more vivid imaginations that common folk. What the prophets or
other biblical scribe write is not clear and self-evident in the way that,
say, Euclid’s Elements is. To understand the Elements, one does not
need to know Euclid’s biography, his language, or his historical conditions. In sum, to understand it, does not require any contextual knowledge whatsoever (Popkin, 1996, 398). Spinoza, and by extension, his
metaphysics, are committed to all true knowledge being geometrical
in form. Unlike geometry, “Scripture does not provide definitions of
the things of which it speaks” (TTP, vii. 142).
2. The Hebrews were not a people chosen by God. They were not intellectually or morally superior to others, but only a people favored by
good social organization and political good fortune. While their nation persisted for some time, it is now gone and their “election” was
only conditional and temporary.
3. Rites and rituals, may help structure the life of a people, but their
practice is not evidence of virtue and adherence to them does not
secure blessings. In the case of the Jews (but also for customs and
practices of other religions), the 613 precepts of the Torah were instituted by Moses only for practical purposes—to control the behavior of
the people and preserve society.
4. Miracles are impossible, because “nothing happens in nature that
does not follow from her laws” (TTP vi). In the Scriptures they are
presented in order to move uneducated people to adoration and
devotion. Given Spinoza’s metaphysical doctrine in which there is
only one substance “Deus sive Natura” there are only rational principles of action, and since there is no distinction between God and
Nature, there can be no miracles, only superstition in the face of the
inexplicable.

17
Popkin suggest the work of Gerard Vossius of Leiden and Amsterdam, particularly his
1641 Origins of Gentile Theology.
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5.

All of these objections to Scripture identified by Spinoza involve
contextualization. These objections could be overcome in a manner
compatible with traditional orthodoxy, if the Bible was divinely inspired. However, Spinoza challenges that fundamental, basic assumption. He writes, “those who look to a supernatural light to understand
the meaning of the prophets and the apostles are sadly in need of
natural light, and so, I can hardly think that such men possess a divine
supernatural gift” (TTP vii. 155). And with that, with its claim to
otherness a topic of derision, the Bible sinks to the level of a simple
morality tale. It can be summed up for Spinoza by the golden rule,
which he claims, after all or essentially, is only a rational truth.

From his study and the application of his method, it is clear that
Spinoza uses only the natural light of reason in his investigation, and
therefore he can only discover what can be seen in natural light. This then
allows him to claim that anyone endowed with reason, thus truly anyone,
has what it takes (at least in principle) to understand Scripture’s most
important messages. This is so, because “when properly interpreted, the
universal message conveyed by Scripture is a simple moral one: ‘To know
and love God, and to love one’s neighbor as oneself’” (Nadler,2001, http:/
/plato.standford.edu/entries/spinoza/). As Nadler continues, “this is the
real word of God and the foundation of true piety, and it lies uncorrupted,
in a faulty, tampered, and corrupt text” (Nadler,2001, http://
plato.standford.edu/entries/spinoza/). And as Popkin relates, “[the moral
law] is the only universally binding law, because it is rationally derived
rather than historically accepted” (Popkin, 1996,400).
While Spinoza suggest that one can find this message in Scripture, he
hastens to add that one does not need to be familiar with Scripture at all to
understand this universal truth or be blessed by knowing it, since this
message can be obtained through our rational faculty alone. The caveat is
however, that most people find it difficult to exercise it. Thus Scripture,
because it speaks in a merely human fashion, is useful for common people,
who are incapable of understanding higher things. It is not the words that
are useful, but the moral meaning, because in that meaning is the divinity
of Scripture. Scripture, thus, can be thought of as useful, but unnecessary,
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for “any book can be called divine, as long as the message is the proper
one, and it is effective in conveying it” (Nadler, 2011, 141).
An interesting aspect of the Treatise is Spinoza’s discussion of Christ.
Popkin sees Spinoza’s discussion of Christ as a rejoinder to Adam Boreel
(1603–1667), the leader of the Amsterdam Collegiants. Boreel began a book
in the late 1650s titled, Jesus Christ Legislator of the Human Race in an effort
to save Christianity from an anonymously written attack that it, like the
other prophetic religions, was merely the product of an impostor seeking
power. While not immediately published, Spinoza would be aware of its
thesis, because of his membership in the Collegiants (Popkin, 1996, 400).
Regarding Christ, Spinoza in chapter iv of the Treatise writes: “‘Christ
was not so much the prophet as the mouthpiece of God. It is through the
mind of Christ. . . that God made revelations to mankind. . . Christ was
sent to teach not only the Jews but the entire human race. . . God revealed
himself to Christ, or to Christ’s mind directly. . . Christ perceived truly and
adequately the things revealed to him, so if he ever proclaimed laws it was
because of people’s ignorance and obstinacy’” (Popkin, 1996, 401).
Popkin suggests that here Spinoza is presenting Christ in a manner
similar to that of the Dutch Socinians, and that he offers a similar
Christology. Christ is not like Moses or the prophets, he has a different
relationship to God, but he does not partakes of divine substance or
features. As Spinoza wrote to his friend, Oldenburg, “he was willing to
accept the historical account in the Gospels, except for the Resurrection”
(Popkin, 1996, 402). Oldenburg replied to him, “that tears up Christianity
by its roots” (Popkin, 1996, 402).
What Spinoza did that is different from his contemporaries was, in
effect, more radical; it was to claim that “only in respect to religion—i.e. in
respect to the universal divine law—that the Scriptures can be properly be
called the Word of God.’” According to Popkin, “the rest is historical, to be
understood in terms of human causes. . . In separating the Message—the
Word of God, the Divine Law, and the historical Scriptures—Spinoza
made the documents themselves of interest only in human terms and to be
explained in human terms” (Popkin, 1996, 403). This is the way in which
he diverged even from the radicals.
Thus, “Spinoza totally secularized the Bible as a historical document.
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He could do this because he had a radically different metaphysics, more
radical than even his most radical contemporaries, a metaphysics for the
world without any supernatural dimension. . . What he said as a historical
scholar was interpreted in terms of his historical stance, and became the
new Enlightened way of seeing the religious world as a human creation”
(Popkin, 1996, 403).
Baruch Spinoza—legacy
Though indebted to Descartes and his rationalism, the focus of
Spinoza’s project was to undermine and intellectually destroy the dualism
proposed by Descartes, both philosophically and religiously. From
Spinoza’s point of view, Dualism, the idea of two independent substances,
like mind and matter, was the source of human bondage, for the individual and for human civic society. For the individual, anything associated with “will” or “choice” seems tainted with dualism, and needs to be
combated. The passions, as defined by Spinoza, are associated with “will”
and “choice” and lure men to become passively ensnared by desire and
inadequate thinking. Thus, they lead men away from their inner conatus to
self-actualization through the acquisition of knowledge and the development of understanding. Collectively, dualism, in the hands of the established churches, elevates otherness or the supernatural found in the Sacred
Scriptures, its laws and commandments, and marshals the forces of repression against true freedom of expression. To overcome this, the supernatural origins of Scripture must be revealed to be incorrect.
To achieve his goal of nullifying dualism, Spinoza wrote two books;
his Theological-Political Treatise (1669), and his Ethics (1677). The Treatise
sought to free civil society from the dead-hand of Scripture; and the Ethics
sought to free the individual from the passions. The Treatise was written
for the educated: reformed theologians, regents, and free thinkers. The
Ethics was written with a more limited audience in mind—open-minded
readers of philosophy. Both these works require critical assessment.
Both works give evidence of a radical departure from Christian Scholasticism and the more traditional strains of early modern philosophy
(Cartesianism). The Treatise debunks biblical traditionalism and super364
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naturalism in order to free society from the thrall of religious prejudices
and to open the way for a rational approach and understanding of the
golden rule. The Ethics rejects the concept of a supernatural personal God,
who is Creator and Redeemer, in favor of an impersonal substance, “Deus
sive Natura” that is uncreate, eternal, and without end or purpose. Such a
God knows only rationality, can be understood only rationally, and require only a rational response. He is one in substance containing endless
attributes, but significantly with only two evident in this world—extension and thought.18
Spinoza’s philosophy radically alters the categories through which
Western individuals have traditionally known the world. The concepts of
God, human, mind, emotion, ethics are bent to his purposes. In the hands
of Baruch, whose name means “blessed,” salvation is to be found in the
“intellectual love of God”—a cold rational realization of our active principle or “conatus” achieving precisely its inner determined form.
If we take Spinoza at his word, that he pursued philosophy in order to
find the “right way of life,” when we explore its breadth and depth we find
that human life is reduced to a geometrical method, rational but not really
living. Human relations are reduced to rational formulas. In Spinoza’s
right way of life there is no room for love, while we are enjoined by him to
express an “intellectual love of God.” But he tells us in the Ethics that
“Deus sive Natura” is incapable of loving in return, despite the fact that the
essence of love is reciprocity. So, Spinoza’s “intellectual love of God” is, in
reality, a form of self-love—a knowledge and understanding of the actualizations of our “conatus.” This leads to a sense of self-satisfaction, wellbeing, and blessedness.
Although Spinoza defines thought and extension as attributes of one
substance, it appears that he mistook the rationality of extension for the
rationality of the whole. He reduces the human to a triangle or a circle. As
he writes, “I shall consider human actions and appetites just as if it were an
investigation into lines, planes, or bodies” (Spinoza, 1992, 103).
While we know that Spinoza was a controversial figure throughout
his lifetime, and long afterward—he was a heretic and an atheist whose
18
Spinoza for all intents and purposes, is primarily interested in redefining human nature,
and in order to do so, he must also redefine God and nature.
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work was scandalous—nonetheless for many, then as now, his views are
persuasive and attractive. Given their ascetic quality, one might wonder,
why? The answer lies, I think, more in what he rejected than in what he
actually offered. He rejected a personal God, the supernatural, dualism, a
privileged human role, traditional concepts of good and evil, divine purpose, divine love, divine commandments, eternal reward and punishment, divinely authorized Sacred Scripture. In fact, he rejected all the
essentials of the Judeo-Christian tradition. In Spinoza, in one fell-swoop
they are gone.
What remains is smaller, quieter, much less grandiose, and so much
more rational and doable. We no longer have to worry about sin or evil;
we can luxuriate in our self-actualization that of course self-evidently
takes others into account. Our good is their good; and we need not reflect
or ponder on the great issues, because the true path is clear, achieved
through the natural light of reason. Spinoza’s rational method appears to
give us what we all seem to long for, greater control. That such control
could be used to do great evil seems outside the realm of possibility with
this naturalistic stance. And yet, the systematic doing of evil haunts the
modern world, and many traditionally Godless “democratic” regimes.
Spinoza’s doctrine designed for an elite has become democratized;
and just as Spinoza was not sanguine about the masses misunderstanding
his Treatise, one can only wonder what he might think of his Ethics being
practiced by those who are unaware of the very difficult journey it entails.
To recapitulate, as he wrote, at the end of the Ethics:
For if salvation were ready to hand and could be discovered without
great toil, how could it be that is almost universally neglected. All things
excellent are as difficult as they are rare (Spinoza, 1992, 223).

No doubt these words are as true now, as they were then. Thus, an
unintended consequence of embracing Spinoza is the glib acceptance of
what his vision means.
While many have said that Spinoza brought us modernity, it might be
more accurate, even within Spinoza’s own philosophy, to say that the
unraveling of the untenable elements of the Judeo-Christian world view,
as seen in the works of the biblical scholars and philosophers that pre366
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ceded Spinoza, brought us both Spinoza and conditions conducive to
modernity.19
More particularly, just as Spinoza’s Principles of Descartes’ Philosophy is
witness to an intellectual connection between Descartes and Spinoza, so
the meeting between Leibniz and Spinoza in The Hague in November of
1676 creates a similar important intellectual link. According to notes Leibniz
wrote after they met several times, perhaps between the 18th and 21st,
they discussed Descartes, as well as Spinoza’s unpublished Ethics, and
Leibniz’s Ontology (Look, 2007, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/leibniz/
). Descartes’ modern philosophy was a jumping-off point for the subsequent system of both men, but there can be no doubt, as they discussed
Descartes, that they found little about which they agreed. As Stewart
writes,
Leibniz’s chief aim in undermining Cartesian physics, it should be remembered, was to make room for a principle of activity which he identified with mind. Spinoza never showed a lack of enthusiasm in criticizing
Descartes, but his aim in doing so was ultimately to destroy the very idea
of mind that Leibniz implicitly hoped to defend (Stewart, 2011, 197).

Yet it is interesting to note that Stewart and others often play with the idea
that Leibniz was a closet Spinozist (Stewart, 2011, 278, 280-293; Jolley,
2005, 8).
Before moving on, I would like to say that several problems remain
with regard to Spinoza’s world view. I will mention two. The first has to
do with human purpose. I fail to understand how human beings, who are
modes of the one substance that contains no purpose, themselves have
purpose, intentions, goals etc. Where do they come from? The second, and
equally important one, is the issue of human freedom. So many of Spinoza’s
scholars praise his call to freedom in civil discourse found in the Treatise.
But given Spinoza’s deterministic philosophy, and his own definition of
freedom (which is first to understand one’s own inner conatus, and then to
become it), I fail to find anything in the Treatise that resembles our more
19

I will return to this topic later in this chapter.
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primitive or old-fashioned concept of freedom, which, on the surface, at
least, he appears to be calling for. Natura is clearly determined and plainly
indifferent. Power, not freedom reigns there. Virtues such as toleration
and the golden rule are certainly not found there, and if human beings
have them, what is their origin? And if they are so different from the rest of
nature, why are they not special?
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THE PHILOSOPHER—REASON AND FAITH, FAITH
AND REASON—A HUMAN PROJECT*
Jane K Williams-Hogan

PART TWO
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646–1716) life and work

T

he man who is often referred to as the last “universal genius” was
born in Leipzig on July 1, 1646. The devastating Thirty Years War
would not be over for two more years. It is said that Leibniz’s spirit of
reconciliation and synthesis can be traced, in part, to his sense of horror
over the slaughter visited on the innocent, whether Protestant or Catholic,
due to the doctrinal or ideological intransigence of the protagonists. His
irenic vision was life-long; while it is generally associated with his “peace
plans,” it may have contributed to his urge to explore almost every field of
human endeavor. He was always making/seeing connections. Even today, the extent of his achievements in philosophy, mathematics, optics,
physics, geology, jurisprudence, and history are still being discovered,
due in part to the fact that only half of his corpus has been published to
date (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/leibniz/). His output was prodigious. The size of his archive, 120 volumes, is testimony to that (Stewart,
2011, 91).1 In addition he was a correspondent with 1,100 individuals
during his life-time (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/leibniz/).
Gottfried W. Leibniz was born into Leipzig’s Lutheran educational
elite. His father, Fredrich, was a professor of Moral philosophy at the
University of Leipzig, as well as a lawyer. His mother, Catharina Schmuck,
*

Continued from Vol. CXV, Nos. 3 & 4 (July–December, 2012), p. 369.

1

According to Stewart, Leibniz wrote 150,000 pages of material (Stewart, 2011, 149).
Given the number of his volumes (120), they each must be approximately 1250 pages in length.
Truly astounding. Emanuel Swedenborg published 128 items in his life and left an additional
182 in manuscript, for a total of 310 items altogether. The published material contains 13,924
pages and the unpublished 28,000 for a total of over 42,000 pages (Rose et. al., 2005, 387–88).
This is about 1/3 of the output of Leibniz.
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was the daughter of a Law professor. Leibniz’s father died in 1652, when
he was only six years old. After his father’s death, his education was
supervised by his mother and uncle. However, the record suggests that it
was primarily self-directed. The young genius was given access to his
father’s extensive library, and Leibniz appears to have dug in, reading
ancient history, philosophy, and theology (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/leibniz/). Self taught, he quickly became proficient in Latin and
competent in Greek.
At the age of fourteen, Leibniz began his university education at
Leipzig. With a deep interest in philosophy he came under the influence of
Professor Jakob Thomasius (1622–1684). Thomasius was a Lutheran, a
philosopher, and a lawyer. He taught Rhetoric, Dialectics, and Moral
Philosophy. He had an interest in the history of philosophy and had
strong Aristotelian views. He adhered to the position that philosophy
should retain Christian Aristotelianism as it foundation, in order to maintain the necessary separation between the Creator and creation, and God
and nature. He became Leibniz’s mentor. Leibniz’s desire to reconcile
ancient Greek philosophy, particularly Aristotle, and the Scholastics with
modern philosophy can be traced to Thomasius. He remained a friend to
Leibniz and a sounding board for his ideas (http://plato.stanford.edu/
entries/leibniz/).
Leibniz presented his thesis On the Principle of Individuation to the
faculty at the age of seventeen (Stewart, 2011, 43). Having completed his
first course of study, Leibniz then had to select a profession. He chose
jurisprudence. The next year he matriculates at the University of Jena, and
in 1664 was awarded a Master’s degree. In the short run, jurisprudence did
not gain him much, having lost the legal contest over his mother’s will
with a maternal uncle the same year he received his M.A. In the long run it
was to serve him well not only in his political career, but in his philosophy
also. Stewart calls him “God’s attorney” in his metaphysical defense of
God’s goodness (Stewart, 2011, 44).
It is in this same timeframe (1666) that Leibniz published an exceptionally original work entitled Dissertation on the Art of Combinations. It laid
out the possibility of a method with a “universal characteristic” and a
logical calculus. He points to this essay later in life in order to demonstrate
how early thoughts about calculus had come to him.
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After receiving his baccalaureate in Leipzig, and M.A. in Jenna, Leibniz
continued his juridical studies at the University of Altdorf, near Nuremberg,
where he received a Doctorate of Law in 1667. Upon completion, he was
offered a professorship at the university, but declined. At that time, universities were fairly conservative strongholds, and becoming a professor
was not necessarily a good fit for Leibniz and his energetic and multifaceted mind. His thoughts became focused in a very different direction
(http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/leibniz/ & Stewart, 2011, 45–48).
Leibniz aspired to be a man of the world. He wanted to be needed, to be
center stage—where things were happening.
The same year he received his doctorate, he became acquainted with
Baron Johann Christian von Boineberg (1622–1672), a member of the court
of the Elector of Mainz, and from time to time first minister. Boineberg
immediately saw Leibniz’s talent: his learning, his judgment, his extraordinary capacity to work, and his stamina. By year’s end Boineberg had
hired Leibniz to be his secretary, librarian, and advisor (Stewart, 2011, 49).
In 1672, with Boineberg’s influence, Leibniz was able to persuade the
Elector of Mainz to send him on a diplomatic mission to the French
government in Paris, ostensibly bringing a “peace plan” to counter the
expansionist aims of Louis XIV. While there is some question whether
Leibniz presented his plan, he certainly took advantage of the intellectual
environment of the French capital.2 In Paris he made contacts with people
and ideas that were vital to the development of his philosophy, his mathematics, his physics, and his calculating machine. It is clear that the time
Leibniz spent in Paris was transformational. Not only did he have the
opportunity to engage in conversation with some of the best minds of the
century, but he also was able to see unpublished papers and manuscripts
of both Descartes and Pascal (1623–1662) (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/leibniz/). The papers of Descartes influence his philosophy, and
Leibniz himself notes that Pascal’s work was seminal for his mathematics,
both the calculus and his work on infinite series (http://plato.stanford.edu/
entries/leibniz/).

2
The peace plan for Europe was to have France engage in a holy war against the infidels
in Egypt (Stewart, 2011, 135).
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He met with Antoine Arnauld (1612–1694), Nicholas Malabranche
(1638–1715), and Christian Huygens (1625–ly1695). Arnauld introduced
Leibniz to Paris, opening many door for him. Leibniz was able to develop
a strong relationship with Arnauld that was continued via correspondence for many years, after his departure from Paris. He frequently debated with Malabranche; and Huygens, impressed with Leibniz’s scientific
talent, was able, as leader of the Paris Royal Academy of Science, to
provide Leibniz entree to the members, but not membership in the Academy. On a more personal level, he provided useful insights to the mathematical musings of Leibniz.
The death of his employer, not long after his arrival in Paris, put
Leibniz in a difficult financial situation. Although he took charge of the
education of Boineberg’s teenage son, by request of Boineberg, both the
son and his mother were not pleased with the rigor demanded by Leibniz
and he was fired in 1674 (Stewart, 2011, 144). In addition, the Elector of
Mainz no longer felt the need to support Leibniz, although he was happy
enough to grant him leave to stay.
In 1673, Leibniz received an offer of employment in his court from
Johann Frederick, the Duke of Hanover (1625–1679). To accept the offer
Leibniz would be require to leave Paris, something he was loath to do
(except for a brief trip to London that same year, to present his calculating
machine to the British Royal Society). The trip to London and a visit to
Oldenburg garnered Leibniz access to the society which resulted in a
coveted offer of membership, and through Oldenburg a friendship with
Walter Ehrenfried von Tschirnhaus (1651–1708), a bright young German
and a trusted member of Spinoza’s circle.
For three years, Leibniz was able to string the Duke along, until finally
in January of 1676, with no other options available, he was constrained to
accept the offer. Nonetheless, it took almost a full year for Leibniz to make
the move and, as has been noted, in November on his way to Hanover he
stopped in The Hague to visit Spinoza (Stewart, 2011, 154).
During his sojourn in Paris, Leibniz broke new ground in almost every
area of his intellectual life, most particularly in the area of mathematics.
The arrival of Tschirnhaus, in the late summer of 1675 with a letter of
introduction from Oldenburg, led to many lively exchanges about mathematics and on “October 29, 1675, . . . Leibniz used the symbol ∫ to stand for
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integration, replacing the earlier “oms” (for “omnes”). Two weeks later,
on November 11, he used dx for the first time to represent the differential
of x” (Stewart, 2011, 151). By the spring of 1676, his calculus was complete.
He finally published it in 1684 in the learned journal Acta Euriditorum.
Tschirnhaus brought not only a mind interested in mathematics with
him when he came to Paris, but devotion to the philosophy of Spinoza.
This, too, stimulated Leibniz and, in early February 1676, he wrote,
“‘Tschirnhaus has told me many things about the book of M. de Spinoza’”
(Stewart, 2011, 155). The book he was referring to was the Ethics. It is
plausible that the discussions with Tschirnhaus about the Ethics stimulated the visit to Spinoza later that year. While, the impact of Spinoza on
Leibniz was raised earlier in this chapter, the significance of this will be
discussed later.
Toward the end of 1676, Leibniz finally arrived in Hanover to take up
his duties at the Court. They were important and wide-ranging. Leibniz
would work for Johann Friedrich until the death of the Duke in 1679. He
would also work for the Duke’s brother, Ernst August (1629–1698), and his
son, Georg Ludwig (1660–1727), George I of England, until his own death
in 1716. While he traveled some during this forty-year period, for the most
part he was resident in Hanover, and kept in touch with the life of the
mind he loved so much, mostly through correspondence. His relations
with his employers during this period was often strained. In 1710, he
published his Theodicy, and, except for some of his mathematics, much of
the rest of his voluminous writings remained in manuscript.3
The final years of Leibniz were, in fact, bleak. He was engaged in an
acrimonious struggle with Newton and his followers over the discovery of
the calculus.
The battle was so intense that Leibniz could not follow his employer to
England when Georg Ludwig became King George I. Leibniz, toward the
end of his life, was mocked and ridiculed, and after his death, on November 14, 1716 his funeral was totally ignored by the house of Hanover.
Philosophically, almost immediately after his death, his insights were to
be taken up by Christian Wolff (1679–1754). Today, although Wolff is
3
He sent a substantial portion of his Discourse on Metaphysics to Antoine Arnauld in 1686,
but the work itself was not published until the 19th century.
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essentially ignored, interest in Leibniz remains strong. In part, this is
because of his contribution to mathematics, but his metaphysics also
provide an antidote to Spinoza, now just as they did then.
Leibniz’s philosophical project
While the problem of the early modern contest between faith and
reason is the focus of this chapter, the roles played by the various philosophers under examination have not yet been explicitly discussed. However,
as shall be seen, the very nature of Leibniz’s philosophical project demands an accounting of who was defending what position or what barricade in this struggle.
Jonathan Israel, in his book, Radical Enlightenment: Philosophy and the
Making of Modernity 1650–1750 (2001) states: “To many a courtier, official,
teacher, lawyer, physician, and churchman, philosophy and philosophers
seemed to burst upon the European scene with terrifying force. Countless
books reflect the unprecedented and, for some, intoxicating, intellectual
and spiritual upheaval of those decades, a vast turbulence in every sphere
of knowledge and belief which shook European civilization to its foundations. A sense of shock and acute danger penetrated even the most remote
and best defended fastnesses of the west” (Israel, 2001, 3). He continues: “.
. . everything no matter how fundamental or deeply rooted, was questioned in the light of philosophical reason and frequently challenged or
replaced by startling different concepts generated by the New Philosophy
and what may be usefully termed the Scientific Revolution” (Israel, 2001,
3,4).
The princes, the churchmen, regardless of confession, and the establishment in general formed the core of the conservatives. They were
supported by philosophers such as Boussuet, Malebranche, Lamy, Régis
and countless others. The radicals they identified were Descartes and
Cartesians, Spinoza and his circle, and Bayle. Leibniz’s irenic character
and passion informed his philosophical project. He wanted to provide a
“cogent, viable, and comprehensive new framework” that would overcome the differences between the world of faith and the way of reason
(Israel, 2001, 502).
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Leibniz’s theodicy
In fact, the opening section of his Theodicy which is titled, “Preliminary
Dissertation on the Conformity of Faith with Reason” clearly set forth this
view. Thus, what follows will focus primarily on an examination of Liebniz’s
Theodicy.4
While all of his philosophical writing had this resolution in view, it is
only possible to place his solution in the context of his age through an
examination of his Theodicy (1710); because, as Austin Farrer (1904–1968),
editor of a 1951 edition of the Theodicy, wrote: “Leibniz wrote two books, .
. . Of the two books, one was published, and the other never was. The New
Essays remained in Leibniz’s desk, the Theodicy saw the light. And so, to his
own and the succeeding generation, Leibniz was know as the author of the
Theodicy” (Leibniz, 1985, 33).
According to Michael Murray in his article on “Leibniz on the Problem of Evil” (http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2011/entries/leibnizevil/), Leibniz was troubled by this issue throughout his career. Educated
in the Scholastic tradition, he wanted to reform scholasticism in order to
take into account the new science. As Farrer suggests, Descartes, had
similar aims. Thus, one might have expected Leibniz to start on the “shoulders” of Descartes and climb higher (Leibniz, 1985, 12). This he did not do;
in part, because he was not well acquainted with Descartes’ work, and in
part, because of what he did know about it, he found inadequate. Thus,
Farrer views Leibniz as a scholastic bent on modernizing or revolutionizing that tradition.
Even though it was Leibniz who coined the word, “theodicy,” from
the Greek words for “God” and “justice,” philosophers, almost from the
beginning, have reflected upon the relationship between God, justice, and
the existence of evil. Christians, however, prior to the seventeenth century,
did not attempt to resolve the matter “naturally without being aided by
4
In the centuries since his death much more has become known of about Leibniz’s project,
but his immediate legacy in the 18th century was, in fact, his Theodicy. The Latin edition of his
Monodology appeared in 1721. Leibniz consider it “the best summary of his philosophy.” See
Catherine Wilson’s essay in Jolley 1995, 443. It was, nonetheless, not a good general introduction. In 1737, C. G. Ludovici (no dates) published a bibliography of Leibniz’s works listing
about 294 that were both published and unpublished, as well as some of his correspondence.
It is also true that Swedenborg took extensive notes from the Theodicy in A Philosopher’s
Notebook, Alfred Acton, ed. 1931.
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the light of faith” (Leibniz, 1985, 73). Leibniz did because he defined
“reason as the linking together of truths . . . without being aided by the
light of faith” (ibid.); while Saine writes: “. . . that there is no ready
explanation for the special tenacity with which the Enlightenment mind
pursued the problem of justifying God” (Saine, 1997, 87). In the case of
Leibniz, who was born during the Thirty Years War, it may be that he felt
compelled to prove the goodness and justice of God only in the light of
natural reason because of the enormous evil recently manifest in the
German world by men of faith. For Leibniz, perhaps demonstrating God’s
justice by means of natural reason was the safest path to “awaken piety”
“in men who love truth and search after it” (Leibniz, 1985, 62–63).
In order to awaken that piety, Leibniz organized his discussion of the
problem of theodicy in the following manner: Preface; The conformity of
Faith with Reason; The Justice of God; The Freedom of Man; and The
Origin of Evil. He hoped for success in his endeavor, “because it is the
cause of God he pleads” (Leibniz, 1985, 62).
According to Saine, Leibniz pleads for God, because “the chief subject
of theodicy” is not man’s happiness on earth or the evils to which he is
subjected but “ . . . [it] is the question whether or not man’s will is free and
whether, as a consequence, God’s rewards and punishments are arbitrary
or just” (Saine, 1997, 99). If man’s will is free, then God’s sanctions are just.
So we must learn the nature of God, the nature of man, and the origin of
evil. Essential to Leibniz’s solution is his concept of Pre-established harmony; it is foundational to his theodicy.
The nature of Leibniz’s God differs radically from the Protestant God
of either Luther or Calvin, who was vengeful and unpredictable. The God
for whom Leibniz pleads is good, just, and is one that can be understood:
Our end is to banish from men the false ideas that represent God to them
as an absolute prince employing a despotic power, unfitted to be loved
and unworthy of being loved. These notions are the more evil in relation
to God inasmuch as the essence of piety is not only to fear him but also to
love him above all things: and that cannot come about unless there be
knowledge of his perfections capable of arousing love which he deserves,
and which makes the felicity of those that love him. Feeling ourselves
animated by a zeal such as cannot fail to please him, we have cause to
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hope that he will enlighten us in the execution of a project undertaken for
his glory and for the good of men. (Leibniz, 1985, 127)

In order to complete his project successfully, Leibniz must demonstrate
the coexistence of human freedom with God’s omnipotence and foreknowledge. The path he takes is to demonstrate God’s freedom, because if
God is not free, of course neither is humankind. In order to do this Leibniz
presents the idea of “possible worlds” (Saine, 1997, 93–94).
Leibniz endowed God with all the faculties of human beings. He
possesses “Goodness,” “Wisdom,” and “Power.” As Leibniz wrote:
Nevertheless, when one says that goodness alone determined God to
create the universe, it is well to add that his GOODNESS prompted him
antecedently to create and produce all possible good; but that his WISDOM made the choice and cause him to select the best consequently; and
that his POWER gave him the means to carry out actually the great design
which he had formed. (Liebniz, 1985, 187)

Thus, the goodness of God caused him to think and reflect; that is, to
weigh all possible worlds, and then choose a “compossible” world, which
is a world that is complete and where everything that exists fits together
and would be logically connected to everything else. This is not a necessary world, but a contingent world. It could not have come into existence,
like the countless other “possible” worlds that God had reflected upon,
unless he had sufficient reason to create this particular one. For Leibniz, as
we see above, the reason was, his “wisdom” had him select the best.
According to Saine’s reading of Leibniz, God does not choose an
absolute solution, but an optimal one (Saine, 1997, 95). Clearly, the God of
Leibniz is a mathematician, calculating and choosing the best solution for
the metaphysical problem Leibniz attempted to solve. Of all the possible
things God could create, he eliminated prior to creating all those things
that would not fit together harmoniously in the universe.
In this rational framework, constructed by Leibniz, both God and his
human creatures are free. While there is evil in this world, God is not its
source, but it is the result of creating a world in which there is as much
good as possible. Therefore it is the best of all possible worlds. Why?
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Because any other world would be contrary to God’s goodness and wisdom. Because God is all good and all wise, he would not create anything
but the best, even though he could have. This, of course, is circular reasoning.
Leibniz acknowledged that there is indeed evil in the world, but God
permits it, he does not create it. When he created the world he set it up to
operate according to the most rational rules possible, and he gave human
being’s the freedom to choose. Each and every human being has the
capacity to choose, and to choose the good. However, no human being has
the capacity to see the total picture that God sees. Therefore, as people
choose the good for themselves from their own limited view, they are
doing so in a detached and separate manner. This Leibniz called the
antecedent will.5 God, too, has an antecedent will. However, his antecedent
will tend to all good, and “He is earnestly disposed to sanctify and to save
all men to exclude sin, and to prevent damnation” (Leibniz, 1985, 136).
God’s antecedent will would come into effect “if there were not some
stronger reason to prevent it” (ibid). The stronger reason (which is infallible) results from “the conflict of all the antecedent wills” that God must
take into account in the consequent will (137).
Evil exists due to the conflict of antecedent wills. But this is only
because God wanted to accomplish as much good as possible. This is
summed up in Leibniz’s statement that: “God wills antecedently the good,
and consequently the best” (Leibniz, 1985, 137). Saine comments on this:
“This is a curious phenomenon indeed: In Leibniz’s theodicy the positive
degree “the Good,” is better and ranks higher than “the Best,” which
functions relatively instead of absolutely” (Saine, 1997, 97)!
The existence of evil is bound up with the freedom of humanity and
the foresight of God. To resolve this, Leibniz turns to his monadology and
the concept of Pre-established harmony. For Leibniz it is the spontaneity
of the soul, in contrast to the mechanical laws of the created world and the
5
In the translation by Acton of § 22 in the Theodicy of Libniz in A Philosopher’s Notebook
(Philadelphia: The Swedenborg Scientific Association, 1951) it states: “in a general sense it may
be said that the Will consists in the inclination to do something because of the measure of good
which it contains. This Will is called antecedent when it regards individual goods separately,
as to how far they are good. . . . An entire and infallible event therefore belongs only to
consequent will, as it is called.”
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body, which is the source of human freedom. The constraint of humans is
only an appearance. That is, human beings are not compelled to do evil;
they could, due to the spontaneity of the soul, choose good. Thus, the
responsibility of evil is laid at the doorstep of humanity not God. However, the appearance of constraint is also tied up with the imperfection of
the world of matter for eternal beings. As Leibniz wrote: “. . . The imperfections, on the other hand, and the defects in operations spring from the
original limitation that the creature could not but receive with the first
beginnings of its being, through the ideal reasons which restrict it” Leibniz,
1985, 141-42). These limits, according to Leibniz, come from the reality that
God could not give creatures all of his perfections without thus making
them Gods. (ibid.)
With regard to the matter of God’s foresight, Leibniz wrote:
. . . Therein God has ordered all things beforehand once for all, having
foreseen prayers, good and bad actions, and all the rest; and each thing as
an idea has contributed, before its existence to the resolution that has been
made upon the existence of all things; so that nothing can be changed in
the universe (any more than in a number) save its essence or, if you will
save its numerical individuality. Thus, if the smallest evil that comes to pass
in the world were missing in it, it would no longer be this world; which
with nothing omitted and all allowance made, was found the best by the
Creator who chose it. (Leibniz, 1985, 128-29).

It is possible to ask if mathematics is really a valid parallel to God’s
choosing the best world from all the worlds mathematically possible.
According to Saine, “Leibniz actually draws his conclusion the other way
around, a posteriori: if there had not been a best of all possible worlds, God
would have not created any. But is not the ‘best,’ ‘the optimum,’ really still
a relative value in comparison with the theoretical maximum or minimum” (Saine, 1985, 103)? Thus, at the end of the Theodicy, one still wonders
whether or not there is a better world. And it is possible to say that Leibniz,
in the final analysis, failed in his natural demonstration to prove the justice
of God.
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Leibnitz’s general legacy
Although careful scrutiny of the Theodicy show it to be naive in certain
respects, nonetheless, it provided a welcome picture of God to many
seeking to understand God’s right ways, in an increasingly scientific and
naturalistic world. While the Lisbon Earthquake in 1755 gave men pause
regarding God’s justice, the desire to know and comprehend God persisted. As Saine writes: “Everyone knew what had to be proven in order to
feel at home in the world. People wanted to believe in God’s goodness and
justice, in his love for men (and for all rational creatures), in the beauty and
order of nature, in the freedom of man and the immortality of the soul, and
[importantly] in the possibility of proving all these postulates by means of
rational arguments” (Saine, 1997, 103–04).
Nonetheless, Leibniz failed in his ability to absolutely prove the conformity of faith and reason. This is plainly evident in Voltaire’s Candide
(1762), which is a not so well disguised critique (as Voltaire intended it) of
the optimism of Leibniz and his “best of all possible worlds.” Its secret
publication was both a tremendous success and a scandal. Today, it is
considered a classic and it continues to be widely read.
Leibnitz and Wolff
The relationship between Leibniz and Wolff was professional and
collegial. It began in 1703 and continued until Leibniz’s death in 1716. It
appears that they actually met in Halle, when Leibniz was passing through
on his way back to Hanover, shortly before he died. After his passing,
Wolff honored the life and work of Leibniz on two separate occasions,
first, in a commemorative article in Acta Eruditorum in 1717; and second, in
a Forward to the German edition of Leibniz’s correspondence with Samuel
Clarke (1675–1729), the man who defended Newton in the public debate
over the creation of the calculus.
Wolff, as a mathematician and a German, would have had a stake in
adding his voice to the public record. While Wolff is often called a disciple
of Leibniz’s philosophy, their relationship began within the discipline of
mathematics, when in Wolff’s Latin dissertation he developed a mathematical method for practical use in philosophy. They corresponded for
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almost thirteen years primarily about issues related to mathematics. Leibniz
recommended Wolff for the professorship he obtained in Halle in 1706;
and in 1711, he also sponsored Wolff for membership in the Berlin Academy.
According the Hettche, there are three areas where the two philosophers shared a perspective. They both: 1) had a commitment to metaphysics as an a priori science that can be demonstrated; 2) emphasized the
necessity of definitional rigor; and 3) stressed the importance of the Principle of Sufficient Reason. Wolff not only shared these fundamentals with
Leibniz, but he also identified the same opponents to his own system that
Leibniz did—Descartes, Spinoza, and the supporters of Atomism. (Hettche,
2006, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/).
Despite the fact that Wolff was called a disciple of Leibniz during his
life-time, he vigorously rejected the accusation; in part, because it was
applied with derision by his opponents. While Wolff’s rejection of the title
is not a sufficient reason to call it into question, other factors are. First,
during the early part of Wolff’s career from 1706 through 1716, he was
almost exclusively involved in writing about mathematics, with one volume of logic the exception. In addition, he was also very involved in
teaching, the neglected discipline, mathematics in Halle. In fact, he is
reported to have been “the” professor of the calculus in Germany.
Second, is the paucity of published philosophical works by Leibniz
during his life time. Apart from a few small articles, the Theodicy (1710) is
the only major work of his corpus to appear prior to his death. His mature
philosophy was only published posthumously (and, in fact, today, some
still remains unpublished). Quite simply, Wolff did not have access to
some of the texts that could have shaped his thinking, and thus making
him a disciple.
And finally, as Saine points out, the tremendous scope of Wolff’s
project to relate all the disciplines of philosophy to each other, does not
mimic Leibniz but goes far beyond him (Saine, 1987, 103).
It is true that Leibniz’s work began to be discovered and published
after his death, but it was not until 1768 that the first collected edition of his
works had appeared, fourteen years after Wolff’s own death. When that
fact is added to the realization that Wolff had published most of his
philosophy by 1740, Hettche, suggests that it is possible to interpret the
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expression “Leibnizian-Wolffian philosophy” in the following way:
“Wolff’s Dogmatic Rationalism, corrected and improved by the posthumously discovered views by Leibniz.” He continues: “For the early Kant
(1724–1804) and his contemporaries, Wolff provided a far more systematic
and much more thorough presentation of rationalist philosophy than
Leibniz” (Hettche, 2006, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolffchristian/).
One area of commonality between Leibniz and Wolff that is important
to mention in the context of Emanuel Swedenborg’s biography is the
mind-body problem. The three possible relationships are: Physical influx,
Spiritual influx, and Pre-established harmony. Both Leibniz and Wolff opt
for the solution of Pre-established harmony. However, it should be pointed
out that their solutions are not identical. It is interesting to note that in
Swedenborg’s first extended discussion of the soul in The Infinite: the final
Cause of Creation also the Mechanism of the Operation of The Soul and Body,
written in 1734, he chose the solution of Physical Influx. He does not
compare this to the other possibilities in this work; however, he does in his
1769 work, The Intercourse between the Soul and the Body. In this later work,
he specifically mentions both Leibniz and Wolff.
Leibniz believed he was forced into his system of Pre-established
Harmony in order to deal with problems inherent in Cartesianism. He
feared that, in the final analysis, Descartes reduced human beings to
automatons, making freedom of the will a mere abstraction. He determined that the only way to ensure freedom was to make the soul independent of the world and existing for itself in its self-directed windowless
world. Souls have no effect on the body or on other souls outside of the allencompassing framework of God. This system may have worked within a
Cartesian notion of a full universe, but broke down within the Newtonian
idea of empty space. This problem with Cartesian physics led Wolff to
reject Leibniz’s monadology as such, while actually keeping many of the
characteristics of the monad and applying them to his idea of the soul.
(Saine, 1997, 70–74).
Some of the ideas of Leibniz were useful to Wolff as he worked out his
philosophical system, but scientific assumptions about the world were
changing, and he needed to keep them in mind as he went forward,
incorporating Leibniz where it was appropriate and reasonable, and dis392
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carding or changing various elements to suit his own ends and the temper
of the times.
As this chapter shifts to a more detailed examination of Wolff, and his
own philosophy and legacy, it is useful to wonder, about Wolff’s role in
encouraging an on-going engagement with Leibniz’s contribution to the
philosophic world. Would the understanding and appreciation of Leibniz
have been the same without the role played by Wolff, the preeminent
philosopher of the eighteenth century before his death?
Christian Wolff (1679–1754) life and work
Christian Wolff was born in Breslau in Silesia (part of Poland since
1945) on January 24, 1679. He came from a Lutheran family of modest
means. He was educated in the Scholastic traditions of both Catholics and
Protestants, because the principle of cuius regio, eius religio reaffirmed by
the treaties of Westphalia (1648) could not be enforced due to the large
Lutheran minority in the region. It is reported that one of the great sports
of students in Breslau during Wolff’s student days was to have theological
debates between the Protestants and the Catholics (Seine, 1987, 128). Experiencing this atmosphere in his youth may have encouraged Wolff’s own
philosophical spirit of toleration later in life.
In 1699, Wolff enrolled at the University of Jena and he pursued his
interests in theology, mathematics, and natural science. His love of mathematics led him to work under the supervision of Ehrenfried W. von
Tschirnhaus (1651–1708), a minor mathematician, and the author of Medicina
Mentis (1687), a book that provided a method for a happy life using
rational truth. This work was praised by Leibniz and attracted Wolff.6 In
1703 Wolff produced a dissertation for the University of Leipzig, with the
title: Philosophicia practica universalis, methodo matematica conscripta (On
Universal Practical Philosophy, Composed from the Mathematical Method).
His work was clearly related to the interests of Tschirnhaus.

6
Tschirnhaus also wrote another work in 1700 called Gründliche Anleitung zu den nützichen
Wissenschaften which roughly translated means “thorough instructions to useful science
peculiar to Mathesis and Physics.” This work, too, was of interest to Wolff and was a spring
board for his own work.
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Doctorate in hand, Wolff was employed in a variety of short-term
teaching positions at Gdansk, Weimar, and Giessen. In 1707, he took a fulltime position at the relatively new University of Halle (1694) teaching
mathematics and natural philosophy. Halle at this time was a very strong
center of Pietism. Gradually Wolff also began to teach courses in philosophy, and he very quickly became a popular professor.
Over the next fifteen years, Wolff worked prodigiously and developed both his mathematics and his rational philosophy. During this time
he engaged in a correspondence with Leibniz focused on mathematical
questions and issues. In this formative part of his career, he wrote his
works in German. He produced his Logic in 1712 and his Metaphysics in
1719. As Matt Hettche states in his essay on “Christian Wolff” for the
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy: “[Wolff’s] reasons for choosing German
were both tactical and theoretical” (Hettche, 2006, http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/). Tactically his work filled a
hole in the German philosophy curriculum, and by publishing in German
he also was able to promote his own thought. Theoretically, one of the
ends of his philosophy was, in fact, to make it useful and not just a source
of academic banter. He wanted to rescue German philosophy from its
traditional narrow focus and its Scholastic formalism.
Hettche states that the starting point of Wolff’s philosophy was “‘the
fact of human consciousness’” (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolffchristian/). While this is certainly true, it is the human capacity to understand or to reason that was key to Wolff. As he wrote:
Science is the capacity to prove from indisputable grounds everything
one asserts or, in a word, the capacity of demonstrate; and in demonstration truths are connected together; therefore through science one knows
the connection of truths, and thus science comes from reason. (§ 383 of the
German Metaphysics http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian)

Wolff’s philosophy was rationalist, systematic and was based on a
mechanistic view of causality. Needless to say, these characteristics created dis-ease among his pietistical and Lutheran colleagues at Halle. They
were also disturbed by Wolff’s desire to enlarge the role of philosophy in
university education. Traditionally, students took some philosophy in
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order to train the mind prior to entering vocational training in law, medicine, or theology. Wolff saw philosophy as a discipline in its own right,
and not just a prerequisite for further study, particularly theology. He
called philosophy “Weltweisheit” or the “science of all possible things”
(Saine, 1987, 104). He was clear in thinking that philosophy had a sphere
that was distinct and separate from theology. And while he wrote that
philosophy and theology operated in different domains, should theology
move outside of the realm of transcendent truths and the mysteries of
faith, it “must adhere to the rules of [natural or rational] philosophy. … [in
fact] all controversies between philosophers and theologians must be on
the philosopher’s home ground” (Saine, 1987, 104–05).
Over time Wolff’s rationalism, his tolerance, even of atheists, and his
popularity among the students caused a reaction among the faculty in
Halle. In 1721, he gave a lecture in which he praised Confucian morality.
The standard Christian doctrine of original sin put the Chinese outside of
the pale. They were considered heathen atheists, and thus, for Wolff to
even intimate that they, nonetheless, could be viewed as moral generated
not just disbelief but hostility among his colleagues.
Wolff defined morality, or “the highest good of men” to consist in
“daily unimpeded progress toward greater perfection” (Saine, 1987, 118).
Since the Chinese believe in the unending pursuit of virtue, it was his
opinion that they surly fit within the category of morality as he defined it.
However, as Saine points out, Wolff’s definition of the highest good
moved beyond Christian ethics which defined the highest good as either
God himself, or the human relationship to God. Wolff’s philosophy, in
effect, naturalized the transcendent (ibid.).
Despite the provocative nature of this lecture, it was not the source of
Wolff’s expulsion from Halle. Rather it was the belief that he was a
determinist. His alleged determinism is intimately connected with his
interpretation of Pre-established harmony between the soul and the body.
For Wolff, soul and body are completely distinct from one another; so
much so that the one can exist independently of the other. Not only can
they exist separate from one another, and can operate separately the one
from the other, but they are both “mere machines.” The body is a machine
that reacts to the forces in the world, and the soul is a “‘sensation machine’” (Saine, 1987, 122). As machines, they are determined by the condi395
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tions of the world, as in the body; and by the events that follow one after
the other with the same degree of necessity, and with the same consequences, as in the soul. Wolff was certain that he was rationally describing
the truth of the two realms; and thus, even though they are not bound
together by necessity, the fact that they can operate in total harmony can
only be due to the existence of God, who is not part of the world, and who
has nonetheless brought them together (Saine, 1987, 123).
While Wolff saw his philosophy as a celebration of the greatness of
God’s wisdom, the theologians in Halle saw only an unholy determinism.
Initially, Wolff was able to hold off his opponents at the University by
appeals to the statues governing professional conduct at Halle. However,
in 1723, his opponents, concerned and exasperated and not to be thwarted,
informed the King, Frederick William I, that Wolff’s philosophy would
not permit him to punish deserting soldiers, because according to his
philosophy, they would only have acted from necessity, not choice. His
opponents chose precisely the right the right weapon, and immediately
the King had his cabinet issue an order that gave Wolff only twenty-four
hours to leave Halle and forty-eight to depart from Prussia or be hanged.
Well-connected friends enabled Wolff to be honored almost immediately with a new position at the University of Marburg in Hesse-Cassel. It
soon became the center for what Wolff’s former student and disciple,
Georg Bernhard Bilfinger (1693–1750), called the “Leibnitzian-Wolffian
system.”
With Wolff’s dismissal from Halle, he became a “cause celebre” first in
Germany and then throughout much of Europe. He began to write in
Latin, in a conscious effort to have his works circulate more widely, and
thus draw more participants into the fray. As Jonathan Israel writes: “The
conflict which began in 1723 developed into one of the most formative
cultural encounters of the eighteenth century and was, arguably, the most
important of the age of Enlightenment in Central Europe and the Baltic
before the French Revolution” (Israel, 2001, 544). The Wolffian controversy revealed the fissures that existed on both sides of the “Enlightenment” debate between the forces of modernization and those of tradition.
On the side of the “Enlightenment” it became clear that there was no
overarching synthesis, and on the side of tradition, there were no common
weapons with which fight Spinozism and Deism. The many skirmishes
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that ensued, however, resulted in the toppling of theological dominance
throughout much of Europe, and the raising the banners of secular philosophy and science in the wake of its fall (Israel, 2001, 544).
Countless judgments against Wolff were issued in nine different universities in Germany. Bilfinger was forced to resign in Tubingen. He
travelled to St. Petersburg by way of invitation, and after five years had
managed to lead the Wolffian position to triumph over the traditionalist
and the Newtonians. The well-known philosopher and theologian, Johann
Franz Buddeus (1667–1729) wrote a critique of Wolff from Jena that he
thought was a private correspondence to his colleagues in Halle, where he
once taught. In it he complained that the most damaging impact of his
philosophy was that it undermined a belief in Providence. It denied free
will, and made a sham of reward or punishment in the afterlife.7 Based on
a mathematical model, Wolff’s philosophy mechanized the human world
which, while not necessarily Spinozism in the strict sense, nonetheless
could lead to atheism. His critique became public and Wolff immediately
wrote a devastating reply. Two more traditionalists, Johan Georg Walch
(1693–1775) of Jena and Johan Joachim Lange (1670-1744) of Halle felt
compelled to respond. Walch was the son-in-law of Buddeus, and Lange
was Wolff’s chief opponent in Halle and quite possible the one who had
informed the King.
Both men saw in Wolff’s philosophy an opening for Spinoza’s
worldview: fatalism, naturalism, deism, and atheism. In addition, Lange
was convinced that Spinoza had “openly denied freedom of the will, and
taught the unalterable necessity of all cause and effect” (Israel, 2001, 547).
While Wolff did not openly espouse the teachings of Spinoza, clearly his
rational philosophy with its mechanistic and materialistic approach opened
the way to Spinoza’s view of God, man, and the universe. Lange acknowledged that Wolff differed in some important ways from Spinoza, but he
was troubled nonetheless that Wolff hid his Spinozian ethics in his use of
Christian language.
7
Israel quotes the following thought of Lange: “for it would be as senseless were god to
punish and reward people who do nothing themselves but merely let happen what the nexus
of causes, and pre-established harmony bring about, as it would were I to punish a clock or
machine.” (2001, 546). It seems a bit ironic for a Lutheran who sees salvation as a matter of faith
alone, and not works, to hold this view.
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Wolff was a formidable opponent and he had a vast network of
supporters and former students in many places. He was also incredibly
productive. From the time he left Halle until the mid 1730s he had laid out
the broad sweep of his philosophical system: Philosophia rationalis sive
Logica (1728); Philosophia prima sive ontologia (1730); Cosmologia generalis
(1731); Psychologia empirica (1732); Psychologia rationalais (1734); Theologia
naturalis (1736–1737)8 (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/
). In all these works he stressed the differences between his philosophy or
the Leibnizian-Wolffian system and Spinoza. He agreed that Spinoza
denied miracles, Providence, and free will. He wrote that “‘his unalterable
necessity’ destroys all religion and morality” (Israel, 2001, 549). At the
same time, he assured his audience that his own philosophy is the sure
defense against Spinoza.
Wolff’s campaign of self-defense was remarkably successful. By 1734
he had become the only foreign member of the French Academy of Science; he had been honored by the Swedish Court that had issued a
commemorative medal in his honor; and Prussia had lifted the ban on the
sale of his books, and giving disputations on his philosophy. But the
victory was not yet won. A side issue, the matter of the Wertheim Bible,
compiled by Johann Lorenz Schmidt (1702–1749), almost erased the gains
the Wolffian philosophy had made. The “Wertheim Bible” was seen as a
direct legacy of Wolff’s philosophy, and the tone of the Preface, according
to critics, made it appear almost to have been written by Wolff himself
(Israel, 2001, 552). In fact, in it, Schmidt mentioned his indebtedness to
Wolff.
Schmidt’s compilation included the first Five Books of the Old Testament. He had translated it himself from the Hebrew, and had specifically
left out any miracles or Messianic references. It also denigrated the doctrine of the Trinity. The publication of this Bible led to a struggle within all
the dominated Christian areas in Germany: Lutheran, Catholics, and Calvinists between the traditionalists, the moderate adherents of the Enlightenment and the radicals. The Bible was suppressed by Imperial decree and
8
Translations of Latin titles: Preliminary Discourse on Philosophy in General; First
Philosophy or Ontology; Universal Cosmology; Empirical Psychology; Rational Psychology;
and Natural Theology.
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Schmidt was arrested (although he was soon released by local officials,
and escaped beyond any legal jurisdiction). Wolff, of course, attempted to
put distance between himself and Schmidt, but it was clear that the naturalist, blasphemer, and free-thinker had been tutored by Wolff and his
philosophy (Israel, 2001, 555).
Wolff’s fortunes changed in 1740 when Prince Frederick (1712–1786)
came to the throne in Prussia. Later known as Frederick the Great, he
considered himself modern and a philosophe. One of the first acts of his
reign was to bring Wolff back to Halle, where he became Chancellor in
1743. He was also ennobled by the Elector of Bavaria. There were still
battles to be fought with the Newtonians in the Berlin Academy, but as
Wolff surveyed his world in the mid-1740s, he could feel a sense of
accomplishment, because the Leibnizian-Wolffian system held its own or
held sway in the rest of Germany, Russia, and Sweden. And there were
strong supporters of Wolffianism in Holland and France. As Chancellor,
Wolff continued to write and lecture. When he died in 1754, he was a
wealthy man, who had “taught Philosophy to speak German,” and had
been “hailed as the light of Europe,” but who according to Hegel “had
outlived his repute, and his lectures at the end were very poorly
attended”(http://www.class.uidaho.edu/mickelsen/texts/Hegel%20%20Hist%20Phil/wolff.htm).
Wolff’s philosophical project9
Wolff’s philosophical project was enormous in scope. There was almost no area of human knowledge that he did not mention or touch in
9
It should be noted that very little of Christian Wolff’s philosophy has been translated into
English. The reasons for this are somewhat complex. While his philosophy spread throughout
Europe from Italy to Sweden and from France to Russia (as noted above), it was totally absent
from and therefore ignored in Great Britain. This, is in part due to his anti-Newtonian outlook,
among other factors. And while, his philosophy had tremendous impact in Germany and on
German philosophers, at least through Kant, and some of the Romantics, it soon died out. Why
this happened will be touch on in the section on Wolff’s legacy. I am writing this footnote to
explain why I am relying essentially on two sources to give a brief overview of Wolff’s
philosophy: Matt Hetteche’s article found in Stanford’s Philosophical Encyclopedia on the
Internet, and Thomas P. Saine’s 1987 article “Who is Afraid of Christian Wolff” In Anticipations
of the Enlightenment in England, France, and Germany, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1987, pp. 102–133). Hetteche provides a broad overview of Wolff’s philosophy, and
Saine focuses on his negative reception among theologians.
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some way. During his life-time he wrote eight separate works with German titles, and twenty-three in Latin. Hegel, in his lecture on Wolff during
the academic year 1805–06, mentioned that altogether Wolff probably
produced over forty quarto volumes, if his mathematics were included. To
review his entire corpus would be impossible and actually is not necessary
for the purposes of this chapter. What will be useful, however, is to
understand the goal of his project, something of his method, and then
highlight areas where his interests coincided with Swedenborg’s, as well
as point out some of his philosophical positions that are controversial.
Wolff’s goal
Wolff was a rationalist and a systematizer. His philosophy is perhaps
both the highest expression of rationalism and its most extreme example.
He was convinced that philosophy was the means whereby human beings
could pursue “knowledge of the truth” both for its own sake, as well as to
use it. He believed that philosophy was both theoretical and practical, and
he attempted to develop both sides of the discipline, or as he said, science.
He wrote books on ontology and economics. He also believed that our
ability to philosophize was innate, rooted as it was in human consciousness. That is, both the principles of logic and explanation are built into the
human mind. Human beings are conscious, reflective thinkers who would
seek knowledge—both common and scientific. Thus, there are two sorts of
philosophizing: common and scientific.
According to Matt Hettche, in his article “Christian Wolff,” intuition
provides human beings with three basic facts: 1) the existence of the self; 2)
the existence of other (material) things outside of self; 3) certainty about
the existence of the self and the existence of other things (Hettche, 2006,
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/).
Wolff’s goal in all of this was to extend the reach of human knowledge
as far as possible, based on the conviction that, in principle, there is
nothing that cannot be known or explained with the philosophical tools of
science, as he understood them.
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Wolff’s method
This is the starting point for Wolff in several of his works. For example, he wrote in the first paragraph of the Preliminary Discourse (1728):
By means of the senses we know things which are and occur in the
material world. And the mind is conscious of the changes which occur
within itself. No one is ignorant of this. Let one merely direct one’s
attention to one’s self . . . [for] knowledge acquired by the senses and by
attention to ourselves cannot be called into doubt. (http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/)

Two things are clear from the above quote; first, Wolff does not
attempt to prove these assertions, because it is not necessary. This is due to
the second fact, Wolff uses the common sense of the reader to make his
point, by employing the personal pronoun “we.” The human ability to
reflect provides both knowledge and certitude. The quest for certainty,
according to Wolff, is the motivation that encourages a person to seek the
kind of knowledge made possible by science. As Wolff wrote in his article
on “Demonstration” in the Mathematical Lexicon (1716):
. . . From which I learned two things: (1) that the artificial logic differs not
from the natural, but rather is a distinct explanation thereof . . . [and] (2)
[t]hat when we consider the demonstrations in mathematics, we still
proceed in the natural manner of thinking. (Hettche, 2006, http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/)

That these two modes of thinking do not differ fundamentally but
only artificially, given the greater level of technical precision of scientific
demonstration, indicated to Wolff that the essential principles of sound
reasoning are, in fact, build into the very structure of the human mind.
Thus, the fundamental tools of scientific inquiry—the principles of contradiction, sufficient reason, and syllogism—are innate. What science provides or adds is a consistent and reliable method with which to explore all
possible things. Wolff was convinced that this method could guarantee the
same level of demonstrable certainty in all scientific disciplines and that
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ultimately they could be “rationally ordered into a systematic and unified
whole” (Hettche, 2006, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolffchristian/).
Underlying the architecture of Wolff’s system of Human Science is his
a priori assumption that the universe is a harmonious rational order. While
Hettche suggests that this could be viewed simply as metaphysical dogmatism (a critique for which there is some basis in fact), he also points out
that Wolff attempted to substantiate his belief empirically with reference
to the interconnections between such disciplines as mathematics, physics,
and astronomy. Which again was essentially a taken-for-granted truth by
the natural philosophers of his day. (Hettche, 2006, http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/).
Of all the sciences, Wolff believed that philosophy was the most
fundamental because of its broad purview. In his work Preliminary Discourse, he divided philosophy into two spheres—practical and theoretical:
Practical philosophy deals (in general) with human actions and includes
morality, politics, jurisprudence and economics. Theoretical Philosophy,
in contrast, deals with sets of possible and actual objects and is (itself)
divided into three separate branches: (1) ontology, or metaphysics proper,
(2) “special” metaphysics, which includes general cosmology, psychology, and natural theology, and (3) physics. (Hettche, 2006, http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/)

Reason
Wolff’s philosophy is based on two principles of human thought: the
most basic, and the very first, is the “Principle of Contradiction.” Something simply cannot simultaneously “be” and “not be.” It is impossible.
According to Wolff this is the basis of all certainty. Wolff defined “impossibility [as] that which involves a contradiction” (Hettche, 2006, http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/). Hettche states that this principle is the basic concept of his ontology. And he continues, “crucial to
Wolff’s understanding of ontology is the distinction between something
and nothing. Whereas something is that which is intrinsically possible and
corresponds to a possible object, nothing is an empty term . . .” (Hettche,
2006, http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/).
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The second principle of Wolff’s philosophy is that of “Sufficient Reason.” Since Wolff claims that philosophy is “the science of all possible
things, and the manner and reason of their possibility” it is important to
explain the concept of reason and its importance to Wolff. In his Ontologia,
Wolff wrote: “By sufficient reason we understand that, from which is
understood that something is [or can be]” (Hettche, 2006, http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/). Wolff provides two different origins for this principle. One is derived from the Principle of Contradiction, and the other is his claim that the principle is, in fact, an innate
quality of the human mind and thus is logically self-evident.10 This principle is not only crucial to Wolff’s metaphysics but it is a key tool in all of
his philosophy. Wolff’s use of and commitment to this principle is at the
heart of his rationalism; because more than for other philosophers of the
rationalist school, even more than Leibniz, for Wolff, reason is the sole
means for acquiring and judging human knowledge.
Empirical reality
With his tremendous emphasis on understanding and reason, it is
useful to ask what role the empirical realm played, if any, in Wolff’s
philosophical system. This is particularly important given the increasing
empiricism of the scientific world. Whereas Wolff wanted to expand the
world of human understanding, other philosophers wanted to identify
“the limits of human understanding.” Writing in the eighteenth century,
Wolff’s rationalism often met with hostility and criticism. Undaunted,
Wolff’s Human Science left room for empiricism. It was the world of
history or what he called the “bare facts” of experience. Experiences are
gained through the human faculty of sensing, and they can only report
that something is but not report on any of the qualities or properties of that
thing. To learn those additional facts requires the use of reason. The senses
guarantee that experiences are real and reason explains them, while the
science of mathematics has the capacity to measure real things through

10
Wolff identifies five innate qualities of the human mind: The Principle of Contradiction,
The Principle of Sufficient Reason, The Principle of the Excluded Middle, The Principle of
Certitude, and The Principle of the Syllogism.
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sense experience and relate them to each other by means of reason. Wolf
made the relative relationship between experience and reason clear in the
following quote from his German Metaphysics (1719):
Because of that which one knows only by experience, one can know only
that it is but does not see how it is connected with other truths; in
knowledge from experience there is no reason. Hence experience is opposed to reason . . . We have then two ways by which we can reach
knowledge of the truth: experience and reason. The former is based on
the senses, and the latter is on the understanding. (Hettche, 2006, http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/)

Thus, the senses can only address two sorts of knowledge claims; that
something is real, and claims about the quantity of things. These knowledge claims are limited. As James Collins has written: “Experiential certainty concerns the bare fact (real or ideal) and does not extend to the
sufficient reason for the fact. Hence philosophical certainty must be nonexperiential in its own proper form. Every ounce of it (to use Wolff’s own
emphatic phrase) derives from the use of the mathematical method, which
risks nothing on the real existent but concentrates upon the determinate
quantity of possible objects and essential relations” (Collins, 1959, 134).
Psychology
While Wolff was not the first person to use the term “psychology,” he
brought the term into modern usage in the eighteenth century, and both
his works on psychology were read by Swedenborg. They were Empirical
Psychology (1732) and Rational Psychology (1734). Wolff was the first person
to make a distinction between empirical and rational psychology.
The primary focus of Wolff’s empirical psychology was to explore
how the mind studies its own processes, either by observing its normal
activities or through experiments designed to observe the mind in action.
To do this, Wolff developed assumptions about the nature of perception
and the nature of the certitude of the mind. Wolff defined perception as
“an act of mind by which it represents to itself something occurring either
outside or within itself” (Richards, 1980, 228). For Wolff perception serves
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two different functions: it represents content, as well as the fact of representing. Wolff also identified an addition feature of the mind, apperception, which was also identified by Leibniz. This is the way in which both
types of perception become consciously present in the mind. It is also the
principle means of investigation in empirical psychology. As Richards
notes, it requires an act of will, and it is capable of bringing obscure
processes and thoughts into greater clarity (Richards, 1980, 228).
Rational psychology is, on the other hand, a priori and deductive.
Because of this it can probe more deeply into the mind. However, because
such probes may involve a long chain of deductions, or reasonings, it can
not always hit the mark with certainty and thus, coming to false conclusions. Because of this, empirical psychology has more to offer the scientist.
Nonetheless, Wolff saw these two modes of psychology complementary.
Empirical psychology provides the particulars, and rational psychology
the generals. With the perspective given by generals it is possible to order
and arrange the empirical facts and understand relationships (Richards,
1980, 228). In many respects, therefore, one can say that Wolff’s view of
psychology does not differ radically from modern practice with psychological theories being tested by experiment and experience.
One further aspect of Wolff’s psychology that needs to addressed is
his discussion of the mind-body problem. (This issue emerges in Section
III of the Rational Psychology and is a subject about which Swedenborg
fundamentally disagreed with Wolff.) On the one hand, Wolff expressed
dissatisfaction with the possibility of being able to come to a clear understanding about the precise nature of the relationship between body and
soul; but on the other hand, since he has observed scientifically a harmony
between them, upon reflection he opted for the Leibnizian explanation of
Pre-established harmony. He rejected both the Aristotelian view and the
Cartesian explanation because they required either “occult” forces, as in
the case of Aristotle, or continual divine intervention in nature from the
Cartesian perspective. In either case, the natural scientist is left with no
rational explanation or sufficient reason for natural phenomena. Pre-established harmony assumes no interaction between the body and the
mind. The mind does what it does based on the rules of logic, and the body
acts based on the principles of the natural sciences, but each sphere
operates independently of the other. They cooperate and work together
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harmoniously because God, from the beginning, pre-established the two
to be continually coordinated in this way. This theory appealed to Wolff,
according to Richards, because “it offered the natural scientist the means
to discover the sufficient reason for change in one order by observations
and analysis of events in the other” (Richards, 1980, 236).
It actually seems problematic whether a theory such as pre-established harmony could actually assist the natural scientist to discover
sufficient reasons for the changes observed, because blind harmony (each
sphere operating totally independently) cannot reveal reasons or causes;
and if it could, the specter of determinism is raised. If there is a natural
sufficient reason for all human actions, then where is the place for the
freedom for which Wolff so passionately argued in his Detailed Report
about his own Writings, written in 1726 and published in Frankfurt am
Main (Saine, 1987, 129).
Natural theology
Wolff wrote a two-volume work on Natural Theology (1736–37), a
subject he defined as “the science of those things that are possible through
God” (Hettche, 2006 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/).
Wolff spelled out the purposes of a natural theology in his Prologue to
both volumes. They are: “(1) to prove the existence of God; (2) to determine the essential attributes of God; finally (3) to determine the things that
are possible given these essential attributes of God” (Hettche, 2006 http://
plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/). Wolff then proceeded to provide both an a posteriori and an a priori proof for God’s existence.
Swedenborg is known to have read at least the first volume of the Natural
Theology when he was in Copenhagen in 1736. In fact, he believed he found
a reference to himself in the work (Odhner, 1951, 246).
As noted earlier, Wolff made a distinction between philosophy and
theology. Philosophy is the “science of possibles” and theology is the
science of the supra-rational or divine revelation. And he asserts that they
each have their own particular domain. However, once God’s existence
has been satisfactorily demonstrated, then his attributes can be studied
through the rational methods of natural theology. While Wolff aspired not
to invade the realm of theology, the broad scope of his Natural Theology left
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very little standing regarding the claims of traditional Christian (Lutheran)
theology. Wolff’s natural theology raised doubts about the role of God’s
revealed truths needed to achieve salvation and the place of miracles
deemed so necessary to faith. In fact, Wolff made almost all but the miracle
of creation suspect. As Saine writes: For Wolff, “. . . the creation miracle is,
in fact the only miracle that cannot be fully subjected to the critique of
reason . . .” Once created the world, operates in all essential details
according to “the laws of nature instituted by God at the time of Creation”
(Saine, 1997, 138).
Removing or challenging the miracles which set Christianity apart
from competing religions such as Judaism and Islam, delegitimizes its
truth claims and down plays its uniqueness. Wolff’s natural theology
equalized the world’s religions and their revelations. All their truth claims
can be subject to the principle of sufficient reason.
Ethics and practical philosophy
When Wolff turned to his ethics and practical theology, matters which
deals with human actions, this line of reasoning was taken one step
farther. Wolff intellectualized the will, thus making good and evil no
longer absolute moral concepts. Good and evil are no longer connected to
God’s commands, but are to be evaluated in relation to their impact on
humans and in the human world. Thus, human actions are either good or
evil in and of themselves. In the final analysis, this leads to Wolff’s claim
that: “‘Therefore even if it were possible that there were no God, and the
present state of things could exist without him, the free actions of men
would still remain good or evil’” (Saine, 1997, 143).
Wolff took this line of reasoning to its logical conclusion: It is nature
not God that encourages humanity to do good and not evil. This is because
“the divine law is nothing other than the ‘Law of Nature’ and can thus in no
way contradict it” (Saine, 1997, 143).
Such statements would of course, be unsettling to orthodox Lutheran
theologians who believed that “original sin” had so corrupted humanity
that natural reason could not appropriately guide them, let alone instruct
them in the truths concerning the laws of nature. But Wolff went even
farther, convinced that natural reason can guide the will, that is, it can aid
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in the discernment between good and evil, apart from revelation from
God, then it can guide the atheist as well as the believer. A free and
rational atheist has as much possibility of making good or evil choices as a
Christian (Seine, 1997, 144–145).
Wolff, defended himself from the negative reactions and criticism he
received by stating: ”Perish the thought that I should want to speak for
atheists. But I cannot speak against the truth” (Saine, 1997, 145). However,
he pushed his detractors over the edge with his view of the possible
perfectionism of the Chinese, as previously mentioned. According to Wolff,
the goal of human action is to attain the highest degree of perfection
possible, and this end is alive in the core or essence of everyone. Hettche in
his rendering of Wolff goes so far as to say, “in a strict sense each person is
obligated by the law of nature to instantiate perfection in his or her life”
(Hettche, 2006 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/).
Legacy
Wolff’s philosophical project had a profound impact both on Germany and on Western thought. In Germany, because he was the first
German philosopher to use German as the language of his system, he
created the philosophical language used by Germans for almost two hundred years. He also brought rigor, order, discipline, and clarity to the
German philosophical enterprise. With the structure and tools Wolff’s
system provided, philosophy in Germany was transformed into a strong
and independent discipline. In his own personal struggles to freely philosophize he became a spokesperson for freedom of thought and a public
icon that inspired German youth to make similar demands. These struggles
and his focus on the place and power of natural reason in philosophy
challenged the entrenched powers of the state church and the theological
faculties of the universities. He helped to overturn the theology of original
sin, and in the process gave German youth a sense of personal efficacy in
making moral choices. He also redefined concept of perfection, from the
Aristotelian notion of “lacking nothing” to his view of “manifold unity,”
giving perfections an analytical component. Needless to say, some of these
contributions to the German world also made an impact on the broader
world of Western thought.
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His legacy with regard to Western thought was to provide tools for
“the moderns” to challenge atheists on the new and firmer ground of
natural reason. His philosophy also helped establish a foundation of
rational morality. The separation of philosophy and religion is a thread
that runs through the whole of Wolff’s philosophical enterprise. Its consequences are equally apparent in his metaphysics. and in his ethics and
practical philosophy. His emphasis on natural reason challenged both
miracles and revelations, thereby opening the door to relativizing all
faiths, and minimizing distinctions between Christians, pagans, and unbelievers. The Wolffian controversy paved the way to modernity, and it soon
became the new orthodoxy. The fact is that Wolff and his followers won;
they broke the power of the church, and overthrew the religious domination of the other major social institutions—politics, economics, and education—resulting in the secularization of the world. In the end, according to
Saine, even the theologians had to accommodate to the Wolffian system if
they wanted to remain figures to be reckoned with (Saine, 1997, 152).
Nonetheless, along with modernity came Deism, skepticism, and atheism
forces that were also heirs of Wolff’s project.
Preliminary conclusion
The four philosophers just examined shaped the intellectual world of
Emanuel Swedenborg, and each in their own way attempted and failed to
demonstrate the conformity of faith and reason. Swedenborg in his philosophical period enthusiastically took up the same problem. He also failed
to resolve the issue in the domain of natural reason. However, he was led
on another path by the Lord. The second portion of this project will
examine this matter in his philosophy and his theology.
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SWEDENBORG’S PHILOSPHY PROJECT—
RECONCILING REASON AND FAITH*
Jane K. Williams-Hogan

God is what is. (Daniel J. Hogan, September 1998)
For nothing exists but from causes and causes of causes and consequently
from the First Cause, that is to say from the Infinite. In this respect God is
all in all . . . (Swedenborg 1965, 136)
What is more omnipresent that the Deity—in him we live, and are and
move—and yet what is more remote from the sphere of understanding?
(Swedenborg n.d., 2:202)
I once heard from heaven the voice of someone saying: that if a spark of
life in man were his own, and not of God in him, there would be no
heaven nor anything that exists there; whence also there would be no
church on earth and consequently no life eternal. (Swedenborg 1947, §
11:7)

INTRODUCTION: FOCUS ON HIS PHILOSOPHY 1734–1745
Emanuel Swedenborg was engaged with questions of natural philosophy for almost thirty years. He was motivated by a love of understanding
both how things work and why—to what purpose or end. He was always
pursuing nature’s secrets, in order to reveal them, so that they might be of
use. As he wrote in The Principia, “The sign that we desire to be wise, is the
wish to know the causes of things, as well as to investigate the secret and
unknown things of nature” (Swedenborg 1912, 2). His first small work in
the realm of natural philosophy was entitled “Small Vibrations” and was
written as a proof that our “Vital Essence consists for the Most Part of
Small Vibrations or Tremulations.” It was published in his journal, Daedalus
*
This article will serve as the basis for the chapter on Swedenborg’s philosophy in the
biography “Emanuel Swedenborg, Eyewitness to the Apocalypse: The Making of a Modern
Visionary.” It was written with support from the Carpenter Fund of the Academy of the New
Church, for which the author is most grateful.
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Hyperboreus 6 (April–June 1717), 10–14. His second was a work on Chemistry and Physics published anonymously in Amsterdam in 1721. In it he was
exploring “Principles of Natural Things” in which he developed a view
that everything in nature could be explained with the aid of mathematics.
In opposition to Newton’s concept of matter as “solid, massy, hard impenetrable, moveable particles,” he saw matter “as dependent of forms and
motions, . . . consequently that matter does not consist of simple homogeneous particles or atoms, but is highly compounded” (Swedenborg 1976,
xxii & xxviii-xxix). Once he was settled into his work at the Board of Mines
in 1724, he returned to the development of a philosophy that would
“penetrate into the causes of things” (Swedenborg 1912, 16).
This chapter is going to examine what will be called Swedenborg’s
philosophical project which includes four works: the first is The Principia,
published in 1734; the second is The Infinite: The Final Cause of Creation
which also included an essay on The Mechanism of the Operation of the Soul
and Body, also published in 1734; the third is The Dynamics of the Soul’s
Domain, published in 1740–1741; and the fourth and final work is The
Soul’s Domain, published in 1744–1745.
With regard to Swedenborg’s focus on ends or telos, it is clear that
these works form a whole: they move from an examination of the process
of creation starting from the first cause and the creation of the natural
world, to an exploration of the existence of the Infinite, and then to the
final cause of creation, which Swedenborg discovered is humanity itself.
With regard to his focus on means, he developed principles or doctrines whereby nature could be analyzed. In The Principia he offers three
methods: experience, geometry, and rationality. In his subsequent works
on the soul, he adds an additional six: forms, orders and degrees, series
and society, influx, correspondences and representations, and modifications.
For Swedenborg the first cause created the material physical universe,
and he wondered whether that universe was also the final cause of creation. Thus, he asked, is there anything about the nature of the human that
differentiates it from nature or the first of creation? If not, then the explanation of matter also explains humanity. Upon much reflection and a
discussion of the nexus, which will be presented later in this chapter, he
determined that humanity has the capacity to acknowledge the infinite
6
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God. This ability was the key. This led Swedenborg to then explore the
relationship between the soul and body in which he hoped to demonstrate
“the immortality of the soul to the very senses” (Swedenborg 1965, 230).
Swedenborg attempted this demonstration in both The Dynamics of the
Soul’s Domain, and The Soul’s Domain. At the end of both these endeavors,
he finds himself only on, what he called, the threshold of the immaterial
soul. He asserts that he stood there by means of the analytical method, the
means of natural philosophy; however, it is clear that he quickly developed first principles while engaged in his analysis, and thus, he has been
accused of creating his system a priori.1 He could go no farther, because
the soul’s domain was a kingdom of ends (thus, not amenable merely to
analysis). Aware of this, he does attempt in The Soul’s Domain to explore
that world mediately through the mirror of the body, using what he called
the “Doctrine of Correspondences”; but again, even in his Rational Psychology which he never published, he faced boundaries and limits that his
methods simply could not overcome. Thus, he abandoned his project.
To examine Swedenborg’s natural philosophy requires an exploration
of the whole project, what it entailed at each stage, what the problems
were, and how he attempted to resolve them. This requires an understanding of his methods as well as his ends. Thus, the first part of this chapter
will begin by examining The Principia and ends with The Soul’s Domain.
Once that is accomplished, it will be useful to compare his project with
that of his predecessors—Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, and Wolff. What, if
anything, did he borrow from them, and in what way is it possible to
distinguish his project from theirs? Clearly, their projects are better known
today than his. And, it would appear that Spinoza’s monism has been
“rediscovered,” and seems to speak to the current cultural and philosophical interest in “naturalism.”2
1
See discussion in the Introduction to The Principia by Isaiah Tansley. On page xxxii
Tansley refers to a comment by Professor G. F. Fitzgerald that ‘Swedenborg based his system
on a priori principles!” Tansley finds this ironic because Fitzgerald himself in a Helmholtz
Memorial Lecture, stated: “What is the inner aspect of motion? In the only place we can hope
to answer that question, in our brains, the inner aspect of motion is thought. Is it not reasonable
to hold with the great and good Bishop Berkley that thought underlies all motion.”
2
In the process of writing this chapter two excursions emerged: A comparative analysis
of Swedenborg’s concept of the Infinite to other philosophers, ancient and modern, and an
exploration of his notes in A Philosopher’s Notebook, edited by Alfred Acton, 1931, in which his
use of ideas from the four philosophers in this study is examined and analyzed.
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Before moving to an examination of the particulars of Swedenborg’s
philosophy, however, it would be useful to state his own framework of
philosophical investigation. It should be stated that he saw himself as a
Christian philosopher. As he wrote in The Infinite:
But to call the cause, origin, and effects of anything in the subtler or
grosser field of nature, which exists mediately through other finite things,
immediately divine, would be tantamount to finiting God, or making
Him similar to a finite being; and consequently to denying His infinity; or
to forming a gross, natural and idolatrous idea of the infinite Deity; which
is permitted to no one; least of all to Christian philosophers” (Swedenborg
1965, 136–37).

Swedenborg in all the works to be discussed makes his distain for “naturalism” apparent. He does this by affirming the importance of acknowledging the existence of a Creator, and by a general criticism of both the
naturalist and naturalism. In affirmation of the existence of the Creator,
Swedenborg wrote: “. . . No one can become a complete and truly learned
philosopher without the utmost devotion to the Supreme Being,” because
“true philosophy and contempt for the Deity are two opposites”
(Swedenborg 1912, 35). With regard to naturalists, he called them children,
as they play with the idea that nature is the fountain of everything.
Thus, while he was desirous of using experience, geometry, and rationality to explore nature, as he stated in The Principia (terms which will be
defined below), he was keenly aware that these tools were co-terminus
with nature, and thus could not gain the philosopher access to the Infinite
except to point to its existence. He stated that “the Infinite cannot be found
in nature, because that which is the least in nature is still natural and
finite—the Infinite being as nothing in proportion” (Swedenborg, 1965,
19).
However, he could and did use these tools to point to the limits of
nature by asking about the existence of or origin of the finite. He suggests
that logically there are four possible answers; (1) from itself; (2) by accident; (3) from nothing; (4) or from the infinite. Swedenborg critiques the
first three possible causes, and then determines that the finite can come
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from no other “ground than a cause involving an infinitely intelligent
Being” (Swedenborg 1965, 19).
Affirming the existence of the Infinite, Swedenborg shifted his attention to exploring how, wherefore, and then, ultimately, why the finite
exists. These answers again were discovered, in part, by means of analytical methods, and the many observations he made concerning nature.
Because of the intimate connection of humanity with the final cause of
creation, however, Swedenborg engaged in teleological arguments as well.
Today, philosophical discussions rarely use telos to make an argument.
However, one can only wonder about the pursuit of a scientifically intelligible understanding of the material world, and/or the sense of purpose
present in our individual lives, if there is no intelligibility or purpose in the
very stuff or essence of the created world. While this is an important
question, we must wait to address it (if we can), after we have explored
Swedenborg’s project itself. Thus, we will turn to an examination of his
four works, each in turn, as we unfold his project.
SWEDENBORG’S PHILOSOPHICAL PROJECT
The Principia
Principia Rerum Naturalium sive Novorum Tentatminum Phaenomena Mundi
Elementaris Philosphiice Explicandi or Basic Principles of Nature or of New
Attempts to Explain Philosophically the Phenomena of the Natural World
The Principia was the first volume of a three volume work that also
include a volume on De Ferro (On Iron), and one on De Cupro et Orichalco
(On Copper and Brass). Iron and copper were the most abundant metals in
Sweden, and were, during Swedenborg’s lifetime, the most significant
source of wealth for the kingdom. It is not surprising that Swedenborg
would begin his examination of the earth’s metal with those that were
most precious in Sweden. At the beginning of this project he had every
intention of returning to an examination of additional metals. As late as
1743, when asking for leave to publish The Soul’s Domain, he indicated that
as soon as it was published, he would return once again to exploring the
mineral kingdom (Acton 1948, 499). In fact, he had in draft essays on
silver, vitriol, sulfur, and salt that he had written earlier.
9
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His volumes on Iron, and Copper and Brass were well received by both
the scientific community and mining practitioners. De Ferro was translated
into French not long after he published it; and it was considered an
important contribution to both metallurgy and mining. It was translated
into Swedish and published in Sweden in 1923.3 Reviewers, however,
were somewhat puzzled over The Principia. It was seen by one reviewer as
an attempt to address, through mechanics, issues unresolved by both
Descartes and Newton, which nonetheless, does not mention the name of
any philosopher, their systems, or their reasoning.4
The Principia was dedicated to His Serene Highness Prince Ludwig
Rudolph of Brunswick and Luneburg, who had graciously hosted
Swedenborg on several occasions during his trips abroad to deepen his
understanding of the principles involved in mining. This choice, too, was
appropriate, given the importance of this work for metallurgy. The work
was organized in three parts. Part I focused on the philosophical method
and his theory regarding the creation of the finite world; Part II concentrated on the causes and mechanism of magnetism, illustrated by the
experiments of Musschenbroek; Part III discusses the cosmos and the
diversity of worlds and ends with an essay on Paradise and the earth’s
first humans. The inclusion of this last chapter was not an after thought,
but, as suggested earlier, was an essential element of his Prinicipia.
Swedenborg’s philosophical method as outlined in The Principia
The first chapter of The Principia is titled: “The Means Leading to True
Philosophy and The True Philosopher.” In this chapter Swedenborg discusses the tools that philosophers have at their disposal to pursue natural
philosophy. He also spells out the limits of these tools and that of the
philosophical enterprise itself.
When Emanuel Swedenborg penned the first chapter of The Principia
on “The Means of True Philosophy and The True Philosopher” he was
3
It is interesting to note that it was an important reference work for a book on the Forsmark
och vallonjärnet written in 1987, Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB. Extensive quotes from Swedenborg’s
work Om Järnet (1923) are used to describe various aspects of the smelting process.
4
Review in the Deutsche Acta Eruditorium in July of 1734 see Williams-Hogan, 1985, 153.
In the review, the author does mention that Swedenborg refers to the work of Christian Wolff,
which he does in an appendix to The Principia on page 366.
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writing a guide for himself as well as for his potential readers. What
qualities and tools did he and others need to have in order to pursue
natural philosophy in the eighteenth century?
He makes it quite clear that the enterprise of philosophizing had, in
fact, undergone tremendous changes since what he called humanity’s
“state of integrity” (Swedenborg 1912, 38). Human beings in that early age
were endowed with the tools necessary to be “complete philosophers.”
These endowments resulted in their ability “to venerate the Deity—the
Origin of all things—that Being who is all in all” (Ibid.). As Swedenborg
stated, “without the utmost devotion to the Supreme Being, no one can be
a complete and learned philosopher” (Ibid.).
What separated the eighteenth century from the “state of integrity”
that existed in the infancy of humanity was the fact that in his day many
aspiring philosophers were, in Swedenborg’s words, “mere children who
ascribe to nature the origin of all things, to the exclusion of the Infinite, or
who confound the Infinite and nature together; when yet the latter is only
an effect, or thing caused, the Infinite being its Generator and cause”
(Ibid., 39).
In human beings living in the first age “the connection of ends and
means was continuous” (Ibid., 43). Swedenborg observed that in his day
the natural connection between ends and means was severed or broken
(Ibid., 45). In this current state:
. . . we see that nothing can be fully known without the use of means;
that nothing can penetrate to the ultimate active principle, or to the soul,
except by means of continual experiments, by the assistance of geometry,
and the faculty of reasoning acquired from both . . . (Ibid., 44)

This is so, because lusts and sensual pleasures almost fill the whole person, inhibiting the control of reason, leaving the individual almost incapable of acting apart from his or her emotions and thus, incapable of
consulting their rational faculty (Swedenborg, 1912, 45).
Swedenborg further stated, “it is no wonder that at this day the faculty
of reason is only acquired by the use of means, and that it is not possible to
arrive by reasoning at the most subtle substance or principles without the
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aid of analytical rules similar to those of geometry to be taught us by a
master” (Ibid., 46).
In the eighteenth century therefore, education in and the cultivation of
the means conducive to true philosophy were absolutely essential, if one
were even to stand on the threshold of true philosophy. These means will
be discussed presently. However, for Swedenborg, standing on the threshold was not enough because the means by themselves grant knowledge,
but not wisdom. The pursuit of wisdom was the key characteristic of the
true philosopher. As Swedenborg wrote: “the desire to be wise is the wish
to know the causes of things as well as to investigate the secret and
unknown things of nature” (Ibid., 2). Wisdom comes from a “veneration
for and love of the Deity” (Ibid., 48). Veneration, love, and worship of the
Deity are the goals and constitute wisdom itself. For Swedenborg, all the
delights found in the contemplation of the world and exploring its endless
secrets lead in the end to the love and worship of the infinite God.
Philosophy or natural philosophy for Swedenborg was the discipline
through which knowledge of the operations of the natural world are
gained. Philosophy can penetrate any part of the world that is governed
by the laws of geometry, the facts or elements of which are learned
through experience, and the order of which can be unlocked by reason.
These three, “experience, geometry, and the power of reasoning” are the
means of philosophy (Ibid., 2).
Experience
Experience is defined as the means of acquiring knowledge of everything in the world that is learned through the senses. Through the senses,
the budding philosopher absorbs data about the mineral, vegetable, and
animal kingdoms, and Swedenborg adds the elemental kingdom. These
things act, according to Swedenborg, a posteriori. Swedenborg is quick to
point out that experience is amassed through the ages so that the philosophers of the eighteenth century could draw on a vast storehouse of human
experience and experiments to understand the operations of any aspect of
nature.
He also makes it quite clear that science has added immeasurably to
human experience over the years, and thus the investigators of his day are
12
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in a position to explore “the secret and invisible things of nature” as never
before (Ibid., 4). Experience, though a necessary means for the natural
philosopher, is simply not enough; and it does not follow that those with
the most experience are therefore also most wise. Experience provides
knowledge, but not wisdom.
As Swedenborg notes: “He who has knowledge, and is merely skilled
in experiment, has taken only the first step toward wisdom; for he knows
only what is posterior, and is ignorant of what is prior” (Ibid., 14).5
Wisdom comes from “penetrating into causes and principles, . . . or from
reason and a priori” (Ibid., 15). Only the addition of reason permits someone to argue about present circumstances and draw conclusions through a
chain of inferences (Ibid.).
Geometry
This leads Swedenborg to discuss the second means leading to wisdom, namely, geometry and rational philosophy. He wrote: “It is through
them that the secrets of invisible nature may be unlocked and revealed”
(Ibid., 16).6 What geometry and rational philosophy provide in the pursuit
of wisdom is an ability to order experience. That is by means of comparison and analysis to see the rules governing experience, and then by means
of analogy (and this is the key) “to elicit some third or fourth thing which
was unknown before” (Ibid.). Here it is of interest to note that Swedenborg
couples geometry and rational philosophy, and later discusses rational
philosophy independently.
What geometry is and what it contributes to rationality requires explanation. First, what is geometry? Geometry is the science that describes the
5

It should be noted that Swedenborg was of the opinion that “at this day they are reputed
the wisest who have the greatest experience; by making a display of it they are immediately
regarded as persons of acute judgment and refined perception; and the more so if they have
eloquence …” (Swedenborg, 1912, 14).
6
It would be useful to point out Swedenborg’s emphasis on discovering the secrets of
nature. In this essay, he mentions the importance of this over twelve different times. He uses
such words as secret, hidden, invisible, labyrinth, and occult among others. I would like to
connect this to an earlier discussion of Swedenborg’s interest in revealing secrets during his
stay with craftsmen in London, his public discussion of secret mining and smelting practices,
what will be his search to reveal the soul to the very senses, and finally his first theological
work, Secrets of Heaven. It would appear that being a revelator of the hidden dimension of both
the natural and spiritual was a central characteristic of Swedenborg from his youth.
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motion and figure of the elementary nature of our world. Our world is
mechanical and is composed of figure, space, and motion—the very attributes of geometry. Swedenborg maintains, therefore, that geometry
“accompanies the world from its first origin, or first boundary to its last
and therefore is inseparable from it . . .” (Ibid., 17). This principle he
asserted is always true. He goes on to say that even if countless worlds
existed, nonetheless those worlds, too, would depend on mechanical principles, and a similar principle of geometry would attend them all (Ibid.).
These mechanical worlds are identified by motion and limits. In this
world the same is true of the smallest natural entity and the largest. This is
true whether the human eye can seen the phenomena or not. It is true of
immense celestial bodies to the cells of plants and animals. As Swedenborg,
wrote: “when geometry is considered, it will be found to be always like
itself” (Ibid., 20). The principles of geometry operate in a finite and bounded
world, but not in one that in neither finite nor limited.
Having established these principles Swedenborg turns to a discussion
of contiguity and connection. These concepts are vital to Swedenborg’s
understanding of the created world and its maintenance in each of the
world’s kingdom, mineral, vegetable, and animal or more precisely, the
anatomical world. As he argued:
Every operation takes place by contiguity. Without a perpetual connection between the end and the means, there would be no elementary
nature, and no vegetable and animal natures thence originating. The
connection between ends and means forms the very life and essence of
nature. For nothing can originate from itself; it must originate from some
other thing; hence there must be a certain contiguity and connection in
the existence of natural things; that is all things, in regard to their existence, must follow one another in successive order. (Ibid., 22)

Swedenborg, aware of the importance of this concept provides ample
illustrations from the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms.
Contiguity is vital to Swedenborg’s understanding of the world, because without it , quite simply, the world would be devoid of causes, and
would thus fail (Swedenborg, 1912, 24). He concludes, “In short, no reason
can be assigned for any phenomenon, unless we admit of contiguity or
14
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connection; for no phenomenon can exist, except in something contiguous;” thus, “the mechanical world depends upon contiguity and connection” (Ibid., 25). Again, Swedenborg illustrates his view with examples
from the world of music and harmony, spider webs, the construction of
dams by beavers, nests by birds, and the honeycomb by bees.
Having demonstrated the importance of mechanical and geometrical
science for understanding the finite natural world, Swedenborg states that
“it does not, therefore, follow that all things in this world are subject to the
government of geometry. For there are innumerable things that are not
mechanical, nor even geometrical” (Ibid., 27).
The infinite and the limits of geometry
Thus, it is to the Infinite that Swedenborg turned. This is not only
important for what follows in The Principia, but also for his broader project,
aspects of which are raised in this chapter. Swedenborg writes that “the
Infinite is beyond and above the sphere of geometry, being regarded by it
as its origin and first beginning” (Ibid.). Not only is the Infinite the source
of the finite, but Swedenborg, claims “the finite recognizes that its origin is
in the Infinite. Without the Infinite the finite could neither arise nor
subsequently subsist; and to this every finite refers itself, even geometry”
(Ibid.).
Swedenborg goes further than just claiming that the Infinite alone is
beyond the scope of geometry and mechanics to comprehend. He points to
both the principle of intelligence and the soul in both brutes and human
beings, which though natural in design, have not yet been grasped geometrically. He is certain that though these things are orderly and subject to
laws, the laws themselves may not be mechanical or geometrical (Ibid., 2829).
Swedenborg, identifies two additional spheres of human life that
apparently are not subject to the laws of geometry: one is providence, and
the other is love. Providence belongs to the Infinite, but unfolds as a series
of consequences that flow from cause to cause in the natural world producing a particular end. We can see from experience and a posteriori that a
series of incidents are connected; but it does not seem possible to know the
nature of this connection a priori. Neither human providence nor geom15
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etry can explain what has unfolded. That love has consequences and
effects in the world there is not doubt. When conjoined with animal
intelligence, “It produces everything which can conduce to the preservation and perpetuation of its kind” (Ibid., 30). According the Swedenborg,
the ancients cited love as the source of the universe. Swedenborg suggests
that these are but a few examples of perhaps infinite things that do not
conform to the laws of mechanics. This implies that there are many qualities of the soul that are quite removed from mechanical explanation. This
leads Swedenborg to conclude that geometry and mechanics may not be
the means whereby ignorance may be removed (Ibid.).
Thus, concluding that the soul’s intelligence is not mechanical,
Swedenborg raises the question concerning the non-mechanical quality in
the soul; and coming back to the question posed earlier about the nature of
rationality, what is its essential nature? Swedenborg begins by stating
what it is not: It is not knowing many things learned through the sense, or
experience; it is not knowing the figures and spaces in which motion
terminates, or geometry. In addition, it is not knowing proportions between figures and spaces, and the other rules and the proportions of
motion, by which the world produces the effects of nature, or mechanical
science, and natural philosophy. But the rational principle consists in:
knowing how, and at the same time being able to arrange into such order
and connection the reasons known from the world, so as to view their
analogy; yet this presupposes an active principle, or a certain force,
impelling into motion all those things which inhere in a similarly orderly
manner in its organs; that is it presupposes a soul. The rational active
principle derived from this, consists in knowing how, and being able to
actually elicit from analogy a third or fourth truth previously unknown.
(Ibid., 31)

Again, it is important to see that the soul emerges as a key element in
Swedenborg’s preface to his cosmology, as well as a key factor in his larger
philosophical project.
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Reasoning
Experience provides knowledge of the mechanical and organic worlds,
geometry orders them, and rationality comparatively sifts and assesses
them for the sake of ends or uses. This statement is a summary of
Swedenborg’s view of the respective means available to one who would
philosophize. Without the faculty of reasoning, the end cannot be achieved.
As Swedenborg writes: “in a word, the possession of the means without
the faculty of arriving at the end, does not make a philosopher” (Ibid., 32).
Swedenborg observes that the ability to reason is not available to
everyone, either through lack of endowment (diseases and defects) or
through educational disadvantage. While those who lack the necessary
endowment may not be able to develop the capacity to reason, the disadvantaged may develop their reason through cultivation, exercise, and
education. Assuming cultivation, maturity can also play a role.
Swedenborg assures himself and the reader that reason is not just
valuable to assess the causes of things clearly visible in the world, but it
can be used in the investigation of the most secret things of nature which
are remote and incapable of being perceived by the senses, such as the
elements which are the subject of The Principia. Even though what is
sought is remote from view, the hidden actions of nature stir phenomena
that operate according to laws, that allow them to be observed as “in a
mirror;” thus, providing the philosopher with an image that can be assessed with the help of experiments and geometry. Using Swedenborg’s
language, nature sports before us half naked or with her face half unveiled, providing the hunter with glimpses of her, here and there (Ibid.,
34–35). If these are sufficient, and “the proper means are [called] to our
assistance, we shall probably arrive at true causes and knowledge of
things occult” (Ibid., 35). He makes it clear, however, that that the principles formed must agree with both experiment and the test of geometry. If
this is done, then what is discovered may be called true, and the product
legitimate (Ibid.). Swedenborg leaves it to the reader to decide, if his
Principia fits this description.
Who then is the true philosopher? According to Swedenborg, it is
someone:
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who, by the means treated of above, is enabled to arrive at the real causes
and knowledge of those things in the mechanical world which are invisible and remote from the senses; and who is afterwards capable of reasoning a priori, or from first principles or causes, concerning the world and its
phenomena; . . . and who can thus, as from a central point, take a survey
of the whole mundane system and of its mechanical and physical laws.
(Ibid.)

Given the need for education, cultivation and the need to take such care,
every step of the way, why make the attempt? Swedenborg explains: “For
if we knew a priori the causes from which nature herself brings forth and
manifests her phenomena, every one might know the objects which she
has in view; every one might then give responses as from the inmost
recesses and from behind the veil of nature’s temple; every philosopher
would be a Themis or Apollo, that is, would know all the phenomena that
could exist, and would hold the vastest sciences in a nut-shell” (Ibid., 37).
“However, . . . ;” and here Swedenborg begins his discussion of
philosophizing under the conditions of integrity and under “the perverted
state of man into which we are born at this day” (Ibid., 38 & 44). This, of
course, is where this review of his philosophy began, in order to provide
the context of his approach.
There is one additional point that should be mentioned in this chapter,
because it becomes a significant feature of his broader philosophical project,
and that is his mention of the “Only Begotten” in the final section of his
essay. He writes: “. . . He might restore a connection with the Infinite in
those who are like Him” (Ibid., 50). This point, in his next work on The
Infinite, is central to his discussion of the final cause of creation.
Cosmology introduction
Swedenborg outlines his cosmology in two places, first in a preface to
the reader and then in an appendix at the end of The Principia. While these
summaries are essentially the same, the first statement focuses on means
through which a philosophical system can be constructed. In his preface
he also introduces the special vocabulary he will employ in his system. In
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the first he prepares the reader for the journey; in the last, at the end of a
long and somewhat arduous intellectual journey in new and unfamiliar
territory, he hopes to assure the reader that it was, after all, worthwhile.
Thus, he quite naturally focuses on ends. He writes:
Indulgent reader! you have now been presented with a view of the
nature of my attempts; namely, a system of philosophical principles
extending from the first simple to the ultimate compound, from the
smallest invisible to the first visible entity, and hence to paradise on earth;
a system connected throughout, as I opine, from one end to the other by
intermediates. Whosoever aims at forming principles, and yet does not
commence from the first and simple one and proceed in regular order to
the last, cannot, so far as I am aware, perceive any just connection between them; for he who stops short in mere intermediates, does not
perceive the end of the series on one side or the other, much less does he
see whether these ends have relation to each other; or whether they are
connected by intermediates; this was the reason which induced me to
undertake the formation of a perfect system. (Swedenborg 1846, 363)

In his appendix, Swedenborg asks for no praise, and indicates that he
hoped his analysis and the principles he developed are in line with the
truth; but he is aware they must conform to the phenomena of nature, and
that only then could there be public endorsement of them. In order to
focus primary attention on the question of his system’s fidelity to the truth,
he chose to stand outside of the broader philosophical debate on cosmology. In making this choice, he almost certainly guaranteed a smaller, and
perhaps inconsequential readership. This point will be picked up and
discussed later in this chapter.
Swedenborg does make reference to one philosopher in his appendix,
Christian Wolff. He does so because he needs to share not so much his
indebtedness to Wolff as to indicate the similarity between Wolff’s system
and his own. He specifically acknowledges Wolff’s Philosophia Prima sive
Ontologia and his Cosmologia Generalis. The appendix ends with several
quotes from Wolff which encourage philosophizing and which suggest
that the liberty of doing so in no way presents any danger to religion,
virtue, or the state (Ibid., 367), all useful and important in 1734.
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Cosmology
In Swedenborg’s attempt to understand creation he had no choice,
given his philosophical principles, but to start where he did, with the first
natural point created by the Infinite. He was required to start with the
Infinite, or the first cause. He could not do as others did and play primarily
in the realm of intermediates. Nonetheless, he was interested in explaining
the origin and the unfolding of the natural world using the tools of natural
philosophy. This necessitated Swedenborg’s use of a priori principles in
order to begin.
Swedenborg used these elements to develop an understanding of the
process of creation, the focus of his Principia. He beings with what he calls,
the first natural point, which he views as the doorway, Janus faced,
who looks two ways at once, or at both universes. On one side is the pure
Infinite, . . . on the other side is the finite alone . . . By this point as by a
door, we are introduced into the world; we are admitted into a kind of
geometric field, where there is ample scope for the exercise of human
understanding. As soon as, through the medium of this point, an entrance is found into the finite universe or the world, man instantly begins
to have a knowledge of himself, to perceive that he is something . . . which
could have no existence prior to the existence of the point. . . . nature
begins [at this point], and the world with nature. On these grounds the
point may be said to be the medium between the Infinite and the finite.
(Swedenborg 1912, 59–60)

From Swedenborg’s perspective it is essential that the finite was created immediately from the Infinite (Ibid., 60). This preserved the radical
distinction between the Infinite and the finite that is crucial to Swedenborg’s
Cosmology, and more broadly to his whole philosophy. This first natural
point has one limit and consists entirely of motion. Swedenborg indulges
in a play of words to make a point about this motion that exists essentially
without figure. He writes, “in regard to the point, that its motion is in the
center when it is in the periphery, and in the periphery when it is in the
center; thus that it is all center and all periphery . . . ” (Ibid., 71).7
7
This in some respects appears to be described like the point and wave found in the
electrons of quantum physics.
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In this discussion Swedenborg has no recourse to geometry except
through similitude because this point is not the first finite. He continues,
“Now if we take a rational view of this metaphysical entity, we shall find it
to be of such a nature as to consist of one limit; it is not properly limited; it
is not finited; but it is that from which things limited and compounded are
derived” (Ibid., 72).
Swedenborg confesses that what he has written in an attempt to
communicate about this first natural point is hampered because, “As the
point consists not of parts, it cannot so well undergo geometrical examination, explanation, investigation, dissection; we shall, therefore, proceed to
the consideration of the finites and actives, in which the mechanism of the
same motion will be gradually presented to view” (Ibid., 74).
Once he can discuss things existing in the finite world, Swedenborg
can ask his reader to assess or judge his principles to see if they agree or
disagree with experience and geometry; however, with regard to the
point, “we cannot in proof of our theory adduce any experience and
confirm our principles by it” (Ibid., 74). Yet, he is convince that both reason
and experiment demonstrate that motion is the only means whereby
anything new is produced. Thus, he lays out his approach in moving
toward a presentation and analysis of the “first or simple finite.”
Swedenborg has developed his philosophical principles in order to
discover the truth, and he is hopeful as his presentation proceeds that
these principles will indeed be shown to be true because he will be able to
provide both geometrical analysis and experiments as sources for confirmation. He is hopeful because, as he states, geometry itself begins with the
point (Ibid., 76).
In Part I, Swedenborg takes the reader through his system of successive finitions, until the formation of the magnetic element, and its relationship to the solar vortex. In Part II, Swedenborg provides details of the
magnetic mechanism both a priori and a posteriori. To make the a posteriori case, he draws on the magnetic experiments of Musschenbroek (1692–
1761). In Part III, he begins with a comparison between the Sidereal
Heaven and the Magnetic Sphere, where he states that the vortical activity
in our immediate galaxy bears resemblance to the the vortical activity
found in a magnetic field (elliptical); and then moves to a discussion on
“The Diversity of Worlds” and the formation of our solar system. He
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proceeds to examine additional finites and the elements of our world
which he identifies as ether, air, fire and water (which he calls, “the purely
Material Finite.”).8 As already mentioned, he ends his cosmology with a
discussion of “The Paradise formed upon our Earth, and on the First
Man.”9
While there is much that could be said about Swedenborg cosmology,
if its various parts were examined, in order to assess his system more
broadly and the utility of some of his principles, there is one problematic
principle worth mentioning and two concepts that should be touched on
because they have borne the test of time.10 The problematic principle is the
idea that the motion of the simple will be absolutely perfect, “and the only
figure that has this degree of perfection is the circular; and if the figure of
motion is conceived of being in space then no other can be conceived than
the absolutely perfect spiral” (Swedenborg, 1912, 115). Swedenborg may
have followed Descartes in this view. While he makes advances beyond
Descartes corpuscular theory, he nonetheless ignores Kepler in this instance, and his view of the elliptical nature of the planetary orbits. In the
end Kepler overthrew the Cartesian principle, and thus, Swedenborg, as
well. Interestingly, when Swedenborg discusses magnetic spheres in relation to solar vortices, he mentions “the elliptical movement of the planets”
(Swedenborg 1846, 237).
Swedenborg is now often credited with being the first to express the
nebular hypothesis in his Principia. This is the most widely accepted model
explaining the formation and development of our solar system, and is now
thought to be the mechanism explaining the process of the formation of
the entire universe. This hypothesis suggest that the sun itself gives birth
the to planets in its solar system (Ibid., 262).
When his nebular concept is coupled with his discussion of “The
Diversities of Worlds” in which he hypothesizes that the universe is most
likely filled with uncountable worlds which emerged in the same manner
8
As many other transitional modern philosophers, Swedenborg did not abandon the four
principle elements identified by the ancients.
9

Man, of course, is the Final cause of creation.

10

There are of course others that could be mentioned, but these three illustrate the
transitional nature of his natural philosophy, as it stands on the cusp of modernity.
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as our solar system, it would seem that some elements of Swedenborg’s
cosmology have in fact been borne out with the test of time.11
Assessment
Before making an assessment of Swedenborg’s approach or perhaps,
as an introduction to it, it is useful to revisit Swedenborg’s recognition of
the limits of his philosophy. His method was constructed to explore the
physical finite world composed of the elemental (his focus in The Principia),
the mineral, the vegetable, and the animal, with regard to the body but
neither the mind nor the soul. And, of course, it was not intended to grasp
the Infinite.
Swedenborg’s philosophy accords well with the philosophical enterprises of his day, as to means. He, like others, had little patience with
scholasticism, and wished to use experience, geometry, and experiments,
basically an empirical approach, in search of the truth about the natural
finite world, with this caveat: that the gift of rationality permitted the
philosopher to deductively seek first causes. However, he saw the true
philosopher as one who venerated, loved, and worship the Deity, or that
intelligent Being who was the Generator and Cause of the finite natural
world. He was critical of those who saw nature as the origin of all things or
who confounded the Infinite and Nature together.12 As stated earlier, he
called them “mere children.”
Embedded in this first published effort of Swedenborg’s philosophy
are the seeds of what is to follow. Thus, it is now time to turn to his work
on The Infinite, and then to his efforts in The Soul’s Domain.
The Infinite: The Final Cause of Creation
Dedicated to his brother-in-law, Eric Benzelius—Swedenborg’s mentor, kinsman, and friend—this small work treats of two of the most philo11

For a mention of current relevance see Anthony j. Abruzzo, M.Phil.in the General Science
Journal. http://www.gsjournal.net/old/physics/abruzzo7.pdf
12
This may be an oblique comment or reference to Spinoza and his concept of “Deus sive
natura.”
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sophically vexing topics: the Infinite, and the human soul. Nonetheless,
Swedenborg believed, given the human condition, that they are, perhaps,
the most necessary to be addressed. As did Descartes, who wrote in his
meditations: “I have always thought that the two questions, of God and
the soul, were the principal questions among those that should be demonstrated by rational philosophy rather than theology. For although it may
suffice us faithful ones to believe by faith that there is a God and that the
human soul does not perish with the body, certainly it does not seem
possible ever to persuade those without faith to accept any religion, nor
even perhaps any moral virtue, unless they can first be shown these two
things by means of natural reason” (Descartes 1960, 61).
Given the importance of these subjects, in his Preface Swedenborg
tells his reader that he will attempt to divest himself of “metaphysical
terminology,” in order to make his philosophy accessible and straight
forward. He aims to simplify his style and clothe his ideas in the guise of
every day speech (Swedenborg 1965, 5).
To lessen the concern of the reader about the appropriateness of
reasoning about such eminent matters, Swedenborg claims that true rationality “can never be contrary to revelation” (Ibid., 5).13 He assures the
reader that reason is a tool of both the soul and the body, and it is,
therefore, the medium of communication between them. The purpose of
reason is to allow a person to perceive what things are revealed and what
are created. Reason is given to human beings so that they may see that
there is a God, and to know that he is to be worshipped. In addition he
writes, that “the very mysteries that are above reason, cannot be contrary
to reason, although reason is unable to explain their grounds” (Ibid., 6).
13
In fact, given the nature of the Infinite and the finite, the finite individual can never
discover and know the Infinite through any of the finite means at his or her disposal, including
rationality; finite humans can only learn about and know the Infinite through Revelation. Thus,
Revelation, in some form, is not just vital but essential for humans to have any knowledge of
God at all. Revelation provides a key ingredient to any true human self-understanding. God
must show himself to humanity; he must walk in the garden with us, or reveal Himself to us
in other ways, because on our own, we cannot find him. His unceasing love for us, ensures us
that He will provide Revelation about Himself to meet every human state, both collectively and
individually, from infancy to adulthood. The Infinite nature of this love suggests that God has
revealed Himself through the ages. Swedenborg, himself, only understood this as a result of
his “spiritual crisis.” Prior to that, while he always acknowledged Revelation, he thought that
human reason was a sufficient tool to “show the soul to the very senses.”
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In this work, as in the other parts of his philosophical project,
Swedenborg begins his philosophy with the philosopher. In this case, his
focus is on the Infinite; in the Principia, his focus was creation, and in his
final efforts, it is the soul. Here, the first two parts of his essay are devoted
to the issues involving the nature of the philosophic mind. It is here, also,
that it is possible to glimpse Swedenborg engaged in the philosophical
spirit of his age and the problems associated with it. And yet, as he writes:
“There cannot be a shadow of a doubt, that the human mind has an innate
desire to philosophize on the unknown, and all the more if God, the soul,
or human salvation are in discussion, . . . Thus as I said before, the
persistency of the philosopher is natural and human” (Ibid., 20).
However, while this desire is natural and, in fact, even essential to
humans and human freedom, it is a two edged sword. It can lead either to
a rational acknowledgment of the need to worship God or to the denial of
God and the worship of nature. As Swedenborg wrote,
. . . although there be little that the mind can perceive in the natural
sphere, and infinitely little in the Divine, still our philosopher thinks that
he can and ought to perceive; whenever he does not perceive, he either
declares the matter to be

inexplicable, or denies it altogether, or

wraps it up in the darkest words, to prevent all possibility of convicting
him of ignorance. So ambitious is the mind, that it endeavors to philosophize to the utterly unknown, where it fixes the boundary, not of its own
knowledge merely, but of the knowledge of the whole philosophical
world besides. (Ibid., 8-9)

From Swedenborg’s perspective the infinite is a trap to those who make
their own mind the measure of all things. They survey the whole world
and, in fact, the entire universe from the greatest to the least seeking with
all the finite tools at their disposal; and yet the more they search, the more
intractable the quest becomes; because, in the end, they arrive at the
utterly unknown and indefinable—the infinite—there they must stop because the infinite is identical with the non-finite. But often, they are not
content to stop, and honestly state that they can go no farther; instead they
either declare that because they cannot find the infinite with their tools it
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simply does not exist or they equate it with nature itself. Swedenborg
expressed this in the following way:
At last, when he sees all these impenetrable mazes, when he has had such
repeated experiences of their difficulties, and has found that they all
combine to form one and the same unfathomable problem, viz., this, that
by all the reasons of the case, no infinite can possibly exist, because it does
not exist for any rational, natural, or geometrical analysis,—after this
result, he secretly concludes that the divine essence is probably not
infinite, but indefinite, and the least and the greatest in all things: and as
he sees the greatest too a natural and geometrical condition, or an analogue of the least in quantity space and time, he guesses that the Divine is
the prime being of nature and consequently that nature and God are in a
manner one and the same. And thus occasionally the philosopher may at
length, by his own imperfect investigations and analyses, become a worshipper, not of God, but of nature. (Ibid., 17–18)14

Despite the possibility of this very negative outcome, Swedenborg
remains sympathetic to the philosopher’s problem, which he suggests is
similar for angels, if one believes that they even exist. Regardless of their
wisdom and perfection, even they cannot fathom the essence of infinity.
Doubt is an inevitable companion of this type of reasoning. Given the
truth of all of this, perhaps reasoning about the infinite ought to be rejected
altogether in favor of accepting it as a matter of faith. Swedenborg has
high praise for those who can, in fact, sincerely follow this path. However,
he remains troubled for the countless philosophers who, almost unbidden,
find themselves deep in thought about the nature of the divine. Surely
here Swedenborg must be included among the ranks of such philosophers.15 For even when it may be clear that one ought not to philosophize
about this or that topic, the mind nonetheless continues to reason philosophically. What is at issue, according to Swedenborg, is not the use of
14
15

Here we can clearly identify the Deus sive natura of Baruch Spinoza.

While, Swedenborg’s mind seems to have been inexorably drawn to philosophize about
the Infinite, he does attempt to set limits on how far rationality can take him in his quest.
Although his final project in which he hopes to “demonstrate the immortality of the soul to the
very senses” (230) is audacious and, as he subsequently learned, beyond the scope of reason.
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reason per se, but rather the “mode of reasoning on the infinite by comparison with finite sphere” (Ibid., 20).
In this essay, Swedenborg does not want to abandon or give up on
those with a philosophic turn of mind, because in large part it was written
for them. As he writes: “we cannot possibly acquiesce in all he [the
philosopher] says, or be silent before his arguments. . . . Duty requires us
to discuss reasons by reason, particularly in matters and points of faith . . .”
(Ibid., 21). However, Swedenborg proposes a different question than the
philosophers he is attempting to engage. While, they are focused on
exploring “the infinite essence of God, and of deducing His infinity as a
result,” he is interested in a somewhat different question, which is, “Is
there an infinite, or not” (Ibid., 22)? As he further states, “The essential
question is of existence first, not of character or quality” (Ibid.).
Swedenborg proceeds to tackle this question using arguments of both
a priori and a posteriori types. He begins a priori with the conclusion that
reason itself has established the infinite does not exist in nature. Thus,
whatever least natural exists, is either natural or similar to what is natural.
As all natural things have causes, what is the cause of nature itself? The
possible answers are: (1) from itself; (2) by accident; (3) from nothing; or (4)
from “the infinite.”
The idea, that it could be its own cause, Swedenborg writes, is “repugnant to reason” (Ibid., 24). Even though the philosopher is drawn to this
solution, doubt remains, for deep down the need for cause persist; and
even the notion that it might have an “accidental” cause, though attractive,
flounders on reason’s requirement that the quality of the cause is in the
derivative or effect. If the cause is accidental, then the effect would also be
accidental; but, as we see, and as science amply demonstrates, nature from
the most minute particles to the universal heavens operates according to
the laws of order. Order does not originate in accident, thus, accident is
not a suitable cause of nature.
If the first finite was not caused by accident, but by something similar,
the issue remains unresolved, because the same question still stands.
Where did it come from? An additional matter arises, if we also ask, when
did this happened, and why then, and not some other time? Inevitably we
come back to the conclusion that primitive nature could not have existed
from itself, and that it must have a cause.
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The fact that primitive nature must have a cause undermines the idea
that the first primitive could have come from nothing, because “actual
NOTHING can furnish us with no cause: nothing comes from nothing”
(Ibid., 89). Thus, it cannot account for the existence of subsequent cause/s
found in nature.
We have determined that “the cause could not be finite, either in itself
or in its origin; for if it were, it also would require a cause, to finite it. We
conclude therefore again with reason, that the infinite is the cause of the
finite, albeit we do not know the nature or quale of the infinite” (Ibid., 26).
As we attempt to understand finite nature, we keep coming back to
the idea that it cannot exist without a first principle. Since this principle
cannot be finite, or even indefinite, Swedenborg concludes that it is “a
being that involves no quantity, no extension, and no relation to quantity
or extension; no relations or proportions whatever, no likeness, i.e. no
finite; in short a being identical with THE INFINITE” (Ibid., 27).
While philosophers are tempted to ask the whence of the infinite, or
what caused it as well as when it originated, in essence these questions
have bearing only on finite things; and because the infinite is defined only
in relation to the finite, it is everything that the finite is not. Thus, while
finite things have an origin and a cause, the infinite does not. Thus, “it is
involved in its own cause” and because it has no cause, it also has no
origin, it simply is (Ibid., 28); or as Swedenborg states, “it also is in the
origin of itself” (Ibid., 29). This, in essence, is Swedenborg’s a priori
argument. As stated at the beginning of this chapter “God is what is.”
What then is his a posteriori argument? Swedenborg assumes that the
philosophers to whom he has presented his a priori arguments have
concluded with him that the source of the natural is, in fact, the Infinite or
God. Having taken them that far and as he says, not wishing “to disturb
them in their newborn acknowledgement of infinity or God,” he now is
willing to walk with them, and not credit God with things that could
rightly be credited to nature. His willingness not to disturb the “worshippers of nature” rests on the fact that they “now” acknowledge nature as
only the second cause of the world. Contained in their assent to that
principle is an additional agreement that nature itself is not “self-active”
but is only continually receptive to the activity of the first cause or Infinite.
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Swedenborg suggest that by accepting these “points,” it may be possible
to show with even greater clarity that nature cannot be its own cause.
The starting point of this next phase of the argument is to agree that
everything in both the visible and invisible worlds are derivatives of the
least natural primitives, and also that they emerged successively from
natural, physical, mechanical, geometrical means. The significance of this
is, that contained within these natural seeds of necessity lay the power to
produce the tremendous variety found in the natural world. Within those
primitives lay the power to produce all things. Swedenborg is in complete
agreement with his disputants about this. These principles cannot be
denied either philosophically or rationally. In fact, he is pleased to be in
agreement with them regarding this, because it relieves him from the task
of framing all the details (which he is willing to grant) involved with the
“involution of causes in the primitives” (Ibid., 33).
Thus, Swedenborg is more that willing to affirm that: “the whole
world including its series, appendages, and parts, came forth in natural
order, and by any necessities you please, form the same least and primary
finite” (Ibid.). Clearly the first finite, like a seed, contained the “aptitude
for, and a quality of, producing it, or developing itself” (Ibid.). In fact, it
contained all “that one can naturally dream of or imagine” (Ibid.). The
question, of course, is “Whence all this in the primitive entity” (Ibid., 34)?
The answer is from the Infinite. For Swedenborg it is simply not possible
to rationally conceive of any other source.
Swedenborg supplies his readers with a variety of examples from
nature, to amplify the reader’s sense of natural wonder in both the large
and the minute. Starting with almost anything that exists we find the
marvelous, and feel a sense of wonder; for example, the human body, as
we explore it, and then its parts, we are amazed at what we find—
complexity, order and integration. Then as we move to reflect on its first
substance which in the case of the body is the ovum, we have an even
greater sense of awe than when we reflected on the body itself.
As Swedenborg wrote: “What we wonder at on a great scale, in large
objects, we wonder at still more as able to exist on the minutest scale, in the
least of things. Admiration and astonishment are concentrated on that
least sphere, wondering how it could involve the power to produce the
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whole system, and such a system” (Ibid., 35)! We are drawn to reflect on
the cause that is able to produce such a whole. But that is just one such
marvel, and the first primitive or principle contains an indefinite number
of similar things almost to infinity. How can such power lie in the primitive, that gives rise to such variety and each with such distinctness? For
Swedenborg, “the closing wonder is felt when we declare that the first
cause of this distinct least principle lies in the infinite” (Ibid.). It is clear
that each object that we contemplate in nature, is capable of taking us on a
similar journey; thus, in the end we wonder not just at the quality of the
first principle, but of necessity we must seek the first cause, “that is, in the
Infinite, in whom lies all that we wonder at; in whom we wonder at the
Infinite only, and by no means at the natural on its own account, but in its
cause” (Ibid., 36). Just as with an exquisite instrument or invention, while
we marvel at the mechanism, in the end, we wonder about “the cause in
the person or the inventor” (Ibid.). We wonder at the intelligence in the
cause. All the more so, when we contemplate nature, we seek an “infinitely intelligent cause” (Ibid., 37). A cause that could include all the
contingencies present in the primitive entity could be no other than infinite wisdom itself. Infinite wisdom produces perfect principles that are
timeless. That is, in the primitive, all things present and future were
intrinsically there; thus, endowing it with indefinite perfection.
As Swedenborg continues:
The circumstances of all contingencies [and indefinite perfection ] in the
finite sphere conspiring so marvelously to a single end, can proceed from
no other ground than a cause involving an infinitely intelligent Being;
whence it follows that there is a pre-eminent Being in the cause and
infinite intelligence in the Being. (Ibid., 89)

Having taken his reader this far and now being able to affirm the
existence of “the infinite” or the whence of things Swedenborg turned his
attention to the how and wherefore of this entity that we know as the finite
or nature. The question is, was nature created mediately or immediately?
Swedenborg concluded that “the infinite” was the immediate cause of
creation, because there could not be a middle cause between “the infinite”
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and the primitive, partaking of both. Because “any finite whatever, the
least or the greatest, attached to the Infinite would be equivalent to nothing; which proves that the two must be distinct” (Ibid., 93).
Although Swedenborg is clear that the Infinite and the finite are
distinct, and that there is no ratio between them, nonetheless, from his
perspective, the mind still seeks some connection between the two. He
wrote:
Because the one is the cause, the other the causate; and if the one depends
on the other in the way of causate and cause, there must be a nexus
between them, or a principle derived from the cause in the causate,—a
principle to which the causate owes everything. (Ibid.)

That principle affects both the existence and the essence of the finite
because without it the finite could neither exist or subsist in actuality.
Using this line of reasoning, Swedenborg concludes that there is a “nexus”
and that it is “infinite” but like the Infinite itself the quality of the nexus is
unknown.
Establishing the existence of the nexus is crucial to Swedenborg’s
argument because without it, there appears to be no reason or purpose of
creation. Swedenborg writes: “If there were really no nexus, there would
be no wherefore, or end in the case. The end stands related to the beginning;
the last cause to the first; but such relationship would be impossible if
there were no nexus, the mutual relationship of ends consists wholly in the
nexus, whatever that may be” (Ibid., 95).
Although reason cannot ever discern the quality of the nexus, it can
conclude that there must be a nexus between the first and final cause. In
addition, because the first or efficient cause is Infinite, so the final cause
must also be Infinite. The final cause cannot be for the finite because then
all the effects would likewise be finite, and then the reason for creation
would also be finite, and this would be contrary to the Infinite nature of
the efficient cause. Swedenborg continues:
The whole sphere of the finite, or the universal world, must of course
be referable to its own prime, beginning therein and terminating therein.
Therefore the final or impelling cause cannot be in the means, but only in
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the end itself; nor can it terminate in the finite sphere, but only in the
Infinite. (Ibid., 95–96)

Clearly the finite or created world has within it a first cause and a last
effect, or phrased differently, it consists of a natural series which contain
natural ends, causes, and effects; however, Swedenborg in pursuing the
question of the end or wherefore of creation was seeking to understand
“the end for which these natural boundaries [themselves] were created”
(Ibid., 98). These boundaries begin in the first entity that was produced by
the first cause or by “the Infinite” and in this way “natural things become
means to the infinite end” (Ibid.). Although such “an Infinite” cause
ultimately cannot be found in the natural, still it must become connected
or linked to the same cause by natural means. “Hence all things tend to
enable natural means to conspire to that end, and as man is a means to it,
so he too enters into communion with the same end . . .” (Ibid., 98–99).
Human beings are the last effect or means through which the final
cause of creation can be realized, the smallest natural seed being the first.
For, according to Swedenborg, “the final cause cannot be obtained but by
ends, [thus] it follows that it cannot be obtained but by a peculiar subject
which has ends; that is to say, by the finite, or by the world considered as
finite” (Ibid., 104). If the final cause, can only be realized by ends and
boundaries, there must be a first and a last. With regards to our planet,
Earth, Swedenborg states that human beings, in fact, constitute the last
effect through which the end contemplated by the Infinite may be realized.
According to Swedenborg, what differentiates the first natural effect
or end from the last is that the first effect or end is mechanical or passive,
while the last must be active. That is, it must be:
something that tends to contribute to the end of creation . . . and so in the
ultimate mechanical or material effect of the world, there must a power
and a principle which if not active and causative, is at least admissive or
receptive and by which the machine is enabled to acknowledge and to
contemplate God. There must, therefore, be something that can comprehend the end, that can acknowledge the end, and acknowledge also, in
fullness of faith, that the end is infinite. Without such a power and
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endowment, an ultimate effect embodying the divine intention is inconceivable. (Ibid., 109)

Thus, it is necessary to ask, what is it about the human being that
allows for the realization of “the Infinite” end, or what is it about the
human that is either divine or receptive of the divine? According to
Swedenborg, it is neither the sensual, which humans share with animals,
nor the rational, which allows for the cooperation between the body and
the soul, nor the soul itself for all these in themselves are finite, and they
can only look to finite ends or produce finite effects. Eliminating these
possibilities where then is the divine end in human beings? For Swedenborg,
the divine end is realized in the human ability to acknowledge the existence of God. Human beings do this even though through reason, they are
ignorant of His nature; despite this, men can and do acknowledge His
existence. And they do this without the any sense of doubt. This brings an
additional
privilege that by undoubting faith, he is sensible in love, or delight
resulting from love, of a peculiar connection with the Infinite. But where
he doubts, he does not acknowledge, and the divine is not in him. All
divine worship proceeds from this fountain of faith and love. Thus the
true divinity in man, who is the ultimate effect in which the divine dwells,
is none other than the acknowledgment of the existence and Infinity of
God, and a sense of delight in the love of God. (Ibid., 111–112)

This is thus the solution to the problem, and although reason alone
cannot achieve this end of itself, all of our human faculties taken together
can conspire to accomplish this goal.
With this realization that humans are the medium or means whereby
the final cause is effected, Swedenborg takes leave of his argument concerning the final cause of creation and he turns his attention toward
understanding the medium itself in the companion piece of his small
volume: “The Mechanism of the Intercourse between the Soul and the
Body.” This work is a forerunner of Swedenborg’s remaining philosophical works. As he stated:
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For if there be simply a geometrical ground, of the most perfect kind,
however, in the soul; if there be simply a mechanical ground, and this
also equally perfect, we may then have hope of at last arriving at of a
knowledge of it . . . But we may attain to knowledge on the subject,
provided we assume the actuality of the soul . . . is a something most
perfectly mechanical and geometrical. (Ibid., 229)

If this be granted, then it could be possible to use the tools of experience
concerning the anatomy of the human body
. . . to arrive at some conclusion respecting the true geometry and mechanism of this most perfect entity. And if it pleases God to accord me life
and leisure, it is my intention to show in detail at what stage of the
inquiry I have myself arrived . . . The main end of these labors will be to
demonstrate the immortality of the soul to the very senses. (Ibid., 230)

In both these essays in this small volume it is possible to witness
Swedenborg’s deepening affection and love of God. The love that inspired
the Principia appears to be a love of God the Creator—the maker of an
ordered universe. Whereas, a new love seems to emerge in The Infinite,
which is focused on God the Redeemer, as well as the Creator.
God the Redeemer is a God of love, as well as a God of rationality and
order. Perhaps it was Swedenborg’s realization of the limits of reason that
led him to seek God the Redeemer. While reason can discern the existence
of the infinite Creator, it is not able to discover the qualities of God. Reason
can discover that there must be a nexus between the Creator and His
creation, but it cannot demonstrate that the medium of conjunction with
the Infinite is, in fact, love. Thus, in these philosophical essays, Swedenborg
emphasizes that all of our human faculties—our sensual, our rational, and
our freedom and our capacity to love—serve in the realization of the final
cause of creation, each in its own way.
In a similar vein, while Swedenborg was pondering the existence of
the nexus, which reason suggests must exist, he turned to consider what
insight might be gained through consulting revelation in this matter. To
his mind, revelation confirmed what reason had surmised, that a nexus
does exist, and furthermore, it can show what the qualities of the nexus
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are. He discovers in the person of Jesus Christ an actual embodiment of the
essential qualities required of the nexus.16
At this juncture, it is important to be pointed out that Swedenborg did
not introduce revelation into his rational argument because he felt that his
argument was weak, or that it was in need of mystical infallible support;
rather he turned to revelation to learn what reason could not discover—
namely a picture of the qualities of the nexus.
Thus, what is seen for the first time in this work is Swedenborg
drawing together truths from rationality and revelation for the sake of
human understanding and human faith. Revelation as he used it in the
work was not a “stop gap” for reason, but was an independent and
necessary source of truth. It supplied what the tool of reason, by definition, is unqualified and unsuited to do. Nonetheless, it is required for a
human understanding of the Infinite and a relationship with it. For as he
concluded this effort, he states that, “Among the skillful interpreters of the
divine law, they again are happier who still have the faculty to engraft
reason upon revelation and to make use of both as a means to a knowledge
of things conducive to faith” (Ibid., 232). This, Swedenborg felt, was the
task of the Christian philosopher. And it was to the achievement of this
end that his mind was increasingly directed. To lead humanity to faith
through reason, such was the focus of his subsequent philosophical works.
Assessment
How does one assess Swedenborg’s work on the Infinite without in
some way contextualizing it, that is, seeing, in effect, how it is either
similar or different from the views and discussions of others on this topic?
I have chosen the work of A.W. Moore on The Infinite (2001) to assist me in
that task. The first part of his book reviews the history of the infinite in
Western thought. Upon reflection, what I found surprising was how
16
The human capacity to recognize, acknowledge, and finally worship the Infinite
contains both the first and final cause of the Infinite. Over time humanity lost this ability to such
a degree that the incarnation of the Infinite was necessary, and the Divine assumed the human
and in this way “preserved the nexus of the Infinite and the finite by fulfilling in the human the
purpose of the Divine” from Lewis Hite Introduction to 1908 The Infinite . . . Swedenborg,
[1965], xii). Today humanity can partake of the final end of creation thought the worship of the
Lord Jesus Christ.
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relatively late in the story of humanity the concept of infinity emerged to
capture the sensibilities and imagination of people.17 It may be true that I
am really noticing the relatively late emergence of philosophy itself, as a
human activity, and not simply reflections on the infinite. Nonetheless, it
is interesting that this pursuit requires, at a minimum, some sort of social
stability and a value of individual self-consciousness, and its contribution
to the pursuit of wisdom and the understanding of reality.
Comparative preliminaries18
According to Moore, we are indebted to Anaximander (610–546 BC)
for identifying To apeiron, the boundless or the infinite, as the origin or all
things, as well as their source of sustenance, and the place to which all will
return. This is expressed in the small surviving fragment of his writing
that has come down to us:
Into that from which things take their rise they pass away once more,
as is ordained; for they make reparation and satisfaction to one another
for the injustice according to the ordering of time (Russell 1945, 27).

Anaximander was from Miletus, and was taught by Thales (624–c.546 BC).
Thales had proposed that the origin of all was water.19 Anaximander
believed that water could not contain its opposite, and thus could not be
the source of all. For him, the infinite, the imperishable, was viewed as the
metaphysical underlying substance, and was, thus, conceived of as divine.
The world of human experience, he viewed as “peras” or limited and, it
was one of opposition, conflict, and injustice. In the end or in time, all
would return and be one (atone) in “To apeiron.” His focus, was on what
we would call the metaphysical infinite—the source and destiny of all that
is.
17
The human in some form has existed on earth for 2.5 million years, modern humans for
200,000. Egyptian civilization stretched back to 4,000 BC in its earliest form, Judaism, starting
with Abram emerged 1900 BC, The Mycenaeans date from about 1600 BC and the Greeks with
their alphabet around 800 BC.
18
19

This discussion draws on Moore’s presentation in his chapter One, pages 17-26.

Water corresponds to “truth” in the system of correspondences that Swedenborg
revealed in his theological writings.
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For Anaximander conceptualizing the boundless or the infinite provided a rational foundation for understanding reality—not so, for
Pythagoras (c. 570 BC) and the Pythagoreans. They viewed the infinite as
spatial—a dark chaotic void beyond the visible heavens. Thus, it was
contrasted to the orderly, harmonious, and beautiful structured patterns
of the physical world. Because it was limitless, it had no end or purpose; it
was, in effect, waiting to be limited, and thus, by definition to become
good and useful.
Natural numbers were central to their understanding of order. While
Pythagoras and his school made important strides mathematically, their
hope was that all physical phenomena would be able to be accounted for
by numbers as they understood them, as either natural or rational. Their
own work demonstrated that it could not. And while they may not have
been consciously aware of the mathematical infinite, nonetheless it showed
up to trouble them. “√2 is not a ‘rational’ number” (Moore 2001, 22).
According to Moore, while many Greek thinkers continued to reflect
in such a way that they were playing with both the metaphysical and the
mathematical infinite, some more one than the other, they did not fully
recognize the implications of their philosophizing or speculating on the
nature of reality. Melissus of Samos (5th century BC), a member of the
Eleatic school is identified as the person who ventured to present a clearly
metaphysical understanding of infinity, when he state The One to be
infinite. It was not extended, did not have parts, and it was not mathematically infinite. Zeno (c. 490 BC), who was also a member of the Eleatic
school, famous for his paradoxes of motion, certainly was working within
the realm of mathematical infinity. It could be said that both conceptions
of infinity were now “impinging on Greek Consciousness” (Ibid., 26).
Plato20
Plato (428-247 BC), recognized as one of the world’s most brilliant
philosophers, was able to integrate past ideas into his own framework and
provide fresh approaches to many problems, but particularly the meta20
This section draws on Moore’s presentation in Chapter One pages 26-33 and from
Gabriela Carone 2005).
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physical infinite. He did not, however, use his mind to grapple with the
vexing problems of the mathematical infinite.
Like other Greek thinkers before him, Plato, too, wanted to resolve the
existence of opposites. As Plato worked with the concepts of to apeiron and
peras, the boundless and what is limited or bound, he began to see them in
relationship. To apeiron set the range of possibilities and peras then determined which of the possibilities was to be realized. Peras could, for example, harmonize opposites. Right values were necessary in order to
control or direct the impact of peras on to apeiron.
The whole of the universe is ordered giving evidence of peras on to
apeiron. According to Gabriela Carone in her work Plato’s Cosmology and its
Ethical Dimension (2005), Plato discusses peras in his work Philibus. She
quotes him as stating that: it is through the imposition of peras upon
apeiron that “all fine things in our realm” have come into being, such as the
seasons (Carone 2005, 89). This points to peras as an explanatory factor of
the goodness of the cosmos. “We do not live in a universe of chaos (which
would be the case if apeiron prevailed), but one of order, and this order is at
least partly due to peras. The universe then, is a mixture of peras and apeiron
where the former prevails over the latter” (Ibid.).
An important question arises, however, which is: what is the relationship between peras and the Forms. While Carone informs us that for some
scholars, peras is just another name of the Forms, others, whom she identifies as revisionists, find it impossible that peras could stand for transcendent Forms. She find the first position difficult to sustain because in
Philibus, peras is mixed with the boundless, and in the Timaeus, the Form
“neither receives anything else into itself from anywhere else nor itself
goes into anything else anywhere” (Ibid., 90). In addition in the end of
Philibus, Forms are called “utterly unmixed” (Ibid.). Forms in both the
Timaeus and Philibus are ungenerated. In fact, they are opposite to things
that are created. Peras, on the other hand, is introduced or imposed on the
unlimited, whereas Forms are stable, unmixed, and immutable. Forms, in
their identity and eternity, ensure stability. In doing so they provide the
intelligibility and stability provided by peras. While peras limits and binds,
its ability to do so ultimately rests on Forms, “through the efficient agency
of some intelligent cause” (Ibid., 91).
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The world of Forms in Plato’s understanding was the real world,
while the observable, sensible world was one of appearances. The real
world was transcendent, and the location and origin of everything good.
The ideas or Ideals of the real world were archetypes of what is found
imperfectly imitated in the sensible world. The Ideals were immutable and
eternal, nonetheless it would seem that action and activities of the sensible
world, in some way, participated in the transcendent Ideal. For example,
acts of justice in human world participated in the Idea of Justice. The
sensible world was the realm of opinion, while the real world contained
true knowledge. Again, insofar as we understand the idea of justice, we
participate in the real world.
Because the real world was supremely good, there was a unity of ideas
there. According to Moore, this means that “there was a measure of the
metaphysically infinite in reality” (Ibid., 28). While Plato saw the real
world as eternal and immortal, for him that meant it was timeless, not
necessarily infinite in the sense of there was an “infinite” good or true.
This would seem to place to apeiron in the world of appearances, apart
from what Moore calls Plato’s idiosyncratic use of the term. This fits with
Carone’s view that Plato’s universe was a mixture of peras and apeiron.
This might indicate that Plato acknowledged the mathematical infinite. That is doubtful, however, because he did not accept the idea that the
world was spatially infinite. He, like Parmenides, believed that the world
was spherical. Nonetheless he did see infinite diversity in the world,
perhaps creating a paradox with the concept of unity in which the world of
appearance participates. Would infinite variety create the same issues? To
a certain extent these questions are moot, because his deep interest in what
is ultimately real did not encourage him to pursue the difficult issues that
involve the mathematical infinite (Ibid., 29).
Aristotle21
Aristotle (384–322 BC), student of Plato, changed the conversation
about the infinite. While he accepted, like those who preceded him, that it
referred to something basic or fundamental from which other things are
21

This section draws on Moore’s presentation in Chapter Two, pages 34-44.
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derived, he did not view it as either immaterial or transcendent. A common thread among his predecessors was that the infinite was eternal,
ungenerable, and indestructible. There was less clarity, however, about
whether it was a substance in its own right or a property belonging to
other substances or entities. By Aristotle’s time the idea that there was one
primordial substance had been replaced by the idea that there were a
multiplicity of them—perhaps an infinite number. He believed that the
only way one could make sense of it was to view it in spatio-temporal
terms.22
For Aristotle, the question was: was there anything in the natural
world that was, in fact, infinite.23 While earlier conceptions of the infinite
focused on it being unbounded or unlimited, Aristotle seized on it being
fundamentally untraversable. But in what sense? He did not intend to
focus on things that would make no sense to traverse, but he was interested in what was practically impossible to traverse because it goes on
forever. Moore identifies Aristotle as a naturalist, who was essentially
interested in the mathematical infinite.
Despite the fact that Aristotle identifies the infinite with the physical
or natural untraversable, he was at pains to argue against its existence. He
argued against Anaximander, that the infinite is a substance in its own
right. If it was a substance it would have parts, and those parts would have
to be infinite—an idea that he felt was patently illogical. He also argued
against the atomists, that it could be a property of plurality.
Aristotle explored the infinitely small and the infinitely big, and in the
end he concluded that no-thing could be infinite. But that did not satisfy
22
It is interesting to note that when wishing to understand Aristotle’s view of the infinite
in an internet search, one is referred to his work on Physics (and that is the one work that Moore
references, apart from Aristotle’s Complete Works). However, if one wants to know about his
view of God, one is referred to his Metaphysics, or De Anima, and De Coelo. In his work
Metaphysics, Aristotle discusses unmoved movers. The source of all movement is the Prime
Mover. It is substance, and is itself, unmoved. It is an intelligent being with everlasting life, and
Aristotle refers to this Prime Mover, as God. “The Prime Mover causes the movement of other
things, not as a efficient cause, but as a final cause. That is, it is the purpose, end or telos of the
movement (http://www.scandalon.co.uk/philosophy/aristotle_prime_mover.htm). While
this discussion is somewhat outside the discussion of the infinite, as portrayed by Aristotle, it
is relevant to ideas that Swedenborg took from Aristotle and form part of his own understanding of the Infinite.
23
For Swedenborg, the question did not just concern the natural world, but was even
broader; he asked, Is there an infinite or not?
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him. The infinite not only still intrigued him, but he was drawn to exploring arguments that favored the existence of the infinite.
There were three arguments that caught Aristotle’s attention, in particular, and encouraged him to seek a solution to them. As Moore states
them, they were:
1.
2.
3.

Time seems infinite by addition and division;
Matter seems infinitely divisible, and did not have any indivisible
constituents;
It seemed a priori truth enshrined in mathematics that not only the
sequence of natural numbers was infinite but that space itself was
infinite (Ibid., 38).24

Aristotle’s solution to these issues was the idea that “there is no objection
to something being infinite provided that its infinitude is not there ‘all at once’”
(Ibid., 38). Thus one could say that “The infinite exists potentially but not
actually” (Ibid.). According to Moore, this is clearly Aristotle’s greatest
contribution to the continuing conversation about the infinite.
Aristotle was able to refute the existence of the spatially infinite empirically and he let those arguments stand. When confronted with the
necessity of accepting the infinite on other grounds, what he did was to
accept the potential infinite. To him, it was the actual infinite or the
metaphysical infinite seem incoherent or untenable. To Aristotle the infinite was the untraversable endlessness; thus, to him any conception of the
infinite wholly or totally present was incomprehensible.
Thus, it can be claimed that Aristotle was the first to truly embrace the
reality of the mathematical infinite, and he framed the conversation for
almost all future discussions about it. One difficulty remained however,
and that was with the identity of the untraversable with the infinite. His
conception works for the future, but what about the past, that has, in fact,
been traversed? It worked for Aristotle, because he believed that time and
motion had never begun. However, this conception was a stumbling block
for others to fully accept his views.
24
Aristotle was able to demonstrate that time and space were infinite by division, and
given the fact that there was no end to counting, conceiving the infinite number of natural
numbers was satisfactory.
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Plotinus25
Plotinus (205–270 CE) is the first significant philosopher to be considered in the post-Christian era. While he was not a Christian himself, his
Neoplatonism provided a spiritually compatible philosophical framework
for the Church. There may even have been something about the emergence of Christianity that provided a renewed openness to considerations
of an utterly transcendent realm, and the acceptance of a sharp division
between the appearance and reality to which Aristotle had been so hostile.
Plotinus equated the world of the transcendent and the real or the metaphysically infinite with concepts such as: The One, The Good, and God.
Plotinus made it clear that the infinite was self-sufficient, perfect, omnipotent, autonomous, complete and quite beyond our finite experience and
comprehension. Nonetheless, he attempted to find words that would
adequately convey the otherness of the infinite. Moore relates that Plotinus
made “one of the first explicit identifications of the infinite with God”
(Ibid., 46). As a result of the impact of Plotinus, the infinite lost the
negative connotation associated with it held by the Greeks, and, in fact,
became quite positive.
Even though Plotinus was an extremely strong proponent of the
metaphysical infinite, nonetheless, he incorporated some Aristotelian ideas
of the mathematical infinite into his conception of the sensible world. He
denied the idea of an infinite number, but he accepted that there was an
infinitude of time which identified a tending toward perpetual futurity.26
St. Augustine27
St. Augustine (354–430 CE) was the Church father who first attempted
to integrate Neoplatonism and Christianity. He, like Plotinus, discounted
a naturalistic approach to defining the infinite; thus, he recognized an
25

This section draws on Moore’s presentation in Chapter Three, pages 45–46.

26

From a Swedenborgian perspective perhaps what is at issue are two different realities
associated with the infinite: one which distinguishes between The Infinite and the Finite (a
Metaphysical distinction), and one that recognizes infinity within the created world, a world
that mirrors the infinite Creator, but which can “to infinity” never equal it. It is therefore
untraversable and mathematically infinite.
27
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infinite that was more than potential. However, because of the radical
divide between the Infinite and the finite, we could not have direct empirical, observational experience of it. God’s infinitude was transcendent. The
fact that God created the world indicated that it was bounded by his
knowledge, but in a way we cannot understand. Augustine, in agreement
with Plotinus, accepted the idea that time was infinite but with the important caveat that it was never wholly present. The future did not exist in the
present. If it did, then the potential infinite would merge with the actual.
This notion had bearing on the concept of God’s eternity, which must
therefore be viewed as outside of space and time.
Despite his heavy indebtedness to Neoplatonism, Augustine, like
other religious and Christian thinkers could not completely ignore Aristotle.
There were two problems in particular: 1) If there were no actual infinity in
the natural world, in what way could God, in fact, be omnipotent? 2) If the
world was infinitely old, as Aristotle believed, given the Christian belief in
the immortality of souls, would there be an infinite accumulation of souls,
or an actual infinity of souls?
The first problem raised the question of God’s ability to create an
actual infinity? If he cannot, is He, therefore, not all powerful? The resolution of this question was not addressed by Moore in his review, and
therefore, perhaps not by the Church fathers. However, it would seem that
metaphysically, the Infinite must be One and indivisible. The finite world,
the created world from the moment or act of creation, however, is a world
of time, space, and matter that moves toward the infinite but can never
reach it.
The second problem was tackled by the early Christian church and,
for the most part, it disappeared by accepting the traditional biblical
understanding that the world was created and not infinitely old.28
St. Thomas Aquinas29
St. Thomas Aquinas (c. 1224–1274 CE) was a Christian philosopher
that had enormous influence on the thought of the Christian Church. He
28

This view conforms to modern science and the idea of “the Big Bang.”

29

This sections draws on Moore’s presentation in Chapter Three, pages 48–49.
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was responsible for bringing Aristotelianism within the ambit of Christianity. Moore claims that he is perhaps the third most influential figure in
the history of Christianity, after Jesus, himself, and St. Paul. As a Christian,
Aquinas was committed to the Neoplatonic metaphysical infinitude of
God. He portrayed God as self-sufficient and perfect. However, he was
not perfect in a mathematical sense, because that would imply that he had
parts, and therefore, imperfect. Asserting God’s perfection, as always,
raised the question of the existence of evil in the world. Aquinas handled
this objection with the response that God allowed the existence of evil as a
way to bring out good.
Aquinas’ view of the natural world was fundamentally Aristotelian.
Creation was neither self-sufficient nor did it contain anything that was
metaphysically infinite. In addition, there was no mathematical infinite to
be found in nature, neither of magnitude nor multiplicity. While we might
be able to know an indefinite variety of green or any other colored thing,
Aquinas did not think that this conflicted with his view of the absence of
the infinite in nature.
Aquinas did not have a problem with the question on the limitation of
God’s omnipotence in nature by indicating that demanding that God do
the impossible was not actually a threat to His omnipotence. This supposed contradiction would be similar to asking God to create the uncreate
as if that truly challenged His all-powerful nature.
Aquinas’ response to Aristotle’s claim that the world was infinitely
old differed from his predecessors. He did not think that recourse to the
Christian tradition of a created world was sufficient; the source of the
tradition was revelation not empirical observation. It was not an appeal
either to our senses or to reason. This issues was made more complex by
the additional Christian belief in the immortality of the soul. While Aquinas
attempted various rational explanations to overcome these issues, he used
the idea of reincarnation to resolve the matter—a most Aristotelian solution.
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Nicholas of Cusa30
Despite the authority of Aquinas and a wide embrace of Aristotelianism,
Nicholas of Cusa (1401–1464 CE) breathed new life into the Platonic view.
In fact, he developed a robust conception of the metaphysical infinite.
Moore notes a strong resemblance between his views and those of Plotinus.31
Nicholas characterized the infinite in various exalted ways: God, Truth,
Absolute Maximum. However, he was quick to point out that any term
was inadequate and false, because it was essential for us to realize that we
could never grasp it in itself, nor find a fitting comparison to it. True
wisdom required our absolute humility in the face of the Infinite, due to
our utter ignorance.
What we are left with is “‘crude, partial, and confined’” (Moore 2001,
55). We might seek deeper and more complete enlightenment, but we
could not achieve the truth of it without becoming it. Just as a polygon
inscribed in a circle would never become the circle, the finite could never
be made into the infinite.
The metaphysical infinite, according to Nicholas of Cusa, was beyond
all finite categories, thus where we cannot tolerate contradictions, it is
perhaps possible that the infinite is both the absolute maximum and the
absolute minimum. From his perspective, our finite modes of thinking
made it impossible for us to either describe or define the infinite. Any
attempt, as stated earlier, would lead to falsification.
Even though Nicholas of Cusa discussed these matters philosophically and rationally, it was his Christian faith that drew him to the infinite,
and he was certain that faith opened us to an ineffable experience with
“God.” In addition he was convinced that his own finitude made sense in
face of the infinite. He believed that human beings were glimmerings of
the infinite, because God was immanent as well as transcendent. The
natural world from God’s perspective was finite, from ours it was without
external limitation. As Nicholas of Cusa wrote: “Since the universe em30
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The roles of these two philosophers in the unfolding of sacred history could be usefully
explored from a Swedenborgian perspective.
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braces all things that are not God, the universe cannot be negatively
infinite, although it is boundless, and thus, privatively infinite” (Hudson
2007, 73). As Hudson, goes on to explain, “The universe is not strictly
infinite because, of course, it is not God and is privatively infinite. Granted
the universe has only a limited infinity, and at least an eternity in the
divine being, but nevertheless these concepts herald the dawn of a new
science”(Ibid., 74).32
From Moore’s perspective the concept of the “privatively infinite”
opens the door to the mathematical infinite. This property of the realm of
appearances is an image of the underlying metaphysical infinite, within
the world of space and time. As Hudson indicates, Nicholas of Cusa
offered a Christian philosophical foundation for the development of the
natural sciences.
Rene Descartes33
Rene Descartes (1596–1650 CE), mathematician and philosopher, is
often considered the father of modern philosophy and a proponent of
rationalism. He was also a metaphysical dualist, making a distinction
between the substance of the mind (res cogitans) and the body (res extensa).
He then made a distinction between God, the infinite thinking substance,
and finite minds/souls, or finite thinking substance. Each finite thinking
substance (each particular mind or soul), and each extended substance
(each particular body) is created. Descartes believed that there was only
one infinite substance, but lots of finite substances; thus he was pluralistic
about created substances.
Within the rationalist perspective, the infinite takes on greater reality
than the stuff of sense experience. He developed a method to demonstrate
that by doubting all beliefs about reality, one could rationally come to real
knowledge or eternal truths. Using this method, Descartes argued that
reason alone determined knowledge, and it did so without the aid of sense
experience.
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Knowledge of the infinite was an essential eternal truth that reason
can demonstrate to us. In fact, it was both logically and epistemologically
prior to the finite. According to Moore, Descartes made bold use of this
idea in one of his arguments for the existence of God. He attempted to
demonstrate that since God alone was truly infinite, our knowledge of the
infinite was due to the fact that he had implanted the idea in us; because of
our limited finite nature, it would be vain to question it because we simply
did not have the tools to do so. However, while Descartes believed that we
could touch it, that is, acknowledge it by means of reason, we could not/
should not speculate about its nature, either metaphysically or mathematically. Our limited finite nature made such exercises meaningless.
Baruch Spinoza34
Baruch Spinoza (1632–677 CE) wrote a letter to his friend Ludwig
Meyer on the nature of the infinite in 1663. In it, he gives an overview of his
reflections on the topic, and thus, it seems a good place to begin a presentation of his views. He asserts that many have found the topic difficult, if
not insoluble. However, he wrote that they had gone off on the wrong
track because they failed
to distinguish between that which must be infinite by its very nature or
by virtue of its definition, and that which is unlimited not by virtue of its
essence but by virtue of its cause. Then again there is the failure to
distinguish between that which is called infinite because it is unlimited,
and that whose parts cannot be equated or explicated by any number,
although we may know its maximum and minimum. Lastly there is the
failure to distinguish between that which we can apprehend only by the
intellect and not by imagination, and that which can also be apprehended
by imagination. (Spinoza 1992, 268)

Toward the end of his letter, he wrote the following:

34

This section draws on Moore’s presentation in Chapter 5, pages 77–78.
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From all that I have said, one can clearly see that certain things are infinite
by their own nature and cannot in any way be conceived as finite, while
other things are infinite by virtue of the cause in which they have their
being, and when the latter are conceived in abstraction, they can be
divided into parts and be regarded as finite. Lastly, there are things that
are called infinite, or if you prefer, indefinite, because they cannot be
accurately expressed by any number while yet being conceivable as
greater or less. For it does not follow that things that cannot be accurately
expressed by any number must necessarily be equal, as is evident from
the given example and from many others. (Ibid., 271)

Moore’s review of Spinoza captures these distinctions. He states that
Spinoza, in line with Descartes, viewed God as positively infinite and
could be understood by the intellectual or rational mind, but not in the
imagination. Perhaps we could say that the rational mind can acknowledge the existence of the infinite, so defined, but cannot imagine its
qualities—that is, how it works or operates. However, unlike Descartes’
Christian dualistic framework, Spinoza was a pantheistic monist. He believed, and attempted to prove, that the infinitude that was God or Deus
sive natura was an indivisible unified whole, the essence of which was all
that existed—the all in all. The very nature of His infinitude was such that
“nothing else could exist, lest it should limit Him” (Moore, 77). He could
not be divided into parts, without becoming finite. The one true eternal
substance was none other than Deus sive natura—transcendent and immanent. Without beginning and without end, everything was an expression
of God. As Moore relates, “Since God’s reality was over every kind, one of
His attributes had to be (physical) extension, . . . bodies were not anomalies or illusions in this scheme of things, they were . . . determinate ‘modes’
by means of which God’s extension was expressed” (Ibid., 77–78).
Spinoza’s view of the infinite was radically metaphysical; however,
his conception of extension allowed him to discuss what he called “infinitude of its own kind.” He classified both space and time in this way. That
is, each dimension had no limit in its own sphere. In this way, according to
Moore, Spinoza reformulated the distinction between the metaphysical
and mathematical notions of the infinite. What we see is a metaphysical
concept of reality that contains mathematical characteristics.
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Leibniz35
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646–1716 CE), like the rationalists that
preceded him, according to Moore, believed that the infinite could be
apprehended by the intellect, but not by the imagination.36 Leibniz affirmed a metaphysically absolute God, who was outside of space and
time, and who had no parts and preceded all composition. The infinite that
Leibniz was referring to that was commendable to human reason was the
mathematical infinite.
Nachtomy in his paper on “Leibnizian Encounters with Infinity” suggests that Leibniz developed a more sophisticated view of the infinite
number after reading Galileo. He writes: “Leibniz’s response to Galileo
was also to change his current view regarding the infinite, culminating in a
syncategorematic understanding of mathematical infinity” (Nachtomy,
op. cit.).37 While infinite quantities cannot be identified with a whole, they
can be viewed as variable multiplicity that can be increased or decreased
(Nachtomy, op. cit.).
According to Nachtomy, Leibniz had different approaches toward the
absolute and actual infinity of God, and the sort of infinity that is associated with either the very large or the infinitesimally small. The infinity of
God is non-quantitative, while the lowest degree of infinity applies to
quantities, and therefore, is quantitative. Thus, Leibniz has one approach
to metaphysical infinity and another to mathematical infinite.
However, in Moore’s discussion of Leibniz, he quotes Leibniz in a
letter to Foucher in the following way:
I am so much in favor of the actual infinite, that . . . I hold that nature
affects it everywhere, in order the better to mark the perfection of its
author. So I believe that every part of matter is, I do not say divisible but
actually divided. (Moore, 79)
35
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Ohad Nachtomy, however, asserts that Leibniz, in contrast to Pascal and Descartes,
“argues that infinity is commendable to human reason. The infinite, he believes, need not be
feared but rather admired as an expression of God’s essence and wisdom” http://
www.gwleibniz.com/lsna_houston/abstracts/nachtomy.pdf accessed on October 15, 2013.
37
Syncategorematic is defined in the following way: when a term has meaning only in
conjunction with a denotative expression or has no meaning when standing by itself. The
categorematic come from Aristiole’s categories.
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For Leibniz, space and time are systems of relations. He explained this
to Samuel Clarke (1675–1729), a well-known disciple of Newton (1642–
1727) in their now famous correspondence, in the following way:
As for my own opinion, I have said more than once, that I hold space to be
something merely relative, as time is, that I hold it to be an order of
coexistences, as time is an order of successions. (Third Paper, § 4: G
VII.363/Alexander 25-26)

Thus, we find Leibniz not only in disagreement with Galileo, but also
with Newton, who held a belief in the idea that the world is finitely big
and is composed of a finite number of atoms that are indivisible.
In addition, Leibniz considered space and time to be abstractions and
idealizations (McDonough, 2008, http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/
fall2008/entries/leibniz-physics/). Moore reports this as Leibniz’ belief in
the unreality of space and time. Since there were no “wholes” of space and
time, they did not fit the requirements to be metaphysically real. According to Moore, this notion of syncategorematic nature of space and time
brings Leibniz closer to Aristotle’s naturalism, and his view of the mathematical infinite.
Emanuel Swedenborg’s infinite: a comparative exploration
Emanuel Swedenborg’s philosophical understanding of the infinite
has the following characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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It is metaphysical
It is dualistic
The infinite and the finite are radically other
Reason is a tool to perceive what is created and what is revealed
The human mind has innate desire to philosophize on the unknown
Reason should not be used to compare the infinite with the finite
First question to be asked about the infinite is one of existence not
quality
A priori answer to the question about the existence of the infinite
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9. Reason has established that the infinite does not exist in nature
10. What is the cause/first principle of nature? a) nature, b) accident, c)
nothing, d) the Infinite
11. Only the infinite could be the first principle of the finite
12. The infinite is “a being that involves no quantity, no extension, and no
relation to quantity or extension; no relationship or proportions whatever, no likeness, i.e. no finite”
13. The infinite has no cause, no origin, it simply is
14. A posteriori argument that the whole world emerged from the same
least and primary finite
15. The first finite contained all “that one can naturally dream of or
imagine.”
16. The first finite contained things on the greatest scale, and on the
minutest scale
17. The first finite contains such a whole, and gives rise to such variety
and distinctness
18. The contemplation of nature leads us to wonder about the intelligence
in the cause
19. The circumstances of all contingencies [and indefinite perfections] in
the finite conspire to a single end—a pre-eminent Being in the cause
and infinite intelligence in the Being
20. The finite was created immediately from the infinite, because a least or
greatest finite would be equivalent to nothing; which proves that the
two must be distinct
21. There is no ratio between the infinite and the finite; however, the mind
seeks a nexus
22. Because one is cause and the other causate, the causate depends on the
cause, thus there must be a principle derived from the cause in the
causate
23. The nexus provides the wherefore or the purpose of creation, because
the end stands related to the beginning as the last cause to the first
24. Because the first or efficient cause is infinite, the final cause must also
be infinite
25. Therefore the final or impelling cause cannot be in the means, but only
in the end itself; it cannot terminate in the finite sphere, but only in the
Infinite
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26. All things tend to enable natural means to conspire to that end, and as
humanity is a means to it, so we too enter into communion with the
same end
27. Human beings are the last effect or means through which the final
cause of of creation can be realized, the smallest natural seed being the
first
28. The first effect or end is mechanical, while the last must be active
29. The last must be able to comprehend and acknowledge the end of
creation, and that it is infinite
30. What is it about the human beings that allow for the realization of “the
Infinite end”?
31. It is not the sensual, the rational, or even the soul—all these are finite
and they look to finite end and produce finite effect—it lies in the
human ability to acknowledge the existence of God, the infinity of
God, and a delight in the love of God
32. Reason alone cannot achieve this end, but all of our human faculties
taken together [love and worship] can conspire to accomplish this
end.
In this overview and assessment, nine philosophers were chosen to be
examined and compared with Swedenborg. Swedenborg had a shared
understanding about the infinite with some of them more than with
others. He also has a focus that appears to be uniquely his own given this
comparative sample. He is most closely aligned with Plotinus, Nicholas of
Cusa, Plato, and Descartes and in that order.38 All of them had a focus on
the metaphysical infinite. They also were dualistic, although the nature of
the distinctions were not always the same. It was for some, the real versus
appearance, for others the metaphysical infinite and the sensible finite,
and for one, the mind and the body. For the most part, they maintained
38
Just as I developed the list of characteristics that identify Swedenborg’s view of the
infinite, I did the same for the other philosophers in this comparative study. The list of
characteristics were of different sizes, and I then searched for which characteristics on each list
were similar to those of Swedenborg. I then determined what the percentage was. For example
I created a list of eight characteristics concerning the infinite from my text for Plato. I noted that
Swedenborg shared 4 characteristics strongly, and 1 weakly, out of a total of eight. Thus,
Swedenborg shared 56% of the characteristics listed for Plato, and so forth. He shared 72% of
the characteristics associated with Plotinus, 65% with Nicholas of Cusa, and 50% with
Descartes.
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that the transcendent world was the cause or origin of the natural world,
and intelligence was found in the cause; it was also often identified with
the good, the true, the One, and God. The infinite was associated with the
immutable, the eternal, the timeless, and what is complete perfection.
While reason could acknowledge the infinite, it was also beyond our
experience and comprehension. Certainly for Plotinus and Nicholas of
Cusa, the infinite was totally other, and beyond all finite categories, and
for Descartes, its otherness made speculation about it meaningless. Again
for Plotinus and Cusa, there was some openness about the mathematical
infinite in the sensible world (a concept that is essentially outside of the
Swedenborg’s interest).39
With regard to the infinite being immanent in the world, a view held
by Cusa and one which he connects to humanity in their “glimmerings” of
the infinite, we see some connection to Swedenborg’s concept of the nexus,
and the need to discover the final end in creation. Interestingly enough
this is in fact where Swedenborg and Aristotle connect. While, Swedenborg,
like Aristotle, affirmed that no-thing is infinite, he does not buy into
Aristotle’s naturalism and his desire to place the question of the infinite in
spatio-temporal terms. Thus, Swedenborg does not really delve into his
Physics, where Moore and others have identified Aristiotle’s essential
teachings on the infinite. Rather, he was drawn to Aristotle’s Metaphysics,
and his discussion of the Prime Mover. For Aristotle, it is the first of all
substance, and is the source of the movement of other substances, while it
is itself unmoved. Aristotle further identifies it with everlasting life, and
identifies it as “God.” The Prime Mover is not the efficient cause of the
movement of other things, that is, it does not push them, but it is the
reason, purpose, end or telos of their movement (http://
www.scandalon.co.uk/philosophy/aristotle_prime_mover.htm).
Swedenborg, clearly, incorporates this Aristotelian concept into his discussion of the nexus and the “final cause of creation.”
Thus, it is important to note that while there is not a great deal of
agreement found between Aristotle and Swedenborg in the characteristics
39
Swedenborg does say that: “reason has established that the infinite does not exist in
nature,” and that “even the least and greatest finite are as nothing in relationship to the
infinite.” Swedenborg does not engage in a discussion of the mathematical infinite, perhaps
primarily because he views the finite as so completely other. Thus, such a discussion held no
interest for him and was therefore meaningless within the framework of his focus.
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of the infinite, per se; nonetheless, it is inconceivable that Swedenborg
could have written his work The Infinite without a deep appreciation and
indebtedness to the philosophy of Aristotle.40
There is a fair amount of agreement between Swedenborg and St.
Augustine, an early Christian Church father who used Neo-Platonism as a
foundation for Christianity. This places him in the metaphysical camp that
saw a radical divide between the infinite and the finite. He also did not
endorse the idea of a naturalistic infinity. The infinitude of God was
transcendent, and we could not have a direct empirical experience of
infinity. It would appear that what he meant was that human beings could
not sensually observe the infinite. It is not clear what status he granted
Scripture or Revelation—did they provide a glimpse of the infinite or not?
He did wonder if the infinite is not present in the natural world, and if so,
whether that could be viewed as a limitation on God’s omnipotence? Some
of his concerns were not central to Swedenborg’s view, thus, reducing
their overall agreement, not so much due to differences, but to focus.41
Leibniz affirmed a metaphysically infinite God who was outside of
time and space, and who had no parts, and who could be apprehended by
the intellect but not by the imagination. Swedenborg would be in agreement with these ideas. However, since Swedenborg was not focused on
the mathematical infinite, some other characteristics of the infinite important to Leibniz were not relevant to Swedenborg, even though it is possible
that Swedenborg might not have disagreed with them.42 Nonetheless, in
terms of his general philosophy or more specifically his Monadology and
pre-established harmony, Swedenborg would certainly have distanced
himself, but we will take this up toward the end of this chapter.
Swedenborg, like St. Thomas Aquinas, is committed to the idea of the
metaphysical infinitude of God, and the lack of self-sufficiency of creation;
these two principles identify the strongest areas of agreement between the
40
In finding a percentage of agreement between Swedenborg and Aristotle, there was an
agreement between them on three out of fifteen points of Aristotle’s points or 20%.
41
When I first found a percentage of agreement between Swedenborg and St. Augustine,
I put the level of agreement at 44%. Giving some positive weight to the areas of difference of
focus, it brought the percentage of agreement to 55% or a bit higher than Descartes with
Swedenborg.
42
The level of agreement with Leibniz was 44%, but that is because five of the characteristics deal with the mathematical infinite.
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two men.43 However, Aquinas, along with some of the other philosophers
we have discussed, points out the self-sufficiency of God as well as His
perfection, although for Aquinas it was not in a mathematical sense. It
seems good to pause here and raise a question about the idea of God’s selfsufficiency. What is the purpose of creation if God is self-sufficient? In
addition, what is the relationship of such a God to His creation? While
Swedenborg does state that God is wholly other, he portrays Him as
connected and related to his creation. His conception will be examined
later in a discussion of Swedenborg’s unique contributions to understanding the Infinite. One of the reasons that there may be less agreement
between Aquinas and Swedenborg (than between him and some of the
other philosophers in this comparative assessment) is Aquinas’ embrace
of Aristotle, in general, and specifically in relation to the infinite.
Aquinas, it appears, did not acknowledge that creation had a beginning, and seemed to have accepted, as did Aristotle, that the world was
infinitely old. At the time he wrote there was no empirical evidence to the
contrary and he could not accept the scriptural or revealed account of
creation precisely because it was itself not empirical. This led him to
propose reincarnation in order to solve the problem in an Aristotelian
manner. The inability of Aquinas to accord Scripture some sort of equivalency to sensual observation leads back to the question of a relationship
between God and His creation. If humanity cannot know God because we,
who are finite, cannot know the infinite, would God reveal Himself to us?
Would He offer us images of how He is suited to who we are? Although in
his philosophy Swedenborg views revelation as a source of human knowledge, it is a theme that he returns to in his theological writings.
Aquinas also explored the relationship between God’s perfection and
the existence of evil in the world. The implicit question is, how could a
perfect God create an imperfect world? Aquinas argued that evil was
permitted by God in order to bring out the good. While this is not a
question Swedenborg tackles within his philosophy of the infinite, he
addressed this issue later, and focused on the association of evil with
43
Swedenborg held four characteristics of the infinite in common with Aquinas out of his
eleven characteristics or 36%. However, he would strongly disagree with Aquinas on the
question of reincarnation and the lower status of scriptures and revelation to empirical
observation.
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human freedom. Thus, he emphasized that God’s providence always
looks to and provides for the good.
Swedenborg’s presentation of the infinite differed most radically from
that of Baruch Spinoza. I found only one proposition of Spinoza’s with
which Swedenborg would be in agreement—the metaphysical nature of
the infinite.44 But what is metaphysical for Spinoza is Deus sive natura. In
his view everything is an expression of God; there is no other. Thus,
Spinoza’s system is simultaneously monistic and pantheistic. If this were
not the case, according to Spinoza, God/nature would be limited, and
what is limited is not by definition infinite. According to Spinoza, the
attributes of God had to be physical extension. Swedenborg, in fact, quoted
a passage from Spinoza in his A Philosopher’s Notebook (1931, 344) that
involved that very idea: “God has attributes wherein, in a more eminent
way, are contained all created things.” As already mentioned, several time
in The Infinite, Swedenborg makes disparaging remarks about philosophers that equate God and nature.
This review and analysis has shown that Swedenborg held many
views about the infinite in common with the philosophers who preceded
him, although there was a wide range of commonality, from barely any
with Spinoza to a high degree of fit with Plotinus. However, Swedenborg
did not just echo positions from the past; he put forward a new approach
to the infinite. He rooted his position firmly in his understanding of the
Infinite Christian God.
Swedenborg started with a view held by may of his predecessors, that
only the infinite which is “radically other” could be the first principle of
the finite. That infinite created what he called “the first finite” immediately, by producing a finite substance that contained such a whole that it
could give rise almost endlessly to an incredibly varied and distinct universe both in the large and in the small. Many philosophers have remarked on the amazing variety found in the world, but Swedenborg
highlights the necessity of immediate creation and the inherent richness of
the first finite that was created. Swedenborg, in the company of other
philosophers, indicated that contemplation of the wonder that is the cre44
In finding a percentage of agreement between Swedenborg and Spinoza, there was an
agreement between them on one of fourteen of Spinoza’s points or 7%.
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ated world both on the greatest scale and in the least reveals an immensity
of indefinite perfections that point to a “pre-eminent Being in the cause
and an infinite intelligence in the Being” (Swedenborg, 1908, 89).
Swedenborg, however, did not stop there. Because while others saw that
there is no ratio between the infinite and the finite, Swedenborg wrote that
the mind seeks a nexus. Thus he turned his attention to explaining not
only the need for the nexus, but how it worked. This is his unique contribution to understanding the infinite.
First he identified the infinite as the cause, and the finite as the cuasate.
Because the causate is dependent upon the cause, he wanted to find the
principle derived from the cause in the causate.45 That principle, he wrote,
is the nexus (or found in the nexus). It provides the end or purpose of
creation, because the end stands in relationship to the beginning, as the
last cause to the first. For Swedenborg, the infinite is the first or the
efficient cause, thus the final cause must also be in the infinite or be
infinite. The final cause cannot be in the means but only in the end; nor can
it terminate in the finite, but only in the infinite. According to Swedenborg,
if it terminated in the finite, “then all the effects would be for the same, and
the efficient cause would have no end to exist for. This would be at
variance with its infinity” (Swedenborg, 1908, 95). All of creation thus,
must tend toward that infinite end, as humanity is a means, so we, too,
enter into communion with that same end. In fact, humanity is the last
effect or last means of creation; thus, it is means whereby the final end of
creation can be realized. But why? What is it about human beings that
distinguish them from the rest of the finite created world?
Swedenborg viewed the smallest natural seed as the first end or effect.
He saw it as mechanical; whereas, he wrote that the last effect must be
active or responsive. That is, it must be able to comprehend and acknowledge the end or purpose of creation—that it is Infinite. Swedenborg, then
identifies human qualities that enable the connection between them and
the Infinite. Reason, he wrote, can teach us what the “divine principle”
consists: namely, that they have the ability to acknowledge (reflectively or
freely) the existence of God, the infinity of God, and to feel delight in the
love of God.
45
I have no doubt that Swedenborg was deeply indebted to Aristotle for this way of
thinking.
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With the previous philosophers we have seen human reason, understanding, and discernment used in discussion of the infinite. Swedenborg,
however, introduced two new concepts: acknowledgement and love. The
introduction of these concepts created a platform for the final cause, and
fundamentally altered the discussion of the infinite. Even though
Swedenborg asserted that we can know that the Infinite is, and that there
is a God, by way of reason, and he made the same claim about nexus; he
also was clear that we cannot know what the infinite is, what the quality of
God is, or what the next is, by way of reason. And yet, by introducing
acknowledgment and love, as the divine principle in the nexus, he has
humanized the infinite.
Not only did Swedenborg add a new dimension to the infinite by
introducing the concepts of acknowledgment and love, but he was clear
that reason alone could not achieve the final end. He stated that neither the
sensual, the rational, or even the soul allow for the realization of the final
end, because they are finite; but acknowledgment and love, on the other
hand, are boundless and endless. Thus, Swedenborg wrote, reason alone
cannot achieve this end, but all of our human faculties taken together
[freedom, reason, love, and worship] can work together to accomplish this
end.
Swedenborg altered the conversation at a time in history when few
were open to exploring the implications of such a shift. Swedenborg, in the
1730s wrote to overcome the divide between faith and reason. He wrote at
a time when men of reason went one direction, and men of faith another—
regardless of the subject at hand. Thus, when the focus was as lofty as the
infinite itself, it is not surprising that Swedenborg’s attempted synthesis
was essentially unnoticed and did not have an impact on the subsequent
conversations.46
46
There was one review of this small work by Swedenborg. It appeared in the Acta
Eruditorium in December of 1735. While the reviewer presented a brief overview of the
arguments of both essays, his commentary is only focused on the second essay “The Mechanism of the Intercourse between the Soul and the Body”. While his philosophy concerning the
infinite did not enter the conversation, when he enlarged on these themes in his theology, none
other than the philosopher, Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) engaged Swedenborg’s thought.
While he mocked it in Dreams of a Spirit Seer, 1766, recent dissertations on Kant suggest that
some of Swedenborg’s views were incorporated into Kant’s mature philosophy. See Gregory
R. Johnson, 1999, and Dan Synnestvedt, 1997.
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The soul and its kingdom or domain
Emanuel Swedenborg tackled the philosophical investigation of the
soul’s domain twice. He published his first attempt anonymously in
Amsterdam in two volumes in 1740/41—English title, The Dynamics of the
Soul’s Domain. The first two volumes of his second attempt—English title
The Soul’s Domain—were published in The Hague in 1744, and the third
was published in London in 1745. This, as it turned out, was his last
volume of philosophy.
Swedenborg was engaged in the search for the soul for almost ten
years of his life. One might say that this pursuit was to discover the
operating principles of the vessel whereby the Infinite could be acknowledged by creation. Having learned in The Infinite that the universe was
created for some purpose, Swedenborg wanted to understand the mechanism through which that end was achieved.
Harold Gardiner in a presentation on “Swedenborg’s Search for the
Soul” suggested a similarity between Swedenborg’s exploration of the
cosmos and his search for the soul. He said:
Just as matter was formed in descending stages, and as each stage is a
covering for the preceding one and is activated by it, so did Swedenborg
regard the soul as lying above the material body and as using the body as
a covering and instrument. [Because] the soul lies above the conscious
mind, and therefore cannot be examined directly, . . . Swedenborg set out
to explore the soul by a process of removing coverings—the outermost
being the material body. Thus, he discovered that all parts of the body are
fashioned for the use they have to perform. (Gardiner 1936, 12)

Gardiner then observed that just as Swedenborg noted the order and
perfection of the created universe, and then argued that behind it lay an
Infinite intelligent Being, so, too, with his exploration of the body. Gardiner
stated: “He then argues that it is inconceivable that such a perfect thing,
perfect in its parts and in their harmony with themselves, could be produced by mere chance” (Ibid.,12–13). Swedenborg, then tested the truth of
this philosophy by exploring the whole body, and the whole human mind.
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The human is the microcosm of the universal macrocosm. It differs
from the macrocosm in one important respect. While the material parts of
the body are like all other created matter, according to Swedenborg, and
are essentially dead, the soul, however, is granted eternal life, and can thus
respond to the Infinite. As Gardiner explained Swedenborg’s view: “The
soul is the inmost recipient of life; it is the most elementary substance for
the direct reception of life from the Creator and in order that it could
become fixed and stabilized, it had to clothe itself and descend into its
material covering” (Ibid.,16). According to Gardiner’s reading of
Swedenborg, the intermediate coverings of the soul are the different planes
of the mind.
In his comparison with The Principia, he writes: “Just like the first
substance of the material universe, which passes through stages of modification until solid matter is reached, so does the primal living substance of
the soul pass through a descending series of mental planes until it reaches
the material plane which it then vivifies” (Ibid.). Swedenborg describes
the descent in three steps: from the soul to the highest conscious or rational
part of the mind, to the animus or lower mind akin to animals, and finally
to plane of physical sensations. These levels are discrete and cannot intermingle, but they react to and depend on the others for existence.
Bodily sensations received from the outer world are communicated to
the lower mind, where these sensations are converted into mental images.
These sensations are then ordered or organized by the rational mind, with
some sensations being ignored or rejected. Others however feed the development of intellectual ideas and nurture affections. Thus, “there is a
constant descent of spiritual and living force from the soul though the
mind to the body and a constant reverse process of ascent from the
impulses of the material world through the mind to the soul” (Ibid.,17–18).
This description does indeed harken back to Swedenborg’s claim in The
Infinite that the human is the final cause of creation, because individuals
are created with the capacity to freely acknowledge their Creator—that is
to return to the Infinite the life He has given them. It is this very gift of soul
that Swedenborg wanted to show to “the very senses” that those who
require rational demonstrate might believe.
With this goal in mind, although Swedenborg’s aim was philosophical
in nature, he believed it was necessary to ground his understanding on the
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best science that was available. He read and absorbed the works of well
over one hundred anatomists and philosophers. He used the work of such
luminaries of his day as Malphigi, Ruysch, Leeuwenhoek, Harvey, Heister,
and Boerhaave among many others. He also consulted the thought of
great minds of the past such as, Aristotle, Plato, and Aquinas, and contemporaries like Pascal, Locke, and Wolff.47 He was initially drawn to personally investigate and experiment in anatomy and dissection in order to
better understand the workings of the body. However, he reported:
. . . that as soon as I discovered anything that had not been observed
before, I began (seduced probably by self-love) to grow blind to the most
acute lucubrations and researches of others, and to originate the whole
series of inductive arguments from my particular discovery alone; . . . I
therefore laid aside my instruments, and restraining my desire for making observations, determined rather to rely on the researches of others
than to trust my own. (Swedenborg 1955, 1:7-8)

His plan was to first identify the universal principles through which
the body operated, and then he would examine the various systems and,
finally, the parts would be examined in greater detail. As he grappled with
the complexity of the human body, his approach changed several times.
At one stage he wanted to start his investigation with the brain; however,
in the end when he began to write in 1739, he opted to begin with the
blood. His developing insights led him to see that the blood is:
. . . the common fountain and general principle [of that kingdom] . . . For
on the nature, constitution, determination, continuity and quantity of
blood depends the fortunes and conditions of the animal life . . . the blood
is as it were the complex of all the things that exist in the world and the
storehouse and seminary of all that exists in the body. (Ibid., 1:1)

Furthermore, in order to study the blood, which is the “all in all,” it is
necessary to utilize “all the sciences that treat of the substances of the
47
It is interesting to note that in his search for the soul, he referenced many philosophers
and a few theologians. This is a departure from his practice in the Principia and The Infinite.
Perhaps because the method he employed in this project was more contestable.
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world, and of all the forces of nature,” for example, anatomy, medicine,
chemistry physics, and physiology (Ibid., 1:2-3).
It is clear that the more Swedenborg studied the body, the deeper he
delved into it, peeling away layer after layer, and seeing order, coordination, and communication at every level and within every system, and
between systems, he saw a miracle. He saw order, forms, series and
degrees. He saw evidence of the Creator, His intelligence, and His care. So
he wrote to share with those seeking proof of God’s existence written
pictures of these intricate yet perfect systems. As The Dynamics of the Soul’s
Domain unfolds, Swedenborg presents one amazing picture to the reader
after another: the blood, arteries, veins, the circulatory system, and then
the same systems in a chick formed in the egg, or in the heart of the turtle,
the motion of the adult heart, the motion of the brain and its coincidence
with the motion of the lungs and more. Each chapter provided an opportunity for intellectual doubters to say, “ah ha, now I see, now I understand,
and now I believe.” In the final section, “The Human Soul,” he wrote this
final line: “That the mountain of God shall rise above all other mountains,
and that the Gentile and the stranger shall come to it, to pay their worship”
(Ibid., 2:356). A line written to encourage the very acknowledgement of
the Infinite that, of course, would be due once the “soul was shown to the
very senses.”
Assessment of The Dynamics of The Soul’s Domain
Unlike the Principia and The Infinite, Swedenborg initially published
this work anonymously. He had done this with smaller works he had
published in the 1720s, when he was writing on a topic that was new to
him. Perhaps that was the only reason he did not publicly claim authorship, as he wished for an open and unbiased review. He also may have
been waiting to assess the response to the work before he acknowledged it
as his. In any case, he did not have to wait long.
The brief first review appeared in August, 1740 in the Neue Zeitung.
The reviewer focused on the chapter on “Rational Psychology.” He commented on the author’s rejection of the common approaches to the relationship between the soul and body: Physical Influx, Occasional Causes,
and Pre-established Harmony, in favor of what he called “Established
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Harmony.” The reviewer understood this to mean that while all things
precede in a series from highest to lowest, or the most perfect to the least
perfect, nonetheless they are in harmony with one another, even as one is
determined by the other (The New Philosophy, 1930, April, 202).48
By June of 1741, and the release of the second volume, another more
lengthy review appeared, in the Zunverlässige Nachrichten. By this time
Swedenborg’s authorship had been discovered. The reviewer stated that
he recognized the author because “the nature of the work” had Swedenborg
written all over it. He complimented Swedenborg for amassing so much
valuable material on the functioning of the human body in one place. In
addition, Swedenborg himself has shed much light on the realm of causes
through the use of his “profound principles of natural philosophy” (Ibid.,
213).
While a physician in another review took exception to Swedenborg’s
notion that air can actually enrich and nourish the blood in the lungs, it
would appear that this work over all was quite successful. Swedenborg
published both a second and third edition.49
One of the reasons for its success was the fact that Swedenborg had
digested the research of so many eminent anatomists, scientists, and physicians, and the scientifically-aware public was eager to be economically
educated. Perhaps another was his development and use of the philosophical methodology contained in his “doctrines.” Clearly Aristotle profoundly enriched the world with his identification of the four types of
causes: material, formal, efficient, and final. Swedenborg, likewise, may
have made a similar contribution with the conceptual and analytical framework he developed. He began with the concept of series and degrees,
which he also at times called, the doctrine of order and degrees. While he
began with this approach, and it helped him to observe that blood was a
compound substance, it did not permit him to unveil what he called “the
spirituous fluid.” In order to proceed further, he developed doctrines of
48

Or as the author, Swedenborg, stated, it is a process of subordination and coordination.

49

It was re-published in 1742 because the work had sold out. This edition had a new title
page identifying the name of the author and his rank. It was also sold out, because a third
edition was printed in 1748, similar to the 1742 edition.
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forms, influx, modification, and correspondences. In the “Prologue” of The
Soul’s Domain, he lists them in the following order: forms, order and
degrees, series and society, influx, correspondences , and modification.50
It would be useful to define them. However, before doing so, it should
be pointed out that the tools were not developed by Swedenborg in the
abstract, but rather he discovered them by way of or in connection with
empirical examples. Once these concepts have been briefly explained,
some of their origins and applications will be presented.
Since Swedenborg introduced the doctrine of series and degree first,
that will be defined and discussed before taking up his other doctrines.
This doctrine was discovered through observation of the formation and
development of the embryo, given Swedenborg’s intuition that the soul
itself formed the body as its own habitation. With the hypothesis that the
soul descends through stages into the body, then by ascending from the
outermost covering to the inmost along the same path, the soul might be
revealed.
Swedenborg had observed in the body or in the dynamics of the soul’s
domain, “that in the whole circle of things, from first to last, there is not a
single one which is altogether unconnected or detached from the rest”
(Swedenborg 1955, 2:6). Thus, “. . . series are what successively and
simultaneously comprise things subordinate and coordinate. But degrees
are distinct progressions, such as when we find one thing is subordinated
under another, and when one thing is coordinated in juxtaposition with
another : in this sense there are degrees of determination and degrees of
composition. . . . Consequently, the science of natural things depends on a
distinct notion of series and degrees, and of their subordination and
coordination” (Ibid., 2:7–8).
Swedenborg quickly confronted the limited utility of this method,
when he realized that it would not permit him to transcend the sphere of
familiar things. While it was a very useful tool with which to explore the
body, it did not permit him to enter the realm of the universal, the prior,
and the superior. The closer he came to the soul, the more it eluded his
grasp. Although, as he wrote: “it never absolutely disappeared from view”
(Ibid., 2:201). He had hoped that this tool would enable him to cross over
50
Swedenborg lists these “Doctrines” in the Soul’s Domain, 1744, page 10, although he had
discussed them previously. These are an extension of his methods developed in Principia.
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what he came to call “the abyss” but could not. So he developed a bigger
tool box, which he developed and put to use in The Soul’s Domain.51
Unique contributions
Swedenborg made several anatomical discoveries in both The Dynamics of The Soul’s Domain and The Soul’s Domain, although initially they were
not attributed to him. In The Dynamics, he discovered that the motion of
the brain is synchronous with the inspirations and expirations lungs (Ibid.,
2:67).52 He also discovered the uses and functioning of the foramen. He
wrote: “The communicating foramina in the cerebrum are called anus and
vulva, beside the passage or emissary canal of the lymph; by these the
lateral ventricles communicate with each other and with the third ventricle” (Swedenborg 1960, 1:250r). Additionally he is now noted for having
understood the hierarchical organization of the nervous system, the localization of the cerebrospinal fluid, the functions of the pituitary gland, and
the concept of the neuron.53
It is interesting to realize that Swedenborg made these discoveries not
as an anatomist or physician but in pursuit of unveiling the soul or life
force that connects humanity with the Divine. While what he saw and
learned was rediscovered by others with less lofty aspirations, it is interesting to reflect on the context in which they were viewed and understood.
Swedenborg was on a sacred mission as he poured over the texts and
engravings of the scientists whose works he used. It is possible that his
vision had him pause and ponder at what he saw in a fresh way, precisely
because he was seeking the path of life.
At the end of The Dynamics, Swedenborg devoted 155 pages or 158
paragraphs to his first consideration of the soul. In this exploration he saw
51

His larger toolbox will be examined in a discussion of The Soul’s Domain.

52

For a discussion of the history of the others who discovered this after Swedenborg see
“The Animal Kingdom” in The Monthly Review Volume II, June 1844, 167–204. Additionally it
should be noted that in recent years acknowledgement of Swedenborg’s contributions have
been written in such journals as The Neuroscientist 3:2 (1997), Upsala Journal of Medical Sciences
2007: 112: 142–164, Experimental Brain Research 192:321 2009, and others.
53
See David B. Fuller, “Review of Swedenborg’s Paradigm of the Brain” in The New
Philosophy, July-Dec. 2011, 129–147; H. Fodstad, “The neuron theory” Stereotactic and Functional
Neurosurgery 2001:77:20– 4.
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that the natural body was the habitation of the soul, but that in itself was
dead. Likewise, he saw what he called the “spirituous fluid” providing
force and motion to body as an instrumental cause, transmitting life, but it
was not life itself. In this way Swedenborg separated the phenomena of
existence into two distinct categories: in one category was everything that
pertained to life or ends, and in the other category everything that pertained to nature, or effects. This duality, according to Swedenborg, was an
essential aspect of created existence itself, and thus, in seeking the principle that animated the soul, it was necessary for Swedenborg to look
beyond nature, to the Deity of the universe.
This need to move beyond nature touched on the limits of the human
mind because while it contains what is immortal, its finite nature cannot
ascend beyond nature to the Infinite Being. How then is it possible to
know the manner in which this life and wisdom flow in? Swedenborg saw
“no analysis and no abstraction that [could] reach so high” and thus the
only “representation we can have of it is in the way of comparison with
light” (Swedenborg 1955, 2:239). Here Swedenborg expressed what he felt
was the key to at least some understanding of the realm of life or ends, that
key being comparatives or correspondences. Philosophically, “all that is
possible is to kiss the threshold, so that we may know that there is a Deity,
the sole Author and Builder of the universe . . . But what his Divine Nature
is; and how he is to be worshipped; . . . this has pleased him, . . . to reveal in
his holy testaments and oracles” (Ibid., 2:246).
In this manner, Swedenborg closed his discussion of “The Soul” in the
Dynamics of the Soul’s Domain. He saw where he needed to go, he needs to
approach search for the soul in a kingdom of ends.
Dissatisfied by what he saw was his hasty pursuit of the soul in The
Dynamics, he set about a new search to find the soul, “who sitting like a
queen in her throne of state—the body—dispenses laws, and governs all
things with her good pleasure” (Swedenborg 1960, 12). He resolved as he
wrote: “to run through the whole field to the very goal—until I have
traversed the universal soul’s kingdom, to the soul” (Ibid.). He hoped he
would reach his end “with divine permission” (Ibid.).
In The Soul’s Domain he equipped himself with additional analytical
tools, and he developed a new plan or approach to the soul. He was aware
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that seeking the soul analytically was similar to seeking the Infinite, and it
was therefore, quite possibly beyond reach. Nonetheless he was convinced that because the soul is the model of the body, and therefore the
body is the image and type of its soul . . . [that] thus, by the body, we are
instructed respecting the soul; by the soul respecting the body; and by
both, respecting the truth of the whole” (Ibid., 13).
In his “Prologue,” he confessed, that there may exist an interdiction
against seeking, by way of reason, those things that transcend reason and
which are matters of faith and revelation. After all, Swedenborg proclaimed, the intellect should be content within its own broad sphere of
competence that is the human realms of social, civil, and moral concerns,
and in the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms. He also observed
that whenever the intellect intrudes beyond its own sphere into matters of
faith, the outcome is most often not an enhancement of faith but its
destruction. He was clearly aware of the palpable tension between faith
and reason. Thus, he cautions people of faith not to read his books which
are written for those only “who never believe any thing but what they can
receive with the intellect” (Ibid., 14). That is “those who honor and worship nature, the world and themselves” (Ibid.). Swedenborg dedicated his
work to them, to those without faith. His hope, he wrote, was that by using
an analytic method regarding so profound a subject that “a way would be
laid down to faith” for them (Ibid., 15). He turned to his new tools of
analysis to accomplish this goal.
The doctrine of forms explained how in the order of creation, the
terrestrial and the corporeal were and are successively formed from the
spiritual. Swedenborg hypothesized a scale of six forms from the lowest
level which is angular, through the circular, the spiral, the vortical, the
celestial, and the infinite. It is interesting to observe in this principle
Swedenborg’s previous work on magnetism in the Principia, in which he
saw a relationship between the motion of the magnetic element and the
forms generated which were spiral or vortical.54
54
A discussion of Swedenborg’s work on magnetism was reported by the Marquis de
Thomé, Paris, August 4, 1785 to the Royal Commissioners investigating the merits of animal
magnetism. Letter In The Intellectual Repository for 1815, 191. Thomé was of the opinion that
Swedenborg had demonstrated that the magnetism of bodies depended, not on their substance, but on their form.
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The doctrine of influx explains the process whereby what was formed
from a higher order or form subsists. It explains the manner in which the
body subsists from the soul, and how the natural world is continually
maintained from the spiritual (Swedenborg, 1843, 1:xxi). With regard to
the body, Swedenborg noted that influx did not just flow from higher to
lower within, but from forces outside the body also. In this way he did not
just recognize the power of the body, but saw it as an active (choosing or
discerning) force (Ibid.).
Swedenborg discussed the doctrine of correspondences and representations in the following way:
That the natural sphere is the counterpart of the spiritual and presents it
as in a mirror; consequently that the forms and processes of the body are
images of the forms and activities of the soul, and when seen in the right
order, bring them forth and declare them. It shows that nature is the type
of which the spiritual is the ante-type, and therefore is the first school for
instruction in the realities of that which is living and eternal. (Ibid.)

The doctrine of modification “teaches the laws of motion and changes
of state in the several auras and atmospheres of the world” (Ibid.). It also
teaches the manner whereby the influx from either a higher or lower order
is accommodated by the next level in its descent or ascent.
Using these doctrines or analytical tools, Swedenborg attempted to
trace the path of the soul and to get a glimpse of its manner and operation.
In The Soul’s Domain, Swedenborg opens his examination of the body in
search of the soul through a presentation of the Tongue in Part I. He then
worked through the viscera of the lower body, moving to an examination
of the thoracic region in Part II; and in Part III he focused on the skin and
the sense of touch, and the sense of smell. These three Parts were just a
small part of his overall plan, which he set forth in the Prologue in Part I.
He never completed his plan. In it, he was going to examine “the whole
Anatomy of the Body; of all its Viscera, Abdominal and Thoracic; of the
Genital Members of both sexes: and of the Organs of the five senses”
(Swedenborg, 1960, 10).55 This was just the beginning. It was be followed
55
In the first part of his plan, he never published on the Genital Members of both sexes,
nor the senses of sight, hearing, or smell.
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by a complete examination of the brain, diseases, particularly of the head.
Then using his analytical tools outlined above to explore the Rational
Psychology, focused on action, internal and external sense, imagination,
memory, the affections, the intellect, or thought and will; and then at last
the soul, its state in the body, and its immortality. After publishing the
three parts listed above, he abandoned this project, leaving seventeen
transactions in manuscript form.56
Having outline his project in The Soul’s Domain, it would be useful to
illustrate it with a small sample of his effort, using his discussion of “The
Tongue”:
The primary, proper, and natural office of the tongue, consists in sucking,
sipping, eating and drinking, or to speak more plainly, in receiving food
for the nutrition of the body and the blood, in working this food about
and forming it into a ball, and in rolling the ball into the esophagus and
swallowing it. . . . thus the lesser parts perform not only the same office on
a small scale as the entire tongue, but also the same office as the tongue
performs in conjunction with its associate and contiguous organs,—the
lips, the checks, the fauces, and the palate; and the least parts as the
tongue performs in conjunction with its continuous organs,—the pharynx, the esophagus, the stomach, etc.: for the least in every series comprehends an idea of its universe. (Ibid.,1:35,37)
A second proper office of the tongue consists in feeling and perceiving
what is about to be received, with a view to becoming acquainted with its
qualities; that is, in tasting. This office makes it necessary that the tongue
shall be capable of undergoing all the changes of condition which the
sensation of taste presupposes and involves: that it shall have the power
of properly expanding and relaxing, extending and retracting its sensoriola
or papillae; of applying them to objects and touching the objects at all
points in a word of suiting itself to all affections, proximate and remote.
(Ibid., 1:37–38)
56
Some of the transactions in manuscript form were on: Generation, The Brain, The Fibre,
The Animal Spirit, Action, The Intellect and Rational Mind, Affections and Disorders of the
Animus, The Soul.
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A third office of the tongue (however, not proper to it) consists in speaking, or in modifying the sound emitted from the larynx and trachea, in a
common or general manner, so as to give it infinite variety; thereby
producing words and speech. The office of the tongue is confined to
transmitting the sounds properly, and to regulating them in their passage: the rest belongs to the larynx, the palate, the antrum, the throat, the
uvula, the lower jaw, the teeth, the mount, the lips, and the nares. By the
office and gift of speaking, the tongue feeds the higher principles, the
very mind itself; by the office of eating, it feeds the lower principles or the
body. Thus it may be said to afford food to both the soul and the body;
wherefore it guards the meeting of the two ways which lead to the two
regions of the body,—to the viscera of the abdomen, through the pharynx
and the esophagus, and to the viscera of the chest through the larynx and
the trachea; as well as the crossway which leads to the cerebrum, the hall
and palace of the mind. For this reason it is, that the human tongue has a
less acute sense of taste than the tongues of the lower animals; for in
proportion as we approach the soul, in the same proportion we receded
from the body. (Ibid., 1:38-39)57

This brief introduction demonstrates Swedenborg’s attention to detail, and at the same time provides a wonderful picture of the way in
which the marvel of each element of the body is so fashioned that it works
in cooperative harmony with the other elements supporting both higher
and lower functions flawlessly.
Swedenborg’s legacy—reason and faith/faith and reason
In his Prologue to The Soul’s Domain, Swedenborg enthusiastically
wrote about the journey which lay ahead: “The ship is in the harbor; the
sails are swelling; the east wind blows; let us weigh anchor, and put forth
to sea” (1:15). When he set sail, he had in hand an almost complete
manuscript with a new approach fashioned with more elaborate or sophisticated analytical tools. And yet in the end, while still under full sail,
57
The article in The Monthly Review concerning a review of “The Animal [Soul’s]
Kingdom” used excerpts from “The Tongue” to illustrate Swedenborg’s efforts. It inspired me
to do likewise. See The Monthly Review for June Vol. II (1844) No. 2, 167–203.
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he abandoned ship—still fully equipped with detailed charts and the
intellectual equivalent of the most advanced navigational tools. To understand his decision, it must be examined from two perspectives. One will be
presented here, and another in the following chapter.
Jonathan Israel will help to set the stage:
. . . after 1650, everything, no matter how fundamentally or deeply rooted,
was questioned in light of philosophical reason and frequently challenged or replaced by startlingly different concepts generated by the New
Philosophy and what may still usefully be termed the Scientific Revolution. (Israel 2001, 3–4)
. . . after 1650, a general process of rationalization and secularization set in
which rapidly overthrew theology’s age-old hegemony in the world of
study, slowly but surely eradicated magic and belief in the supernatural
from Europe’s intellectual culture . . . (Ibid., 4)
To many the consequences of this seemed alarming in the extreme.
Especially worrying, according to Seckendorff, was the growing trend
among ordinary folk to mock Holy Scripture, reject Heaven and Hell,
doubt the immortality of the soul, and question the existence of Satan,
demons, and spirits. (Ibid., 6)58

Swedenborg chose to use the “new philosophy” and the latest science
of the Scientific Revolution to address the issues of rationalization and
secularization, wishing to reverse the trend of doubt, particularly about
the immortality of the soul. Swedenborg wished to address the crisis of
faith through philosophic reason and science. This was the thrust of his
whole philosophic project, but most particularly and passionately in his
search for the soul.
However, for all his desire and his incredible acumen and labor,
Swedenborg could not complete the task he had so ardently pursued for
so long. He could not do so because his tools, however sharp, could not
58

Veit Ludwig von Seckendorff (1626-1692), Pietist and author of Der Christen Stat 1685.
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cross the abyss from the shore of the finite to Infinite. Philosophically he
was dead in the water. His observation and methods had gained him a
great deal. He knew countless amazing details about the human body, the
home of the soul, but sighting her continued to elude him. With the tools
of philosophy and science, she would forever remain hidden.
Beyond, the problem of an appropriate starting point, and an appropriate vessel with which to cross the sea, as Swedenborg so enthusiastically had hoped to do in his Prologue, Swedenborg’s motivation for the
project had fundamentally altered. Scholarship and a love of truth for its
own sake, which he had when he commenced his project, were transformed as he proceeded, from ends in themselves into means. Creating an
opening for faith in his readers had now become his primary end, with his
philosophy as the means. Such an end was perhaps more compatible with
the love of saving souls, which is a priestly love, rather than a philosophic
one. Truth was no longer the sole end for which Swedenborg was striving;
rather, it was for rational or analytical truth to serve as a path toward the
good, and as a way toward salvation. Given this new goal, philosophy,
most surely, could not be the ultimate or final means toward that end,
even with the favor of God.
In point of fact, the analytical method for Swedenborg had never been
the way to faith; he used it, instead, instrumentally in order to confirm
faith. Given a belief in God and in the existence of the soul, philosophy and
analysis could transport him to a point where a clear view of the soul’s
kingdom was possible; however, philosophy itself could not provide the
means of disembarkment nor provide an adequate guide to the new land.
Swedenborg’s doctrine of correspondences and representatives might
provide a glimmer of insight into the manner of the soul’s operation
comparatively, but it could never reveal the essential nature of its operation. And if philosophy could not do this for Swedenborg, a man of
apparent great faith, how would it be able to so for those of lesser, little or,
even, of no faith at all? How could it speak to the very audience for whom
The Soul’s Domain was written?
For the man who loved to reveal secrets, the secret of soul remained,
despite his ardent search for it. Swedenborg devoted extraordinary passion to demonstrating the rational soul to Faith. He developed wonderful
analytical tools to help him achieve his goal, and still it eluded him. He
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wanted reason to be able to lay a path to faith. Convinced that the soul was
the purest natural substance, he believed that the natural rational tools he
developed could reveal it, or perhaps, if not it, then its throne to him. It is
fitting that in the last sentence of The Soul’s Domain, Swedenborg, wrote:
“Thus the tongue, like other sensorial organs, is governed by two rulers; to
wit, by our understanding according to the will, and by the soul”
(Swedenborg, 1960, 593). The very last word is soul, and Swedenborg
remained committed not only to its existence, but to it as the Divinely
given life force to each and every member of His human creation. It should
be said that although Swedenborg abandoned his philosophical vessel to
use in pursuit, he did so not because he abandoned reason so much as he
was called by Faith.
Comparative assessment of Swedenborg’s philosophical project with
Descartes. Spinoza, Leibniz, and Wolff
In a notebook believed to have been written by Swedenborg in 1741–
44 in between his two works in search of the soul, are found quotes from
well over two-hundred philosophers, literary authors, and Church fathers, as well as extensive passages from the Bible.59 The notebook is a
compilation of excerpts from authors of interest to Swedenborg with
regard to his soul project from ancient times up through the era in which
he was writing. The Philosopher's Notebook is 545 pages in its current
format. Included in it are figures such as Anaximander, Plato, Aristotle,
Plotinus, Pliny, Cicero, Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Berkley, Locke,
and Newton. Also found are the four philosophers included in this study.
The most recent book from which Swedenborg took notes was the Latin
translation of Leibniz’s Theodicy (1739). It is a storehouse of information
connecting Swedenborg and his work to the flow of of some of the central
59

These dates are found in the Preface to The Philosopher’s Notebook, translated and edited
by Alfred Acton 1931. The notebook may have been started earlier, since some of the references
appear in The Dynamics of the Soul's Domain published in 1740/41.There are actually quotes
from 227 authors. The notes found in this book come from Codex 36 of Swedenborg’s collected
works housed in the Kungliga Ventenskaps Akademien (The Swedish Royal Academy of
Sciences). It was republished in 1970 through University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI. I have
been informed by a Latin scholar, Stephen D. Cole that other codices contain additional notes
of a similar nature that have never been translated.
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ideas of Western Intellectual history. Some of the topics touched on are:
the soul, mind, reason, sensation, imagination, truth, logic, ideas, fate,
God, love, free decision, nature, immortality, cause motion, evils, correspondence, and form.
It would be useful to at least briefly examine what he found of interest
in the four philosophers in question. He drew on Descartes when he was
reflecting on topics such as, God, the soul, reason, the will, the intellect,
substance, and motion, among others. He consulted Spinoza about God,
mind, providence, cause, and form. He drew copiously from Leibniz’s
letters and Theodicy on concepts like the soul, the mind, faith, the will,
happiness, God, love, freedom, and substance. He also noted many of
Wolff’s ideas from Rational Psychology about the soul, the mind, the will,
sensation, the imagination, truth, ends, and immortality.60
There does not seem to be one concept for which Swedenborg drew on
all four of the philosophers used in this study. Therefore, for comparative
purposes two have been chosen: God and the soul. The three philosophers
that Swedenborg read regarding God are Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz.
These three are among nine different philosophers he noted on this topic,
as well taking notes from the Sacred Scriptures.
God
Descartes
It is interesting to note that his excerpt from Descartes, although it is
taken from his Rationes Dei Existentiam et animae a corpore distintionem
probantes more Geometrico, does not in fact use the word “God.” It is as
follows: “By substance itself, we understand that substance which is most
highly perfect, and in which we conceive of there being nothing whatever
that involves defect or a limitation of perfection. (Descartes, Definit. viii).”
This concept is reminiscent of ideas Swedenborg expressed in his work
The Infinite.
60
It would be wonderful to do a comprehensive comparative study of what Swedenborg
learned from each of the four philosopher’s in this study and/or others. However, at this time,
such a study has not been done either by me or any other scholar.
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Spinoza
The excerpt that he has taken from Spinoza came from the Appendix
containing the Metaphysical Thoughts Part I Chapter II (Spinoza 1660,
1998). Spinoza stated:
God contains eminently that which, in created things, is found formally:
that is, God has attributes wherein, in a more eminent way, are contained
in all created things. (App. Cogit. Metaph [part I, c:ii], 98)
The esse of essence is nothing else than the mode whereby created things
are comprehended in the attributes of God. Thus we have esse of Idea
inasmuch as all things are contained objectively in the idea of God.
Furthermore the esse of potency is used only in respect to God’s potency
whereby, from absolute liberty of will, He could create all things which
are not yet existent. Finally the esse of existence is the essence of things
outside of God and considered in themselves; and it is attributed to
things, after they have been created by God. (Ibid., Part I, c:ii)

Swedenborg systematically rejected Spinoza’s view that God and nature
are one, or that everything is contained in God. He referred to philosophers with such views as naturalists, as we have seen frequently in this
chapter.
Leibniz
Swedenborg has also taken a note from Leibniz rejecting Spinoza’s
doctrine that God alone is substance. This is in agreement with Spinoza’s
idea above that all created things are attributes of God. Swedenborg noted
that Leibniz wrote: “Why should we not say with Spinoza that God alone
is substance and creatures are nothing but accidents and modifications?”
(n. 393). Leibniz goes on to say that we should beware in confounding
substances with accidents, which would deprive creative substances of all
action. He wished to retain the ancient idea that substances remain and
accidents change (Leibniz, 1985, § 393).
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Swedenborg took more extensive notes from Leibniz on the nature of
God than from the other two philosophers in question, twenty-two from
the Theodicy, and one from a letter to Madame Madeleine Scudéry (1607–
1701). He wrote to her, “When I see that a man has true zeal for procuring
the general good, he is not far from the love of God” (Epistles, Vol. III, [97]
Epist. vii ad Mad. de Scudery §). The first note from the Theodicy comes
from § 7 in the essay “On the Justice of God.” It is interesting to see that
Swedenborg highlighted several ideas from this paragraph, but did not
copy it verbatim. This is what he noted:
[God is the first reason of things . . . The reason for the existence of the
world must be sought for in a substance which contains in itself the
reason for its own existence . . . This reason can be nothing else than
intellect; and its determining upon one world out of many that are
possible, can be nothing else than the act of a will choosing.] The power of
this substance then renders the will efficacious. Power tends to esse;
wisdom or intellect to truth; and will to good. This intelligent cause must
also be infinite in every way, and absolutely perfect in power, wisdom
and goodness; for it tends to all that which is possible. Furthermore since
all things are inter-connected, it must be acknowledged as being one
only. Its intellect is the origin of essences, and its will is the origin of
existences. Here in a few words you have a demonstration of the one God
with his perfections, and of the origin of things through him. (De Bonitate
Dei, n. 7)61

What Swedenborg essentially eliminated in this shortened note was
Leibniz’s discussion of this create world and the elements of that world.
Swedenborg focused entirely on the attributes or qualities of God and
61
Comparing these two paragraphs is a bit difficult, given that I am dealing with two
English translations, and not the French origin or Swedenborg’s Latin notes (While the
translator and editor of this Notebook mentioned that the letter of Madame Scudéry was taken
down in French, he does not do the same for the quotes from the Theodicy or Théodicée).
However, in the Preface to this Notebook, the editor mentions that Swedenborg used the
Leibniz’s Tentatmina Theodicaeae Tom III which was published in June of 1739, by C. H. Berger.
Thus, Swedenborg must have used the Latin translation from the French and not the original
French edition. However, in English the Swedenborg note contains 167 words, while the
Huggard translation in the Open Court Classic Theodicy first published in 1951 has 313 words.
Huggard’s paragraph is almost double in size.
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their inter-connectedness. The focus on the relationship between wisdom
and truth and goodness with the will, are ideas that Swedenborg carried
into his theological writings.
This theme is carried into Swedenborg’s next note. He quotes Leibniz
from § 106 of the Theodicy: “Nothing is more sublime than God’s wisdom,
nothing more just than his judgments, nothing more pure than his holiness, and lastly nothing more immense than his goodness” (Ibid., n. 106).
Swedenborg also make a small note of an extended discussion about
ancient forms of worship, particularly fire-worship. Light and heat in this
discussion were attributes of good, while evil was associated with dark
and cold. Swedenborg focused on the idea of Thomas Hyde which stated
that “they used the sun and fire only as symbols of Divinity” (Ibid., n. 137).
This is another idea that finds its way into Swedenborg’s theological
works. Swedenborg discusses the ancients as understanding living correspondences in which God is symbolized by the sun.
In the Theodicy Leibniz added four appendices. The fourth appendix
was a Latin summary of the positive teachings of the French Théodicée by
Leibnitz. Swedenborg took notes on thirteen paragraphs of the summary
which contained 144 total paragraphs. It is called Causa Dei Adserta per
Justitiam Ejus. He skipped paragraph one and three, but copied remaining
numbers up to number thirteen. And he took notes on paragraphs sixtyfive and one hundred and ten.
In number two Leibniz wrote: “That the error of those who infringe
upon the greatness of God may be called Anthropomorphism; that of those
who take away his goodness, Despotism.” Swedenborg in The Soul’s Domain referred to them as those who worshipped nature and themselves.
The remaining numbers in sequence, § 4–§ 13, discuss God’s Omnipotence, independence and power and the fact that all things are dependent
on God. They also point out God’s concurrence or immediate presence in
creation. This is because God is not only the cause, but because “God
concurs in the production of the effect” (Leibniz, 1739, § 11). According to
Leibniz, “[God flows] to the modes and qualities of a things existence, . . .
and this ever flows forth from God, the Father of lights and the giver of all
goods” (Ibid., § 12). Having treated of God’s power, Leibniz then turns to
discuss His Omniscience, which “embraces every idea and every truth, in
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other words, all things both simple and complex which can be an object of
the intellect . . .” (Ibid., § 13).
In paragraph sixty-five, Leibniz discussed the Epicureans and the
Manichaeans who unsuccessfully attempted to reconcile God’s omniscience and his omnipotence with the present of evil in the world. And in
paragraph one hundred and ten, Leibniz quotes Augustine on the issue of
grace: “God deserts only the deserter.”
The final quote that Swedenborg took from Leibniz concerning God
came from the Preface. Here Leibniz stated that “God is the whole of
order, . . . [and] he presides over universal harmony; all beauty is the
effluvium of his rays” (Leibniz, 1985, 51). Thus, true piety and happiness
are to be found in an illuminated love of God. And most importantly, God
cannot be loved unless he is known (Ibid.). This concept that God must be
known to be loved which Leibniz articulated in the Theodicy, took on new
meaning in Swedenborg’s religious writings when he presented in great
detail the fundamental idea of God’s Divine Humanity and the necessity
of knowing the visible Risen Lord as seen in His Word.
The soul
Swedenborg also took notes from nine different philosophers with
regard to their conceptions of the soul as well as from Sacred Scripture.
The three philosophers used in this comparative study that he drew on
are: Descartes, Leibniz, and Wolff. He took three notes from Descartes,
nineteen from Leibniz, and ninety-eight from Wolff. Not only did
Swedenborg take more notes from Wolff from his recently published
(1734) Rational Psychology, but three of Wolff’s quotes find their way into
Swedenborg’s work The Dymanics of the Soul’s Kingdom. As Swedenborg
was contemplating his own exploration of the soul, it must have thrilled
him to find the work by Wolff, dedicated to the “science of those things
which are possible through the human soul” (“Prolegomenon” § 1).62
62
Ahttp://plato.stanford.edu/entries/wolff-christian/ Hettche, Matt, “Christian Wolff”,
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2013 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL =
<http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2013/entries/wolff-christian/>. As I have stated
earlier most of Wolff’s work is not currently available in English, so articles like this one are
the best source to find information from Wolff’s works.
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Descartes
The three notes from Descartes focus on the location of the soul in the
body, and the mechanisms whereby the soul communicates with the
body. He wrote: “It must be know that the human soul, although it
informs the whole body, yet has its principal seat in the brain, wherein
alone it exercises not only understanding and imagination but also sensation . . .” (Principles of Philosophy, 1644, Part IV, n. 189). He continued: “It is
proved manifestly that, by means of the nerves, the soul can sensate the
things that happen to the body in its several members, not because it is in
the members, but solely because it is in the brain” (Ibid., n. 196). Descartes
then sets up various examples of conditions in the body, whereby he
knows that this is, in fact, so.
Swedenborg took the final note from Descartes in his Passions of the
Soul ( 1649). Descartes wrote: “Since we do not conceive of the body as in
any way thinking, we rightly believe that all the kinds of thoughts that are
within us pertain to the soul” (Part First, Article IV).
Swedenborg must have appreciated Descartes sense of the interconnection between the brain and the nervous system, as he was to spend so
much of his own effort to describe the wonders of the transmission of
sensations from the body to the brain and the reverse; and as well, the
relationship between thinking and the reflective life force found in the
soul.
Leibniz
With regard to Leibniz’s conceptions of the soul, Swedenborg took
notes on four separate letters from volume III of Leibnitzii Epistolae ad
Diversos, edited by Christian Kortholtus, and published in Leipzig in 1738.
According to Alfred Acton, the translator and editor of Swedenborg’s
notebook, he also has one note from a letter that is not from the volume of
Epistolae.63
63
After the note Acton only has a page number 131; however, in the Index of persons and
works, Acton states that the letter is not in Volume III of the Epistolae, it is found in the Opera
Omnia. The problem with that, however, is that the six volumes were not published until 1768.
It turns out that this note comes from a letter from Leibniz to M. Gottleib Hanschium on July
25, 1707. It is on “De Enthusiasm Platonico.” It was published in Epistola Godefredi Guilielmi
Leibnitti ad Michaelem Gottleib Hanschium, ed. G. Veesenmeyer, Leipzig: Gleditsch 1716.
Obviously, this could be one source of Swedenborg’s note; another is Volume II of the 1738
Epistola, because another source I have seen is that volume, pages 222-225.
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The first note was from a letter written by Leibniz on September 11,
1716 to Pierre Dangicourt. The subject of the letter is Leibniz’s Monads. He
wrote: “The Monads (of which those that are known to us are called souls)
change their own state according to the laws of final causes, or appetitions;
the kingdom of final causes, however, is in accord with the kingdom of
efficient causes which is that of phenomena …Intellectual wholes have no
parts except in potency” (Epistolae, Tom. III, p. 284–85).
The second note was from Leibniz’s letter to the young M. G. Hansch
(1683–1752) concerning his small work on “Platonic Enthusiasm.” Leibniz
wrote that he read the work “with much pleasure” (Loemker, 1956, 592).
Although Swedenborg only highlighted a certain portion of this letter, it is
most interesting to reflect on the fact that he, no doubt, read all of Leibniz’s
comments. For example: “I recognize that the worship of one God, almost
wiped out among mankind, was restored by the Hebrews” (Ibid.). Another thought that Leibniz expressed was:
No ancient philosophy comes closer [than Plato’s] to Christianity, although we justly censure those who think that Plato is everywhere reconcilable with Christ. But the ancients must be excused for denying the
beginning of things, or creation, and the resurrection of the body, for
these doctrines can be known only through revelation. (Ibid.)

This thought must have impressed Swedenborg, since, he too, believed that revelation provided humanity with essential truths that they
could get nowhere else. Swedenborg in his notes was particularly interested in understanding God’s relationship to the mind and the soul. Thus,
he quoted the following passages from Leibniz’s letter to Hansch:
Although our mind, like every creature, depends continually on God in
its existence and action, yet I do not think that, for its perceptions, it has
any need of His peculiar concurrence in addition to the laws of nature;
but rather, that it deduces posterior thoughts from prior, by virtue of an
implanted power and in an order prescribed by God. . . . I would say the
same thing also in regard to its perceptions of things sensible; for since
these are not infused by God miraculously, and cannot be sent into the
body naturally, it follows that, by means of a Harmony divinely pre-
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established in the beginning, they are born in the soul by a set law. This is
more worthy of a supremely wise Creator, than that He should perpetually violate, by new impressions, the laws given to the body and the soul.
Meanwhile by means of that divine concurrence which continually attributes to every creature, whatever of perfection in him lies, it can be said
that object external to the soul is God alone, and in that sense, that God is
to the mind what the light is to the eye. This is that Divine truth shining
forth within us, which is so often spoken of by Augustine who, in this
respect, is followed by Malebranche. (Ibid., 593)

While Swedenborg was not a proponent of Leibniz’s Pre-established Harmony, he did support the idea that the body operates according to set
natural laws, and that the soul sought information from the body, creating
as system of animation from the soul, and a flow of information back to it
from the body. He was also impressed with the “correspondence” between God and the sun; thus he, too, would support the analogy that God
is to the mind, like light is to the eye. He would concur that God is the
source of the truth within us.
The next passage that Swedenborg quoted from this letter is: “That
there is a sound sense in which we can understand that the soul is in this
body as in a prison” (Ibid.). However, Swedenborg was in agreement with
Leibniz that this prison was not constructed to punish humanity for its
past sins, as the ancients believed. Rather that the body has a specific
function to play in the drama of salvation. God has ordained that the body
serve the soul, like a commander orders the soldier to his post (Ibid.). This
is where Swedenborg ended his note under the heading of the soul.
However, he continued to quote the letter in his notes on providence.64
In another excerpt from the same letter, Swedenborg made note of a
belief that was held by the ancient philosophers, and also by some moderns,
64
See Acton, A Philosopher’s Notebook, page 120. The body serves the soul, by allowing a
person to freely choose a course of action in the mind from among many options. Once he
chooses and acts, however, the person makes the choice his or her own. The mind is free, and
the body, determined. It shapes the person, and over a life-time, the soul becomes what the
person has chosen, or what the person loves. In this sense, one could see that the body
imprisons the actions of a person, constructing an eternal home for the soul that survives death.
This is a distillation of Swedenborg’s philosophy/theology developed by the author in a paper
on “Swedenborg and Occultism” written for a volume on Occultism to be published by
Routledge in the Spring of 2014, edited by Christopher Partridge.
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that God is a spirit diffused throughout the universe, that animates it the
way the wind produces sound in an organ. In this way, at death, “souls
returned to God as rivers to an ocean . . . Spinoza leaned to the same
position but in another way. To him there is only one substance, God,
whose creatures are modifications, continually arising and disappearing
by means of motions, like figures in wax. Thus, to him, equally as to
Almericus, the soul does not survive, except by means of its Ideal Being,
which is in God, as it was there from eternity” (Ibid.). Leibniz has a strong
belief in the immortality of the soul, and Swedenborg’s efforts in his works
on the “Soul” led to the same conclusion.
This view is borne out in the next note that Swedenborg took from
Leibniz in his notebook. This note is from a letter to “Un Ami.” Here
Leibniz made a distinction between the essential and accidental modifications of the soul. He made an even greater refinement between modifications that represent qualities and those that represent actions and passions.
The former Leibniz viewed as enduring, while he saw the latter as transitory. The qualities he deemed as either connate or acquired. He then
wrote: “It is manifest that what is essential to the soul is never changed,
otherwise the soul would be destroyed (Tom. III [p. 98–99] Espit. viii, A un
Ami)” (Acton, 1931, 278). While Swedenborg, would certainly agree that
there is an essence of the soul that could never be destroyed, he also
viewed the communication between the soul, mind, and body as essential
to the soul’s realization of itself, which implies that actions in the world in
some manner affect and shape the soul.
It would appear that Leibniz had also followed this line of thinking,
particularly in the Theodicy. Swedenborg has taken several series of numbers from Leibniz’s Theodicy, as well as some independent numbers from
the same work. The first series of numbers is from number 86 through 91.
He then has notes from number 105, and number 124. He then skipped to
number 322, and 323, 356, 397, and then ends with number 403.
The first series is focused on the origins of the soul and various
different views held by theologians. Two views are put forth, “traduction”
and “education.” Traduction was a theory that the soul of an infant is
generated by an offshoot or “‘tradux’ from the soul or souls of those by
whom they are generated, exactly like a body from a body . . . (n. 86)”
(Acton, 1931, 279). While education was seen as “forms that were educed
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from the active power of an efficient cause, that is of God, if they were
created, or of other forms, if they were generated . . . (n. 88)” (Ibid., 279–
280). But wrote Leibniz: “traduction and education are equally inexplicable when it is a question of finding the origin of the soul (n. 89)” (Ibid.,
280).
Leibniz, thus, stated his own opinion in number 90:
My own opinion is that souls, and generally speaking, simple substances,
can have neither commencement, except by creation, nor an end, except
by annihilations. And since it does not seem possible to explain the
formation of organic animate bodies according to the order of nature,
except by positing a preformation which is already organic, I have therefore inferred that which we call the generation of an animal is nothing
else than a transformation and augmentation. Therefore since the body
itself has already been organized prior to conception, it must be supposed
to have been already animated and possessed of the same soul (n. 90).
(Ibid.)

Since this is true for animals, it seems reasonable for mankind also. According to Leibniz, in number 91, it seems unnecessary to therefore claim
that the souls of humans are only effected miraculously. He, therefore,
concluded that the souls of humans were already in seeds going all the
way back to Adam. He noted that this was also the opinion of many
learned men including some anatomists and philosophers (Ibid., 281).
While the notion of preformation is vital to Leibniz, he does not appear to
have rationally dealt with the question of transmission from one generation to the next. According to Swedenborg, the seed is a vessel capable of
receiving life, but is not the life itself.
In number 322, Leibniz dismissed the idea that the soul is found in
incorporeal atoms, although he did not fault Epicurus (341–270 BC) for
thinking that because “he sought the origin of the soul’s determination in
that which he supposed to be the origin of the soul itself. However, while
matter is discussed as a necessary element related to the soul, in number
323, the relationships appears to be different, as transcribed in Swedenborg’s
notebook, and as it is translated by E. M. Huggard in the Open Court
edition of Theodicy. Acton’s translation of Swedenborg is the following:
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It is indeed true that by the gift of matter, form or the soul is able to
function as the principle of actions since it has in itself the principle of
motion or mutation. In a word the automotive, as Plato calls it: while
matter, on the other hand, is merely passive and has need of impulse
before it can act. It is acted upon, in order that it may act (n. 323). (Ibid.,
283)

The Huggard translation states:
It is true that the Form or the Soul has this advantage over matter, that it is
the source of action, having within itself the principle of motion or change
in a word, automotive, as Plato called it; whereas matter is simply passive
and has need of being impelled to act agitur ut agat.65 But if the soul is
active of itself (as indeed it is), for that very reason it is not of itself
absolutely indifferent to action, like matter, and it must find for itself a
ground of determination. (Leibniz, 1985, 321)

It would seem that the difference between the translation or transcription
of these two passages is the idea in the Swedenborg version that it is
because the soul can work on matter (the gift of matter) which functions as
a principle of motion, even while the soul is active and matter is passive;
whereas in the Huggard translation, the soul is active of itself and thus can
impel matter. While the second half of each passage, though different,
contain essential the same meaning, the first half does not. Without exploring the original in both cases the difference cannot be resolved.
Swedenborg has made a note on only one sentence in number 356: “A
representation has a natural agreement with that which it is to be represented” (Ibid., 284). This is striking because it fits so well with his doctrine
of correspondences that he employed in The Soul’s Kingdom. It would be
interesting to explore when he wrote his doctrines, and whether he had
them in mind before his reading of the Theodicy.
In number 397, which Swedenborg copied into his notebook, Leibniz
wrote:

65
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I have shown above that souls can neither be born naturally, not be
derived from other souls, and that necessarily our soul must either be
created de novo, or must have had a previous existence . . . This production
must be a kind of offshott (tradux), but somewhat more tractable than an
offshoot as commonly pictured, being the offshoot not of a soul from a
soul, but of one animated being from another; and avoiding the repeated
miracles of a new creation, by which a soul newly created and pure, could
be let into a body which will corrupt it. (Ibid., 284)66

While it is not exactly clear why Leibniz felt it was necessary to see the soul
as an offshoot of an animated being, rather than of a soul from a soul, per
se, perhaps, this is his view of including a living personality as part of
process, making it part of the natural world, and therefore based upon a
law set up by the Creator.
In the final number that Swedenborg transcribed from Leibniz’s
Theodicy, Leibniz combined his concept of preformation and the soul as a
spiritual automaton. He stated:
In like manner as an offspring is formed in an animal, or as other
miracles of nature are produced by a certain instinct implanted in things
by God, that is to say, by virtue of a divine preformation which weaves
these admirable automaton, so we can conclude that the soul is a spiritual
automaton still more marvelous; and that by virtue of a divine preformation it produces those elegant ideas in which our will has no part and to
which our art cannot reach. The operation of spiritual automata or souls
is not mechanical, but it eminently contains all that is beautiful in mechanics. In other words, by representation, the motions evolved in bodies
are concentrated in the soul as a kind of ideal which exhibits the laws of
the actual world and the effects; but with this difference from the perfect
ideal world which is in God, that in us many perceptions are merely
confused (n. 403). (Ibid., 285)

Swedenborg likewise saw the relationship between the soul and body,
and the generation of offspring as wonderful gifts from God; but he
66

The material in the ellipse was actually written down by Swedenborg with one ellipse.
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focused on the correspondential relationship between what he saw as two
world, and that the life force from the spiritual formed the body by means
of what he called the spirituous fluid.
While there are significant differences between Swedenborg and
Leibniz, particularly in relation to the idea of Pre-established Harmony, it
is also clear that Swedenborg could see a kindred spirit in Leibniz, and
who, on many occasions, provided Swedenborg with both concepts and
insights for his own daunting project that hoped to bring reason to faith.
Wolff
While we have just explored the nineteen relatively extensive notes
that Swedenborg took from Leibniz’s letters and the Theodicy, he took
ninety-eight notes from Wolff’s Rational Psychology related to the soul. All
of these notes were only one or two sentences in length.67 Due to a fairly
long-standing lack of interest in the philosophy of Christian Wolff in the
English-speaking world, it is difficult to get access to his works that were
so immensely popular in Swedenborg’s day. Therefore, there is no easy
way to compare notes that Swedenborg took with the original. This will
have to be left to another scholar on another day. What can be done,
however, is to sample these notes related to the soul that Swedenborg
took, and explore them in relations to what he wrote. Keeping in mind that
he had a chapter on An Introduction to Rational Psychology in his own
work The Dynamics of the Soul's Domain.68
Wolff wrote both a Psychologia Empirica (1732) and a Psychologia
Rationalis (1734). In fact, he has been recognized as the first person to use
the word “psychologia” in the modern sense. His first work was descriptive, and his second was speculative and metaphysical. Its focus was on
the human soul, its faculties and its immortality. Clearly, with respect to
the soul, Swedenborg and Wolff had similar projects. Therefore it is not
67
According to Acton, he also read Wolff’s Empirical Psychology (1732). However, in the
Index of The Philosopher’s Notebook, regardless of the topic the only work of Wolff’s cited is
Rational Psychology. Altogether there are 130 citations from Wolff.
68
He also wrote a transaction that he never published in 1742 posthumously titled Rational
Psychology. In this work Swedenborg began to move away from an anatomical search for the
soul to exploring the idea of correspondence between the mental and the physical.
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surprising that Swedenborg in his notes showed interest in many aspects
of Wolff’s understanding of the soul: its generation, its relationship to the
universe, its relationship to the body, and its essence. There are points of
agreement between their views, and also of disagreement.
Swedenborg quoted Wolff several times in his chapter on “The Human Soul” in the second volume of The Dynamics of the Soul’s Domain. Most
of the quotes come from his notes specifically in reference to the soul; and
one comes from a reference to the concept of Pre-established Harmony.
The first reference is found in number 276. The topic of that number is:
“And as it is the soul, it is seated so high above all the other faculties, that
it is their order, truth, rule, law, science, art . . . Consequently its office is, to
represent the universe” (Swedenborg 1955, 253 & 256).
At the very end on number 276, Swedenborg used Wolff on the topic
of “representing the universe” to reinforce his own conception of that
function. He quoted:
“In every system,” says Wolff, “of explaining the intercourse between the
soul and body, it is necessarily supposed, that the essence and nature of
the soul consist in the power of representing the universe, according to
the place of the organic body in the universe, and suitable to the changes
that happen in the sensory organs” (Psychologia Rationalis, § 547, 62).
(Swedenborg 1955, 257)

Immediately after quoting Wolff, Swedenborg continued: “Therefore it
follows that it is the office of the soul to have intuition of ends; to be
conscious of all things; principally to determine” (Ibid.). Here it would
appear that for Swedenborg the idea of representing the universe is to
provide the soul with the universal tools that distinguish the human from
mere brutes. Most particularly, this means that the soul can represent ends
to itself that are within the bounds of the created universe.
To claim that the soul can represent ends, as Swedenborg did, places
the soul above the intellectual mind. He illustrated this truth by the
following explanation: we frequently observe that the body continues to
function when the mind has gone insane; this implies that the economy of
the body is directed by the soul and not the mind. He wrote: “Unless this
soul flowed in from science, while from itself, into every point of our
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intellect, it would be impossible for us to perceive anything in order, or to
reduce anything we had perceived to order; we should therefore look in
vain for understanding in intellect, or judgment in thought” (Ibid., 258).
This idea of Swedenborg’s seems to fit with a quote from Wolff
recorded in his notebook, but not used in The Dynamics of the Soul’s Domain
in which Wolff stated: “By the same force the soul at different times
sensates, imagines, remembers, recalls, is attentive, reflects, forms notions,
judges, reasons, appetizes, loathes, and freely wills or does not will (n. 61)”
(Swedenborg, 1931, 274). This number from Wolff is just prior to one of the
numbers Swedenborg does quote (n.62), and it suggests a degree of agreement on the matter of the soul being above the mind.69 However, they may
be in disagreement with respect to what “the power of representing the
universe” means, given Wolff’s belief in the rationality of Pre-established
Harmony. This will be investigated later in this section.
Swedenborg has a second but somewhat oblique reference to Wolff’s
number 715, in his own paragraph number 294. Wolff wrote the following:
In its state of pre-existence, the soul represents this universe to itself, in
accordance with the mutations which occur in the spermatic animalcule,
or organic corpuscle containing the stamens of the fetus.

Swedenborg’s number 294 states the following:
The soul, from the very initial stages of conception, which it derives in the
first instance from its parents, is born accommodated at once to the
beginning of motion and to the reception of life: consequently to all its
Intuition and intelligence, and it [the soul] takes this intuition and intelligence with it, from the first stamen and the earliest infancy to the most
extreme old age . . . . For the force that directs and builds a body which is
to be governed according to all the intelligence of the future mind, must
pre-exist in an Intelligence above the mind (Swedenborg 1955, 275).

69
In The Dynamics of the Soul’s Domain, however, Swedenborg stated that the idea that the
mind is not identical with the soul went “against the stream of general opinion” in his day (258).
That would imply that Wolff’s philosophy of the soul, also went against the consensus of
opinion.
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In the material by Swedenborg, the words from Wolff are “stamen” and
“pre-existence.” Swedenborg used these ideas to discuss whether or not
humans are born with connate idea or not. He suggested that “both those
who advocate the doctrine of connate ideas, and those who oppose it, may
base their arguments upon the same facts; showing that the controversy is
not about the truth, but only about the mode in which the one truth or the
other is to be explained. For if ideas are connate in the soul, and if ideas are
procured to the mind, then the two opinions agree, and their reconciliation
comes from the same demonstration as that which shows the communication between the operations of the soul and of the mind” (Ibid.).
What might Wolff think of Swedenborg’s adaptation of his concepts?
What did Wolff think about the place of parents in the process of conception of the soul/body and, do Wolff and Swedenborg mean the same thing
by the concept of “pre-existence”? According to Wolff in paragraph number 704: “Souls pre-exist in the pre-existing organic corpuscles from which
the fetus is formed in the womb” (Acton, 1931, 270). He continued, “In its
state of pre-existence, the soul is united to the organic corpuscle from
which the fetus is afterwards formed in the womb (n. 727)” (Ibid., 272).
Where, however, does the soul come from, and what role, in fact, do
parents play in its creation or transmission? It is interesting to note Wolff’s
use of the term “pre-existing” twice in the first sentence, both souls and the
corpuscles pre-exist. Where do they pre-exist, with parents or with the
Creator/God?
Swedenborg took extended quotes from Wolff on the question regarding the origin of the soul. The numbers begin with 697 and run through
719, although he skipped number 714. Wolff made the following statements as noted by Swedenborg:
Creation is usually defined as a production out of nothing or out of no
pre-existing thing. (n. 697).
If the human soul has an origin it can have that origin only by creation. (n.
698)
Those that defend the position that the soul originates by creation are
called Creationists. (n. 699)
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If the human soul has an origin, it cannot be generated with the body, by
parents. (n. 700)
According to the hypothesis of the Materialists, the soul is generated with
the body by parents. (n. 701)
Generation of the soul effected by parents, that is, its origin from corporeal seed is called Propagation of the soul by transmission. And those that
defend the propagation of the soul by transmission are called Traducians.
(n. 702)
Since the soul cannot be generated with the body by parents its propagation by transmission is impossible. (n. 703)

Where then is the origin of soul from Wolff’s perspective? Wolff is no
materialist. He made that clear early on in his work. In number 31, he
stated: “The materiality of the soul cannot be inferred from the celerity of
thoughts. The soul cannot be material or a body (n. 47). The soul is a simple
substance (n. 48). The soul lacks parts, is not extended, is endowed with no
figure, fills no space, lacks magnitude, and is destitute of intestine motion
(n. 49). Materialism is a false hypothesis (n. 50)” (Ibid., 274).
Swedenborg, on the other hand, in number 311, raised the question of
the soul, as to whether it “is to be called material or immaterial”
(Swedenborg, 1955, 297). He believed that the soul is an absolute fluid,
produced by the auras of the universe, and enclosed in fibers or what he
called, “the matter by which, from which, and for which the body exists:
the supereminent organ” (Ibid.). The soul flows into the nexus of organic
substances, “according to the form of the fibers, . . . and that these operations, in so far as they are natural, cannot be separated [from the fluid]
except in thought; so that nothing here occurs but appears to be fairly
comprehended under the term matter. But pray, what of matter?” (Ibid.).
He continued:
Is not every created thing in the world and nature a subject of extension?
And may not everything, as extended, be called material? In fact the first
substance itself in this sense is the materia prima of all other substances,
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and every controversy, even our present one, is a matter of dispute. But
let us trifle no longer. According to reason, whatever is substantial in the
created universe is matter: therefore modification itself is matter, as it
does not extend one iota beyond the limit of substance . . . but the soul is
an organism formed by the spirituous fluid, . . . This essence and life is not
created, and therefore it is not proper to call it material; so for the same
reason we cannot call the soul material in respect to its reception of this
life; nor therefore the mind; nor therefore the animus . . . nor even the
body itself insofar as it lives. For all these live the life of their soul, and the
soul lives the life of the spirit of God, who is not matter but essence;
whose esse is life; whose life is wisdom; and whose wisdom consists in
beholding and embracing the ends to be promoted by the determinations
of matter and the forms of nature. Thus both materiality and immateriality are predicable of the soul; and the materialist and immaterialist may
each abide in his own opinion. (Ibid., 299)

While Wolff is no materialist, it is not clear in his philosophy what role
the material or matter plays in the drama of life either here and now or
beyond the death of the body. At times, it would appear that he like
Leibniz sees the mind as a universe unto itself, not requiring or even
needing anything outside of itself, other than God. While he also maintains that “the law of sensations contains the essential determinations of
the soul (n. 78)” (Acton, 275). But these sensations are perhaps essential
perceptions of the mind, and are not in any way related to the motive
forces of bodies.
Wolff also asserts that the soul is finite substance (n. 264). This he
clearly contrasts to the Infinite and what is proper to the Infinite. However, it would appear that for Wolff the Infinite finite dichotomy is different than the contrast between Immaterial material. In any case, Swedenborg
would suggest that the soul is finite, and both material and immaterial.
Swedenborg’s discussion of the materiality or immateriality of the
soul is separated by one paragraph from number 313 where Swedenborg
employed three quotes from Wolff to support his position concerning the
mutability of the soul. Swedenborg in number 312 has discussed the
adaptability of the spirituous fluid. He wrote of the spirituous fluid,
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. . . as a perpetual mother and nurse it enters into every texture, the least
as well as the greatest, and continues, irrigates, nourishes, actuates, modifies, forms and renovates it. It feels whatever of mutability happens in
any degree of its series . . . From the wonderful character of this fluid
originates every sensation and determination of the will into act; also the
amazing production of forms; the perpetual animation of the system; . . .
Wherefore this accidental mutation of this fluid is its veriest perfection,
and derogates in no respect from its form, and takes nothing from its
essence and attributes. . . . Wherefore the most perfect constancy in form
and essence ever accompanies this perfect mutability of the higher entities. Wolff corroborates this position: “The state of the soul,” he says, “is
continually changing: the soul continually tends to change its state: all the
changes of the soul take their rise from sensation” etc. (Psychologia
Rartionalis, § 58, 56, 64) (Swedenborg 1955, 303).

At this juncture in his work, I believe that it was important for
Swedenborg to use the work of the renown Wolff to support the idea of a
changing and mutable soul. Quoting Wolff at this pivotal point, added
important intellectual weight to Swedenborg’s argument. He wanted to
put it on a firm foundation because the discussion of accidental mutability
grounded his discussion of the possibility of real mutation and an eventual discussion of human choice and free will. The real mutation
Swedenborg wanted to focus on was the soul’s reception of and response
to life.70 Swedenborg observed that life flows into the soul, all souls, like a
beam of light or a pure river “in only one manner”; but its reception is
“according to the modified character and capacity of the subject” (Ibid.,
305). This truth makes possible the immense variety of subjects and individuals found in the world. And within each subject a coordinated and
harmonious system.
Swedenborg continued:
By means of this variety, the soul is enabled to know everything whatever
that happens without and within the body, and that comes in contact
70
In the text the word, life, is not capitalized, and yet the essence of what Swedenborg is
saying fits well with the concept of Life from the Creator.
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with the body; and to apply its force to those things that occur within, and
to give its consent to those things that occur without. (Ibid., 308)
Thus we may understand what free choice is: namely, that the mind
has the power to elect whatever it desires in a thought directed to an end;
hence to determine the body to act; whether in according to what the
animus wishes, or whether the contrary number. (Ibid., §317, 308)

It was important to Swedenborg to chart or describe in detail the
process whereby humanity, in an orderly fashion, becomes rational in
successive stages, and then has the capacity to act and to choose over time
the shape and form of the soul—whether to be open to Life and in what
way. Wolff’s discussion of mutations of the soul provided an intellectual
platform to do that.
In a final comparison between Swedenborg and Wolff, it is useful to
see what each of them wrote regarding the possible causal relationship
between the soul and the body.
Wolff wrote in the Rational Psychology that: “In a system of Pre-established Harmony there is a true union of soul and body. In the system of
Occasional Causes the soul is united to the body by the mere will of God.
In the system of Physical Influx physical union and its bond are empty
terms (n.724-6)” (Acton 1931, 272).
This quote indicates that Wolff felt that the idea of Pre-established
Harmony was a more rational explanation of the causal relationship between the soul and the body than either of the other two systems which,
when take together, are generally viewed as the three logical options
available. Descartes’ radical differentiation between the thinking mind
and the extended body set up the problem that demanded a solution. Preestablished Harmony denies the existence of inter-substantial causation,
but affirms intra-substantial causation. In this system the mind can only
generate its own thoughts or movements. But in the mind the whole
universe is represented which included all the possible objects and how to
behave at any given moment. Therefore there can be an appearance of
interactions because each substance (the soul/minds and object/bodies) is
programed to be in harmony with the other at all times. In reality, nonetheless, there is no interaction, and it would seem that it is not necessary
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for objects to exist in order for there to be sensations in the mind. This
tends to lead to a solipsistic universe with isolated independent minds the
essential reality.
Swedenborg also took up this discussion of these three systems of
causation. He determined that—without a proper guide which he believed was the doctrine of order, or series and degrees—“we shall have a
tendency to fall into various premature opinions; . . . whence, it necessarily
follows, that the communication of operations between the soul and the
body must be explained either by Physical Influx [Aristotle], or by Occasional Causes [Descartes]; or if by neither of these, a third is assumed, as
the only alternative, namely, that of Pre-ëstablished Harmony [Leibniz]”
(Swedenborg, 1955, 6).
Swedenborg was of the opinion that the principles a person uses to
investigate phenomenon have an impact on what is actually observed.
Thus, he felt that his principles of order, series and degrees opened up a
new possibility of viewing the relationship between the soul and the body.
He wrote, “Thus the one or other system flows as a consequence from our
want of knowledge respecting the subordination of things and the connection of things subordinate . . . But whereas all things in succeeding each
other follow one another in order, and whereas in the whole circle of
things, from first to last, there is not a single one which is altogether
unconnected or detached from the rest . . .” (Ibid.).
Swedenborg in his Rational Psychology proposed to test his doctrine to
see if it indeed coincided with his observations of the soul’s kingdom. He
set out four ways to ascertain the truth: First, in case the truth spontaneously manifests itself, without far fetched arguments; . . . Secondly, in case
all experience, both particular and general, spontaneously favors it; Thirdly,
in case the rules and maxims of rational psychology do the same” and he
concluded with, Lastly:
In case the proposed views makes the different hypotheses, which have
been advanced on the subject, to coincide, supplying us with the proper
condition, or common principle, which bring them into order and connection, so that, contemplated in this manner, they are agreeable to the
truth. We may remark that a system constructed on the ground of such an
agreement, merits the title of Established Harmony. (Ibid., 7)
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With this method and with this statement, Swedenborg developed a
wholly new approached to the question of soul body communication.
With it he saw the soul, as a force in the spirituous fluid, shape the body as
it own habitation. The harmony was established in process of making and
shaping the body. The material body in Swedenborg’s view played an
essential and vital role to the soul because as it acted in the natural world,
in response to option’s present in the mind, it modified the soul either by
opening it more and more to life, or bit by bit closing it off from life. This
process is essential to the soul’s unique individuation. Through this process, to quote Wolff, “the immortal soul . . . remains the same moral
individual after death, and preserve[s] its state of personality (n. 742).”
Quite clearly, as this section on Wolff demonstrates, Swedenborg was
impressed and influenced by Wolff both positively and negatively. He
shared many philosophical interests with Wolff and he borrowed both
terminology and insights from him. And, he may have, in fact, developed
his concept of Established Harmony, after analyzing why Wolff’s version
of Pre-established Harmony was inadequate.71
An assessment of the notebook excursion
Dipping into Swedenborg’s own extensive notebook in which he has
quotes from such a vast array of philosophers, including those in this
study and many other of his contemporaries, has been a valuable exercise,
actually extremely valuable. Working with this material draws Swedenborg
out of his, all too frequent isolation, and locates him within the flow of
Western philosophy.72 It has shown his deep indebtedness to and connec-
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For a useful discussion of borrowed terminology and other aspects of the relationship
between Wolff’s philosophy and Swedenborg’s see Kurt P. Nemitz, “The German Philosophers Leibniz and Wolff in Swedenborg’s Philosophical Development” in The New Philosophy
97.3 &4, (1994): 411–425.
72
The source of this isolation is at least three-fold: 1) his lack of referencing that heritage
in many of his philosophical works (although certainly not in the Soul series), and almost never
in his theological works; 2) the indifference and or hostility of the philosophical and intellectual
worlds to Swedenborg’s work, particularly after his “call” which persists to this day (although
he was a secret source of inspiration and insight to some philosophers through the years,
including Kant; and has been seen as having influenced may authors and artists); and 3) the
reticence of many of those most influenced by his Theological works to make these sort of
connections.
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tion with his and our intellectual heritage. Engaging in such explorations
by other scholars and on other philosophers or even those touched on here
could shed light on the path he travelled, and what helped him support his
arguments and what he discovered he needed to dismiss; and even why in
the end, he abandoned his project. What can we learn from his notebook
about both the richness of and limits of philosophy?
With regard to the four philosophers in question and their impact,
influence, and relationship to Swedenborg, this brief study indicates that
Descartes was less of an influence on Swedenborg than others have thought,
most significantly, Inge Jonsson, in his book, Emanuel Swedenborg (1971).
While a more extensive study of the material quoted from Descartes might
reveal a more significant influence that what was found in the study of the
two concepts of God and the soul, nonetheless, these two concepts are
central to both Swedenborg and Descartes. What Swedenborg gained
from Descartes was both necessary and basic to his project; however, in
the end, Swedenborg saw the soul as suffusing the body, and not just in
the brain. The intense Cartesian training he received in Uppsala no doubt
helped Swedenborg to shape his philosophical quest.
With regard to Spinoza, first of all, it is impressive that Swedenborg
quoted him given Swedenborg’s clear and often stated bias against naturalism, and also the general cultural assessment of Spinoza as an atheist
and heretic. While it is true that some modern scholars see Spinoza’s work
as God-infused, he also was a determinist. This is another position that
Swedenborg emphatically rejected. The inclusion of Spinoza suggest a
certain catholicity of Swedenborg’s mind, and the necessity of seeing
things from a variety of positions and points of view. If Swedenborg
rejected naturalism and determinism, it was a rejection based on knowledge and not on prejudice.
Swedenborg and Leibniz held similar views of God. God is the first
reason of things, and he contains the reason for His own existence. He is
wisdom, truth, goodness, and justice. He is Omnipotent, and the whole of
order. Reading the Theodicy of Leibniz and its appendices must have
inspired Swedenborg in relation to his own project and given him hope of
obtaining a hearing. Swedenborg must also have appreciated Leibniz’s
optimism, given his own assessment of the irreligious temper of the times.
Of course, Leibniz later became the subject of criticism and ridicule when
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Voltaire (1694-1778) published his work Candide (1759) that challenged his
conception that this is “the best of all possible worlds.”
Swedenborg also had much appreciation for many of Leibniz’s thoughts
expressed in relationship to the human soul. The scope of the quotes he
took from Leibniz demonstrates an affinity to his thought. He appreciated
Leibniz’s belief that revelation provides human beings with truths not
obtainable from natural sources, and his use of correspondences as a way
to understand truths that can’t be grasped by means of reason. He responded positively to the idea that the body operates according to set
natural laws, and that there needs to be a system of feed back between the
soul and the body. However, he could not accept Pre-established Harmony as the source of that system. Nevertheless, it seems clear that Leibniz
developed his conception of Pre-established Harmony as an attempt to
reconcile faith and reason.
Swedenborg was attracted to the broad scope of Wolff’s philosophy.
According to Kurt Nemitz in an article on the impact of German philosophy on the direction of Swedenborg’s own philosophy, Swedenborg owned
five of Wolff’s works and two books about him. He draws on Wolff’s work
in his 1734 Principia, and also in both works on the soul, The Dynamics of the
Soul’s Domain, and The Soul’s Domain. In terms of his notebook excursion,
he was very drawn to Wolff’s work in his Rational Psychology.
A more exact and careful comparison between Wolff’s Rational Psychology
and Swedenborg’s chapter on The Soul in The Dymanics of the Soul’s
Kingdom ought to be done. While in this study, the focus was on examining
the quotes of Wolff that Swedenborg used in his own work, it would be
useful to actually compare both the structure and content of Swedenborg’s
work to Wolff’s. Nemitz in his article indicates that Swedenborg adopted
Wolff’s use of the terms successive and simultaneous from Wolff that
helped him to shape his discussion of series and degrees, and perhaps, his
idea of the simple.73 If this is the case it would be useful to read Swedenborg’s
discussion of “the premature opinion” associated with the three theories
of casual relations between the soul and the body. Swedenborg felt that it
was his understanding of series and degrees that led him to the concept of

73

Nemitz, 1994, 424.
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“Established Harmony” (Swedenborg, 1955, 6, 7). If Wolff had similar
ideas, why did he continue to maintain belief in the superiority of Preestablished Harmony?
Richard J. Blackwell in “Christian Wolff’s Doctrine of the Soul,” at the
end of the article asks the question: “Is Wolff saying that the soul body
problem is insoluble in principle? At times one gets this impression.” Yet,
Blackwell wonders, if, as Wolff maintains, “everything has a sufficient
reason, why it is, rather than is not, as Wolff constantly insists, then the
sufficient reason of the cooperation of soul and body must be hidden
somewhere waiting to be discovered.”74 Did Swedenborg make that discovery?75
Comparison of the philosophical projects of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz,
Wolff and Swedenborg
In the previous section the relationship between Swedenborg and the
four philosophers in this study has been examined by exploring
Swedenborg’s use of their philosophical perspectives in his own study
and work. Swedenborg’s relationship to their works was examined in a
limited and detailed manner. It is clear that Swedenborg read, absorbed,
reflected upon, engaged and, in some cases, actually used their insights in
his own works. Now it would be useful to step back and reflect on their
broader philosophical projects and compare them to Swedenborg’s. This
will involve a brief recapitulation of the essential goals of each philosopher.
Descartes
René Descartes had an ambitious project; he wanted to modernize
philosophy. He was a mathematician and scientist and he needed philo-
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Richard J. Blackwell, “Christian Wolff’s Doctrine of the Soul,” Journal of the History of
Ideas, Vol. 22 No. 3 July–Sept. 1961, 354.
75
There are lots of ways to play with an answer to this question. Philosophically, the idea
of Established Harmony, & or Revelation or Love. I just thought it would be fun to throw it in.
And then: “The end or purpose of creation is a heaven from the human race” Divine Providence
27.
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sophical tools appropriate to the discoveries he had made in mathematics
and physics. He wanted to move beyond the ancients’ and the scholastics’
understanding of knowledge, to take into account new approaches to the
physical world of extension. To do this he posed a series to questions. He
used doubt to move toward certainty. He believed that science could not
move forward if it remained encumbered by Aristotelian physics and
metaphysics, and was limited by the heavy hand of theology. In his
natural philosophy he revolutionized how we view the natural world
composed of matter, seeing it governed by universal laws. Humans in this
world had bodies governed by the laws of extension, and minds that lived
and ruled an immaterial world of thought. The essence of matter is extension and the essence of mind is thought. He developed a metaphysic to
take these conceptions into account.
While Descartes provided arguments for the existence of God, his
project was to rationalize our understanding of the world—to empirically
ground reason.
Spinoza
Baruch Spinoza had an audacious project. He wanted to totally comprehend and rationally systematize our philosophical approach to reality.
Spinoza, the lens grinder, ground and refined ethics and transformed it
from an understanding of human freedom in action, to defining it as
rationally determined geometrical formulas focused on the application of
right thinking. Spinoza viewed human beings as governed solely by the
laws of nature—because there is nothing that essentially differentiates the
human from the rest of nature. Thought and extension, which for Descartes
were separate from God, in Spinoza’s philosophy are attributes of God.
Individual’s emerge, for a time, from the eternal that has no beginning or
end, and then they, like the wax figures, Leibniz mentioned in his letter to
Hansch, will melt back into the one substance from which the sprang.
One strong and underlying motive or goal of Spinoza’s philosophic
project was to use Descartes’ rationalism to destroy the dualism his philosophy proposed, and in the process re-define human nature. Spinoza
had no patience for, interest in, or “love” for the emotions and passions of
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humanity. They lure us away from the “right way of life.” Human life is
thus reduced to a geometrical method, ordered and rational, but neither
vibrant nor living. In banishing dualism, and favoring oneness or unity,
Spinoza took the rationality of extension to be the order of the whole.
While this approach may be intellectually attractive and may make understanding reality, on the surface, more manageable, it simply may not be
true.
Be that as it may, his project remains surprisingly attractive. The
naturalistic positions that he took during his life-time have become increasingly persuasive to many intellectuals. Perhaps more for what is
rejected (the tenants of the Judeo-Christian tradition) than what is offered.
Leibniz
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’s broad philosophical project was similar
in many ways to Descartes’. He wanted to reform the scholastic philosophical tradition to take modern science into account. Like Spinoza, he,
too, was troubled by the mind-body dualism of Descartes’ rationalism, so
he invented the idea of a Pre-established Harmony to overcome this
problem of dualism.
In his Theodicy he quite explicitly wanted to reconcile faith and reason.
He was pleading God’s cause, but using natural reason to do so. Leibniz
saw evil in the world, but lay its existence at the feet of humanity and not
God. The world was rationally organized by a wise and just God, and
humanity was given freedom, by that God, to choose the good. Choice
creates identity for the chooser, and freedom allows the chooser not to
select what is good. Nonetheless, God permits evil, according to Leibniz,
for the sake of some good.
For Leibniz the mix of God, reason, and human freedom created the
best of all possible worlds. His optimism about the human condition,
however, did not sit well with the intelligentsia, and his project was
ridiculed by Voltaire, specifically, and the “philosophes,” more generally.
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Wolff
Christian Wolff was a rationalizer and a systematizer. The focus of his
project was to use the power of natural reason to establish a foundation of
rational morality. He brought rigor, order, and discipline to German
philosophy. As it has been said, ”he taught philosophy to speak German.”
He used his philosophy and his tremendous personal popularity to challenged the deep and abiding interests of the state churches and faculties of
theology at the universities. He wanted a clear separation of philosophy
and religion. While he was not opposed to faith, he did not want faith
polluting the philosophical enterprise. He was certain that natural reason
could generate a natural morality, without having recourse to faith. His
focus challenged both revelation and miracles. His emphasis on natural
reason led to the relativizing of faiths and minimizing the distinctions
between them. In Germany, Wolff and his followers successfully broke the
power of the established churches by restricting their influence on other
social institutions, paving the way for secularization.
Swedenborg
Emanuel Swedenborg’s project was to use the power of natural reason
to demonstrate the marvelous order of creation: both in the macrocosm
and within the microcosm for the sake of those with little or no faith. He
used the tools of natural reason because they are human tools, gifts from
God. It is possible with them to explore the natural finite worlds—the
physical universe of the cosmos, the earth, and humanity. They can reach
high enough to demonstrate that there is an infinite Creator, but they
cannot show his nature or qualities to us. Given that reality, Swedenborg’s
project was to examine the created world and show its remarkable, astounding order and perfection in the vast and in the minute. Not only was
there order and perfection at every turn, but there was also connection and
coordination at every level and between levels; these were and are everywhere.
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Swedenborg used the platform of Descartes’ rationalist dualistic project,
not for the sake of reason alone, but for the sake of faith. As a dualist he
had to reject the naturalism of Spinoza which equated God and nature. He
saw that Spinoza’s project favored reason and an “intellectual love” for a
God who, according to Spinoza, could not reciprocate and who was
devoid of purpose or ends—what to Swedenborg was the key to creation
itself. Swedenborg’s project shared a great deal with Leibniz. Leibniz’s
interest in demonstrating the goodness of God in the face of evil, is similar
to Swedenborg’s desire to demonstrate the existence of God, with the tools
of reason. Where Swedenborg parted company with Liebniz was over the
idea of Pre-established Harmony—a perspective developed to overcome
the problems of Descartes’ dualism, which, however, challenged the need
for a material world. Swedenborg saw the necessity of a material world in
order for choices to have consequence in the shaping of eternal souls.
Wolff’s project attracted Swedenborg for its scope and definitional precision, as well as for the subjects he engaged. He was particularly drawn, as
has been shown, to his Rational Psychology. Wolff’s philosophy is a significant source for Swedenborg in his cosmological work, The Principia, and in
his two works on the soul. Swedenborg draws upon him for validation of
his own efforts. However, that leaves open the question of how he saw
Wolff’s broader project, particularly his desire to clearly separate religion
and philosophy, the relativizing of faiths, and the questioning of revelation and miracles, and a purely rational morality. It is possible to imagine
Swedenborg seeing the necessity of at least some these innovations, in an
era of state church domination. It is also possible to imagine him rejecting
some of Wolff’s rationalizing project as perhaps going too far.
It should also be pointed out that Wolff was a living contemporary,
while the other philosophers were not. Thus, it could be imagined that
Swedenborg saw that the two of them were in the game together, so to
speak, and that Swedenborg could just as easily influence Wolff’s work as
Wolff did his. It is also true that while Wolff was at the height of his
popularity and influence, the long term consequences of his philosophy
were yet to unfold. And as we are aware, Swedenborg’s own emphasis
and work would soon take a dramatic shift, and he would leave this
project behind, even as he took everything he had learned from it with
him.
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The faith and reason framework
Descartes, although personally a man of faith, laid the foundation for
the rationalist project. While he provided proofs for the existence of God,
he was committed to a rational and scientific understanding of the world
of nature and the human being; if he had to choose he would chosen
reason over faith.
Spinoza in all his works, including his biblical criticism, was a rationalist and in every instance he eschewed faith in the name of reason.
Leibniz’s was a scientist and mathematician as well as a man of faith.
He wanted to reconcile faith and reason. He comes the closest to
Swedenborg regarding the faith and reason question. Ideally he would not
want to abandon reason for faith, or faith for reason; however, it would
appear that his concept of Pre-established Harmony strains reason for the
sake of faith.
Wolff was a rationalist who even wanted a rational morality, and saw
faith entrenched in powerful state churches, perhaps more as traditional
social institutions than as vehicles for intellectually viable doctrines. He
appears to have been certain that the moral life could be rationally established apart from these faith traditions. Thus, he would and did choose
reason over faith.
Swedenborg was a man of faith with a deep and abiding interest in
science. He was drawn to rationality, and for a time thought that he could
rationally pave the way to faith. The more he tried the harder the project
became because his tools simply were not equal to the task. With them, in
the end, he could not show the soul to the very senses. At that point faith
called him. Responding to the call, changed both his project and his
contribution to the world.
Regarding Israel’s larger framework of “faith and reason,” by 1740 the
outcome was, in fact, what he suggested. Intellectuals gravitated to the
side of faith or the side of reason. Of the five philosophers, three would
side with reason, two with faith. I think the two with faith, if asked, would
have wanted to maintain a close relationship with reason. However, if it
was somehow declared that they could not, they would have chosen faith
over reason due to their abiding faith in a wise and intelligent infinite
Creator and Redeemer.
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